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FOREWORD 

This report covers the work accomplished under 
l^ase TI of a study of the fundamentals of ultrasonic 
welding by Aeroprojects Incorporated under Navy Con- 
tract NOas v9-6070-c.   Mr. R. M, Gustafson of the 
Materials Branch, Airborne Equipment Division, 
Bureau of Naval Weapons, provided liaison and tech- 
nical assistance.    The Contract was administered 
through the Bureau of Naval Weapons Representative, 
Verton, Morton, Pennsylvania» 

The authors acknowledge with appreciation the 
interest, cooperation, assistance, and criticism of« 
Dr. William C. ELnore, Chairman, Department of Physics, 
Swarthmore College; Dr. Ernest F. Nippes, Jirector of 
Welding Research, Department of Metallurgical Engi- 
neering, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Dr. Frederick 
N. Rhines, Head Professor, Metallurgical Rosearch 
Laboratories, University of Florida; and Dr. George S. 
Ansell, Research Professor of Metallurgy, Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institut«. 



ABSTRACT 

This Phase II extends earlier research which developed instru-
mentation and techniques to permit the work here reported. Fhotoelastic 
investigations show that ultrasonic welds are initiated as a result of 
vibration-induced interfacial shear stresses combining with the inter-
facial shear stresses resulting fron the normal damning force to produce 
alternately, on the side toward which the vibratory force acts, islands 
of local slip within an area "f elastic strain. A proper clamping force 
is productive of a best iapeaance match to effect energy delivery into 
the veld locale. Sheet thickness and tne Vickers microhardness indenta-
tion number are combined to permit a first approximation of the energy 
reoui.-ed to produce welds between metallic sneets. Optical and electron 
microscope observations and pertinent discussion are presented. Auto-
radiographic techniques are used to follow surface film dispersion, and 
it is suggested that dispersion strengthening may be associated with 
ultrasonic welds. Bonds are not uncommonly characterized by internal 
deformations without significant external deformation. Recrystalliza-
tion can occur in ultrasonic welds, but does not appear to be & common 
denominator. The temperature achieved during vibratory welding is 
measured to be in the range of about 35 to $0% of the absolute melting 
terooeraturc. No evidence of melting was observed in any monometallic 
weld. 
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StMKAF-Y 

Since ultrasonic or vibratory welding is a dynamic force-
induced process, the normal and the shear stress distributions at the 
weld interface and at the tip-work interface were determined by com-
prehensive photoelaatic analysis for four discrete loading conditions 
critical in generating a vibratory weld between two sheets. It is 
shown that local slip—within an area of elastic strain—and not gross 
sliding undoubtedly occurs. Seven "actors basic to the ultrasonic 
welding process were deduced and are discussed. 

The energy associated with producing an ultrasonic weld was 
investigated. Line power, electrical power to the transducers, and 
vibratory power to the weld locale are differentiated. The significance 
of the minimal power value in the power to clamping force welding thresh-
old relationship is determined and analyzed by means of surface plots, 
and it is concluded that a proper clamping force is productive of a best 
impedance match between sonotrode tip and weldment. An equation is de-
veloped which will permit calculation of the terminal impedance of a 
vibratory energy coupler. Preliminary determination of the resistive 
and rsactive components of weld impedance in copper and aluminum suggest 
avenues for improving the process. 

Analysis of experimentally determined data relating sheet 
thickness, material hardness, and vibratory energy requisite to pro-
ducing welds in several materials evolved an equation relating these 
parameters which, for the first time, permits approximations of welding 
machine characteristics for .Ioininp previously untried metals or alloys 
of varying thicknesses. Using the Vickers microhardness indentation num-
ber of a metal as a measure of weldability is justified because roaa-
temperature property relationships maintain at similar fractions of the 
absolute melting temperature and because temperature measurements during 
welding show that the weld zone reaches about of the absolute 
malting temperature for all materials investigated. 

Ultrasonic welds in several materials were studied by means of 
optical and electron microscopy, and autoradiographic techniques were 
utilized to follow surface film dispersion in .such dispersion in such 
welds. Bonds are char?..'-erized by plastic deformation suggestive of 
ultrasonic plasticity and by dispersion of surface coatings possibly 
productive of dispersion strengthening in the weld zone. Recrystalliza-
tior, while not unusual, is not a common denominator in these welds, and 
subgrain formation sometimes occurs in the region near the weld interface. 
Welds fail in a ductile manner. No evidence of melting was observed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The objective of ths several phases of this over-all research 
program is to develop a pher.omenological theory of ultrasoni c welding 
that will account for the observed effects and that can be usea to im-
prove the design of ultrasonic welding equipment and to extend its use-
fulness in joining the newer, high-temperature, corrosion-resistant ma-
terials of particular significance to the various military and atomic 
energy programs. 

Phase I of this investigation, completed earlier ( u)*, in-
volved the development of special instrumentation and techniques implicit 
in excavating and interpreting information from observable interacting 
factors involved in the ultrasonic welding process. It included prelimi-
nary study of certain ultrasonic weld phenomena and considered the in-
fluence of material properties on weldabilitv. In particular, 

a. Accumulated evidence had shown that ultrasonic welding be 
accomplished, at least in part, as a result of deformation at and 
near the int.erfr.ee being joined, it was clear that understanding 
the transient stresses producing such deformation is important# 
Therefore photoelastic techniques were considered and later de-
veloped, so that the internal dynamic stress pattern associated 
with the applied static and superimposed oscillating shear force 
associated with welding could be observed and photographed. A 
special swain frame for applying the requisite force system was 
devised and routinely utilized. Recourse to the laborious frozen 
stress technique was obviated by development of direct observation 
triaxially restrained photoelastic models. This work was carried 
far enough to establish its usefulness in studying this facet of 
the v.-elding process. 

b. Since it is self evident that a theory of the mechanism of 
vibratory welding must consider the energy required to producs a 
weld, the Phase I work considered avenues by which we could ascer-
tain net power and the instantaneous values thereof in time, during 
which a weld was generated. No practical method for measuring ultra-
sonic power transmitted through metallic coupling rods was availa-
ble, but analysis indicated a standing elastic wave measurement 
technique be suited to standard oscillographic data recording. The 
SV1R method was developed, its validity established in calorimetric 
experiments, and its use reduced to routine. It is to be ncted 
that this approach is inclusive.: for ê srr":, :?i-oqacncy, power, 
and its variation in time are known, such an ar.cillavy variable as 
tip amplitude is easily obtained when there is reason to know it. 
More important, the actual weld impedance during formation can be 
ascertained, and this information is fundamental to developing both 
the process and the equipment to implement it. Consideration was 

* Numbers in parentheses refer to LIST OF REFERENCES at end of report. 
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given to determirvlng the energy passing through and beyond the weld 
zone,   Gince this,  tor,  is included but should be deducted from the 
transniitbed ultrasonic power data determined by the SWR technique. 

c. Since it la well known that there is a temperature rise of some 
magnitude during the formation of an ultrasonic weld,  the need for 
rpl inble inforaaticn on weld-zone heating and for correlating it 
with the process variables was obvious.    Material properties are 
transiently affected by heat;  recrystallizstion, diffusion, phase 
change, and the possible interaction of such normal metallurgical 
phenomena with vibratory stresses,  all pointed to the nead for a 
practical technique to determine transient temperatures at the weld 
7,one  interface.    Accordingly,  a single fine-wire thermocouple tech- 
nique was developed to accomplish sensing, from which reproducible 
records were obtained with rapid-reaponae squipment.    The technique 
was uti'iized to obtain preliminary, but significant,  information on 
•".he process variables—power, clamping force, and weld time—for 
copper, aluminum, and iron.    The validity of the temperatures ob- 
tained was confirmed by means of a meltable insert technique. 

d. Explorations were made into the characteristics of the inter- 
face disturbance routinely observed in ultrasonic welds in various 
materials.    This facer of Fhase I served to orient much of the work 
carried out in Riase II which is discussed in this report.    An aute- 
radiograpn.i c technique Involving Beta emission was utilized experi- 
mentally as a candidate technique for studying intorfacial displace- 
ments where standard metallography Is Inadequate.   Lower-energy 
Beta    radiation was deemed essential to obtaining meaningful in- 
formation in the course of this Phase II research.   Metal displace- 
ment, recrystallization, diffusion, phase transformation, and. mis- 
cellaneous other effects were noted in various materials. 

e. A statistical approach to define the relation of material prop- 
erties to ultrasonic weldabillty was corsidered at length, but the 
complexity thereof and time involved appeared to be excessive.    Suc- 
cess in developing the SWR method for measuring the net energy re- 
quired to generate a weld suggested a less complex method; that an 
"order of weldabillty" in terms of energy and Material thickness^ 
should yield a correlation with one or more material pronerties 
which could be determined by systematic analysis of material prop- 
erties data, including properties at temperatures.    It was deter- 
mined that the net energy involved In generating a wold of a unit 
area between, for example, two sheets of 0.001-in, thickness alumi- 
num, and stainless steel, embraced a large range — In the order of 
1 to 100 watts, respectively, with copper sheets of the same thick- 
ness falling between. 



II. STRESS DISTRIBUTION IN THE WELD ZONE 

Approach 

In the course of investigating the vibration-induced stress 
distributions productive of ultrasonic welds, a strain frame was developed 
during Phase I for loading photoelastic models in a fashion that essen- 
tially duplicated any instantaneous loading condition associated with the 
actual accomplishment of such bonds between two pieces of sheet metal (U). 

Triaxially restrained photoelastic models were developed which 
perrioted direct observation of a changing stress pattern ( u), and 
motion pictures s'aowing the changing stress pattern, as can be seen with 
such triaxially restrained models, were obtained« It was observed that 
when the sonotrode tip reachea the stick-jlip condition, rapid and sig- 
nificant changes took place in the stress pattern» By using these models 
the laborious frozen-stress technique could be obviated, within practical 

Moreover, the simple plank model proved to be sufficiently 
similar to the triaxially restrained model tc be used with reasonable 
ascuracy for studying th« static stress conditions associated with normal 
loading, normal plus transverse loading just prior to slip, and normal 
plus transverse loading just after slip. 

A literature study disclosed information on point-loaded models 
(19,21,28,1*0), but nothing more analogous to the situation In ultrasonic 
welding geometry was found. It was decided that for an adequate under- 
standing further study was required to differentiate between local flip and 
gross sliding. This was accomplished by analysis of photographic data 
obtained from photoelastic models loaded to provide evidence of both the 
normal stress (^" ) and the shearing stress CC^y) distribution around 
the affected interface. 

Normally, a photoelastic analysis is carried only far enough 
to obtain the maximun shearing stress gradient (by counting fringes). In 
this case, however, it is necessary to make a comprehensive analysis to 
evaluate the principal stresses. Accordingly, the following investiga- 
tion Has carried out. 

Photoelastic plank models were loaded under these conditionst 

a. Tip radius, R - 3C/t (equivalent to 3-in. tip radius on 
O.CjO-in.-thick metal sheet) 

b. Normal force, 300 lb 

c. lateral force at "stick-boforo-slip", 76-8O lb 

d. Lateral force jast after slip, indeterminate 

e»  Lateral force after slip was reversed, 50-?5 lb. 
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Fringe paUerrs were photogrsphed by circularly polarized 
light vrtiile isoclinic uatterrs were phctogj'aphed at l^-deg an-nilar incre- 
ments with plane polarized light.    From these data,  the normal and shear 
stress values ware obtained analytically by utilizing equations from 
Lee (     )  s^  follows: 

^C      = 1/2 (<?",   -  tf-,)  sin 2 i , (1) 

x = x 

<ryr    ■  <r    +   -3-^     ix - 0, C2) 

wnere 

1    0 J y 

cr r - ^ ^ /C^- .r/-- (LT^)2 , C3) 

Y*        =    shear stress 0 xy 

O*-  - (T'p    ■   difference Ln the principal stresses 

0    ■    angle of isoclinic 

"X.    =    component of principal strorses along the   x   axis 

- :-      =    component of principal stresses p.t the point of 
origin,   ^ 

9T 
 *■    ■    shear atress gradicsnt in    y   direction at point of 

■3 interest 

^^      "   the normal stress, y 

The analytical procedures utilized in making these relatively 
complete photoelastic investigations are discussed in Aopendix A of this 
report. 



B,      Resulta 

Table I is a öaiwiary of the loading conditions under which the 
various stress  components were detenrdjied. 

Figures 1 through 8 contain all the numerical results of the 
photoeiastic investigation.    The accuracy of these data permit reading 
the stress patterns to + 0,05 fringe,  and the orientation of the iso- 
clinics to about +1*.    Krom Eq (l) we infer that  r.he magnitude nf +ho 
error  ,    S T^,    in    Tyv is given by 

«rrxy = {lA sin2 2 0 [cTf^ - ^l     + (^ - cr2)
2 

^ 2 0 {S 0) it l/s? , (U) 

which at worst is about 0.C5 fringe.    The values of    Tjy   are of th« 
order of 1.0 fringe, so that the accuracy might be expected to be about 
S% for the larger values of this quantity.    Actually,  this estimate ap- 
pears somewhat optimistic,  for,  as has been noted,  the over-all accuracy 
of the figures may be checked by integrating the shearing stress across 
the model and comoanng this result with the known transverse thrust. 
The maximum discrepa. ^y t v: detected was somewhat less than 10^, 

The accuracy cf the curves for    &    and   tr     is more difficult 
to estimate,   since the curves were determined,  as noted previously, by a 
numerical differentiation followed by a numerical integration.    The 
errors introduced in the first process tend to be reduced in the second, 
hut, it is clearly not easy to estimate magnitudes.    In the case cf  <r^., 
it is possible to check its integral acrusa the modjl against the known 
normal load, again to an accuracy of somewhat less than 10?,   Accuracy 
of about 10^ of the maximum fringe value, or of the order of 0.^ fringe 
at the weld interface, and of 3 fringes near the tip can be inferred» 

Before analysis of the data is presented,  it is necessary to 
distinguish between "Sliding", th&t is,  gross displacsment of one member 
of the model «eldment with respect to the other, and "slip", a local 
relative interfacial displacement at some small island region of the 
interface together with a lack of such displacement at other surrounding 
regions.    Both slip and sliding result in a relief of interfacxal shearing 
stress, which is different at different points on the interface.   With a 
local slip,  relief of stress must be accompanied by a growth of stress In 
some other region.    Fu»thermore, in slip, the magnitude of the rslative 
displacement is very smsll and frequently may not exceed values permitted 
by gross elastic distortion of the material.    In both processes, hcwEver, 
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Table I 

OADDIG CONDTTIONS AND LOCALES FOB PHOrOELAbTIC ANALYSIS 

Py777 777777 T77777777\ 
Reaction XlcaeRi 

Case   Applied Condition 

I   F j Normal Force, 
n 300 lb 

Stress Under 
Tip One 

v , Normal 

Stress at Interface Two 

f t Norsial 

(f t Transverse     &■ , ResolTed Transrerse 

X^ Shear XXy* Shear 

II        F , Normal Force. n ' 
300 lb, plus    Ft, 
Transverse Force 
before Slip, 
76-lb machine load 
5.'2-lb model load 

«TV» Normal 'V Normal 

f , Transverse     f , Resolved Transverse 

^xy' Shear r^. Shear 

III F ,  Normal Force, ff". Normeil 

300 lb, plus   F^i 

Transverse Force 
after Slip (stat- I ^ Shear 
ically indeterminate) 

S* f  Ncrmal 

r*,  Transverse ^ ,  Transverse 

xy* Shear 

IV       F , Normal Force, 

300 1^ plus F., 

Transverse Force Re- 
versed after Slip, 
52 lb 

j-. Normal 

^-, Transverse 

t^. Shear 

0-, Normal r 
^ , Resolved Transverse 

tjjy* Shear 
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one magnitude of shearing strain across the interface is relatively 
large.    Slip seems to be clearly associated with welding vhile Eliding 
in a gross movement between the loaded mode]« utilized in the photoelaa- 
tic stress analysis; however,  these models also exhibit slip.    Thus, the 
load in Fng. 6 has boen supported largely by relief of stress in the left 
portion cf the figure.    No slip can have occurred in the region    -8 < x 
<t7, and, from examiaation of the curve for  T^   it might be inferred 
that considerable additional  shearing stress could be supported.    However, 
experr-mentally,  Fig. 6 represents incipient gross sliding;  the analysis 
by which this imminence is implied is not yet clear. 

No attempt was madö to reverse transverse thrust before gross 
sliding occurred. Qualitatively, a reversal of the pattern shown in 
Fig. 6 would be expected, except that T™ might be expected to vanish 
on the right of the axis at a. smaller value of transverse load than was 
previously developed by the original uhruat. Whether incipient sliding 
would occur at a smaller or larger load is not clear and remairs to be 
ir.vestigated. 

Conditions near the welding tip, as shown in Fig. 2, are per- 
tinent.    In this figure slip is first to be expectei-? ir> +vc region 
♦6 < x  «C*^*, however,    *rXy/V'y «:-0,ii in this region.   Now the values 
of    'Tyy   and ^y   occur wltMn the material and not at the tip-work 
interface.   Nevertheless, the low value of their ratio is deemed sig- 
nificant.    If it is assumed that this Ic.: value (O.lt) also obtains at 
the tip-work interface itself. It indicates clearly that slip is to be 
expected at the weld interface (where the observed ratio is Ott) rather 
than at the sonotrode.   However, the difference between these ratios is 
snail (20%),   Thus, a Gsiall variation in model conditions could result 
in slippage at the sonotrode work-contact zone. 

For example, an increase in clanping pressure (normal load) 
would increase the radius of the sonotrode contact area, without changing 
^pprcolcibly the thickness of the model.    If this increase serves to in- 
crease the difference between the ratios, a corresponding increase would 
raise the margin available for successful welding, and a decrease would 
lower it.    Possibly an optiiüure clamping force, depending on specimen 
thickness, produces maximum tendency to slip at the weld interface.    The 
weldability tests have already revealed an optimum clamping force for 
delivery of acoustic power (but, practice does not Indicate clamping 
force to be especially critical). 

It remains to be seen whether or not the »raider design can be 
adjusted to make these optima occur simultaneously.    Thus, the observed 
difference in thn ratiriB    TXy/^.   is small enough to suggest that It 
might üB improved (or made worse)'by varying the shape of the spherical 
tip.    Some variation in tip efficacy has been observed in connection 
with continued use of thn tip.  a« well as in connection with solid-state 
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"wetting" o.f the tip with the material of the weldment.    It may be pos- 
sib] e  to vary the shape or the radius of the modal tip with a ■"iew to 
disnnyering whether or not this variation can produce a more versatile 
sonotrode. 

Figures 3 and 7 show the stress distributions after sliding 
has occurred and has been interrupted by a limit stop of the  strain 
panels.    Thu?5. the transverse thrust is supported chiefly by the stop 
and is nearly zero,  as may be seen by cursory sxsmination of the respec- 
tive  c lives for    Txy*    -^ ^s reasonably clear that these curves rfo not 
represent the stress pattern while sliding was in process.    They do sug- 
gest that impact with the lirrdt stop h?s resulted in a partial reversal 
of the traiiaverse thrust, and that they, therefore, represent conditions 
at the beginning of a thrust reversal.    Since '■he arrest of motion was, 
however, rather violent, we might suppose that tho impact resulted in a 
more or less complete relief of interfacial shearing stress,  in which 
case we would anticipate a repetition of the curvfcs of Fig. 1 and 5» 
This, however,  is not what is found,  and the assuniption will be made 
that Fig. 3 and 7 represent a typical tfirmination of sliding.    In this 
case,  Fig. I4 and 8 represent the beginning of a new sliding cycie. 

con 
From curves for  Y^y   and for f-/^   of Fig. 8 it seems that a 

:siderable increase in trauBva^se load would bo required to produce 
either slip or sliding since    •T*3Cy/4»-_<0.3   at all points.    This impli- 
cation was confirmed by direct test; it was found that a model force of 
ibout 65 lb vas required to cause sliding instead of the $2 lb that had 
caused the previous motion. 

Or the other hand,  the curves showing stress near the welding 
tip suggest that slip is imminent, or much more nearly so than at the 
same part of the model  In rig. 2.    Qualitatively, then, we infer that 
after gross sliding has occurred,  slip at the tip-work interface is quite 
likely to follow with the next reversal of transverse thrust. 

It is further- to be noued in Fig. 8 that, the values of    (TL 
are objectionably large and might be sufficle t to cause cracking near 
the edge of the weldment.    Such cracking can be produced by improper 
welding technique, such aa »Acessive duration for the weld cycle at low 
power and/or a markedly improper clasping force.   Whether or not sliding 
occurs in such cases is not clear; it is believed, however, that sliding 
is not ordinarily present. 

Considered reflection of the foregoing, s.upplemented by other 
information available about ultrasonic welding phenomena, leads to the 
following hypotheses: 

1.     Local slip is determined by the loc«! ratio of tangential 
stress to normal stress. 
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2. Welds car. be successfully and efficiently produced only when 
slip at the weld interface exceeds sliding at the tip-work inter- 
face. 

3. The existence of local slip causes loca] dissipation of energy, 
which in turn, due to local temperature rise, causes local plasti- 
ctzation of the material. 

u.      Conditions at the tip-work interface must not permit significant 
plastic flow or sliding at that point if a weld is to be achieved. 

5. After local plasticization has begun, local slip will spree.d to 
neighboring regions of the weld interface.   When a weld is attempted 
at marginal ultrasonic power, the welded area may fail to spread In 
this manner, perhapc giving «m unuonded central island* 

6. Tnitiatlcn of the weld,  and quite probably completion aa well, 
occurs without gross sliding at  the weld interface, but in the 
presence of local slip. 

7. Energy dissipation per unit volume at the weld interface ia 
larger i.han anywhere else, and results in plasticization (though 
probably not melting)* of the material. 

Hjpothoses 2 and h require considerable explanation.    In the 
first place, the production of interfacial slip (which we associate with 
welding) implies a quasi-infinite power delivery per unit volume to ele- 
ments at or near the slipping portions of the interface.    From a molecu- 
lar point of view, the interfacial atomic layers receive a violeiil. rela- 
tive di «placement and absorb all the power computed in termr of force 
iiii.icö relative velocity.    From a macroscopic point of view, it might be 
asserted that power delivered per unit volume ia equal to shear rate 
multiplied by shearing stress,    «hen slip occurs, the process is irre- 
versible;  tho shearing stress is not zero,  and the rhcar rate is quasi- 
infinite,    rhus, from either point of view, intense local energy dissi- 
pation is to be expected.    Under certain conditions, other workers (16) 
have observed emission of li^it from an active interface, but, unfortn- 
nntely,  these obseivations wero not related to generating ultrasonic 
racnoiriotal welds and were not sufficiently detailed to distinguish pre- 
cisely when or where the light was first emitted. 

It is to be noted that local slip withuut gross sliding re- 
quires minimal displacement of material near the weldment, that photo- 
elastic stress analysis clearly indicates the existence of auch slip, 
and that other considerations suggest that local  slln could bn expected 

* Metallographic examination with optical and electron microscopy has 
consistently failed to reveal melting in monometallic welds. 
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to produce welding.    In particular, local slip could be expected to occur 
r vtJiar close to a previously produced weld and, thus, to permit produc- 
tion of overlapping welds.    Again,  % w«ld produced near the center of a 
large sheet can be explained on the   .asis of local slip without assuming 
appreciable motion of material surrounding the weld.   Both these points 
require further elucidation, for microsections of overlapping welds show 
little evidence of discontinuity near the boundary between the welds. 
If the new welu if r.o occur continuously up to this boundary, an ex- 
trrmsly sraail slip must be responsible for welding in this region.   As 
has been pointed out, local intcrfaoial slip Implies qnatii-infinite ia- 
terfacial shear, wiU; resultant qucsi-infinite local delivsry of piwer 
per unit volume.    But the photoelastic models do not specify the magni- 
tude cf the relative displacements that they imply.   However, Fig. 6 
permits a rough calculntion of this. 

The actual wnld eri/elope may be somewhat elliptical.   TIJB 
abraded sonotrode contact area on the outside of the specimen is almost 
always somewhat elliptical with its minor axis in the direction of the 
applied vibratory forces (Fig. 9). 

The foregoing discussion is associated discretely with a plane 
cross section in the center of the weld zone in the direct!oj» of vibra- 
tion and normal to the plane of the sheets.    It is clear that the «tress 
system will be modified in the plane cross sections taken parallel to 
the veld zone but near the weld edges where the interfacial shearing 
stress induced by the normal force will be oriented 90s away from the 
direction of the interfacial shearing stress produced by the vibratory 
energy.    The effects, however, should be and, apparently, are approxi- 
nidtely the sarie. 

Figures 1 through h refer to conditions immediately beneath 
the tip but not precisely at the tip-work interface.   These figures pro- 
vide a qualitative estimate of the stress distribution at the tip inter- 
face, itself; howevrr, caution must be used in the interpretation of 
quaniitative detail.    The stress concentration in this region is so in- 
tense that photographic resolution is not altogether adequate; further^ 
more, distortions of the model surfaces and edge effect« are particularly 
troublesome in this region.    Integration of the stress equations, from 
the plane corresponding to these figures to the tip interface, would in- 
troduce very little change near the center of the pattern (where the 
stress trajeotories are nearly straight), but would introduce considera- 
ble nodification near the edges of the contact area. 

Figures 3' through 8 refer to stress conditions at the weld in- 
terface at various phases of the model stress cycle.   No curve has been 
obtained for streri distribution during the actual sliding process, which, 
in tlie models, las'-ed less than 0.01. sec.    However, the various curves in 
Fig.. 6 and 8 conta.' much relevant information since these figures corre- 
spond to condition;-! just before sliding occurs.    In Fig. 6, the data were 
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obtained by conuinuous application of a transverse lead ir. addition to 
the normal load that yielded the data plotted in Fig. 5.    Figure 8 repre- 
sents the  result of a reverse transverse thrust applied after sliding had 
occurred and had been interrupted.    The qualitative similarity, with due 
allowance  for the reversal of thrust between Fig. 6 and 8, is otvious. 
It is clear, however, that  the position of maximum shearing stress is 
much nearer the axis of symmetrv in Fi?.  8 than in Fig. 6. 

These results do,  in fact,  contribute to a phenomenologicai 
theory of vibratory welding.    In particular,  imposition of the transverse 
load induces sevpral significant changes in the shear stress distribution 
at the  "weld" interface. 

1. It shifts the point of maximum interfacial stress still further 
away fr^m  the axis of symmetry and in the direction along which the 
lateral load is applied. 

2. It  increases the maximum interfacial shear Rtr';.;ä by 0.2 fringes 
in the locale toward which the lateral force acts. 

3. It almost completely relieves the interfacial shearing stress 
in i/nat locale of the "weld" interface opposite the direction of 
the lateral force« 

Fran this it may be tentatively concluded that slip, presumably 
very local slip, and definitely not general sliding, may well occur first 
in a small locale on one side of the developing weld zone and then on the 
other bide,  and not ir the center of the weld zone.   This may also be an 
explanation for the fact that welds are readily formed in close proximity 
to,  and even overlapping, othei ultrasonic welds.    If vibratory welding 
depended upon any gross displacement or csneral sliding of the abutting 
surfaces, this would not be possible,    A highly local area of slip seems 
to provide a reasonable explanation. 

This concept of altarnating and ayaced areas of local inter- 
facial slip is interesting, because it apparently explains the charac- 
teristic physical (? ) and metallographic (^ ) asymmetry which has bcon 
observed in vibratory welds. 

When ultrasonic welds are produced between ordinary thicknesses 
of sheet metal, the welded area is observ-d to include a I^SB completely 
bunded central island (Fig. 9). 
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Fig.  9:    ULTRASONIC WELD PRODUCED BETWEEN TWO STRIPS 
CF :011i-T6 ALUMINUM SHEET 

(Showing clearly the less completely bonded central island) 

It is clear that Fig. 5 through 8 contain data for estimating 
thft imminence of slip, but that a quantitative assertion can be made only 
when the r?tio of oupportable tangential stress to normal stress across 
the interface is known.    Ordinary estimates of the coefficient of static 
friction,   essential to the model analysis but not especially significant 
between wexd pieces for reasons previously explained, are not sufficient 
for this purpose, for these are ordinarily expressed in terms of force 
ratio  instead of stress ratio,  a procedure that has led to much confusicn 
and ambiguity..    Accordingly, experiments were undertaken to determine the 
relevant ratio, designated "streas coeificient of  Suatic friction",  as a 
function of normal stress.    The procedure used is described in Appendix B; 
the results are plotted in Fig. 10.    A detailed consideration of these 
data and of their application to photoelastic stress analysis follows. 

C.      Interpretation of Results 

Section B descriues the experimental results obtained with 
photoelastic sludy of a model subjected to static lo.iding analogous to 
the dynuric loading in sin actual weldmont at several discrete times 
during a vibratory cycle.    The quantitative data finally presented in 
Fig. 1 through 8 were obtained on thin plank specimens, in which the 
stresses had been shown to be qualitatively similar to those existing 
rear the plane of symmetry in a triaxially resi-rained model.    These data 
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suffice  to establish ratner clearly the broad outlines of a detailed 
mechanistic theory of the ultrasonic weldirig phenorana existent between 
two sheets  of material..    Because,  in particular, they suggööl  uiiaL  Lhe 
difference between the stress distribution that produces a weld and one 
that does not is rather small, woldabiiity might be expected to depend 
critically on such operating variables as clamping force, tip radius, 
and available power..    However, these variables are not particularly 
crJ i.icai,  so that an atteirpt must be made to explain w^iy thfe permissible 
range of operating conditions is as large as it is. 

A careful appraisal of the stress distributions delineated in 
Section B yields a great deal of information about details of the welding 
phenomena.    An attempt is made in what follows,  to isolate the more sig- 
nificant features and, where appropriate,  to raise questions requiring 
further investigation. 

The initial application of a normal load or clamping fox'ce 
creates at Lue weld interface the stress distribution shewn in Flß. 5 in 
which the  relationsnip between the curve for <yv/).    and tha curve for  T. y/^   and tha curve for  Tjy 

bserved that in the region is of primary significance.    Thus,  it will be observed that in the region' 
+8 <x <*20,   "^xy'-^y Ä*0«5«    Examination of Fig. 9 reveals that tho 
stress coeffiuicno of static friction for this material limits C^xy/^y) 
to the magnitude actually observed,  and it hardly seems reasonable Co 
suppose that this observed ratio has in fact occurred by chance»   Hence, 
we can infer that local slip has already occurred in this region. 

If we wore to suppose that no slipping had occurred along the 
weld interface, we would expect aoproximately the stress distribution 
found in a solid block subjected to the same load for which, of course, 
a theoretical solution is available (UO).    However, in our case, no 
tension can exi;it across the weld interface for large values of   X 
(Fiy. 5),  and such tensions are, of course, to be expected in the case 
of a solid block.   Accordingly, it is not safe to assert that slippage 
or the lack thereof is the only difference betirasn the '"ass »r.alyzBd and 
that, of the solid block.   Nevertheless,  it would be interesting to dis- 
cover whether or not the ratio of   ^w   to    ^     in this case is markedly 
diffareat from the corresponding ratio in the case for which s theoretical 
solution ia available.   An investigaticn of this point, either theoreti- 
cally or experimentally, is clearly indicated for future work. 

In any event, whether or not slip has already occurred in 
Fig. 5, it is clearly imminent.    The effect of an added transverse 
thrust is shown in Fig. 6.   The marked difference between these two 
figures definitely implies local slip.    In Fig. 5 the curve for   fff* 
shows a region of tensile stress near the center.    This region of ten- 
sile stress has migrated well to the left of center in Fig. 6, a change 
that would not be possible without slip in the critical region revealed 
in Fig. 5.    Again, in Fig. 6,   TynJ V   xsO.B   in the region   +8 < x <*20, 
from which it again can be inferred tnat slip must have occurred. 
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To the left of center in Tig. 6,     Txj    has almost vanished. 
The indicated negative values beyond   A = -12    can bo due only to experi- 
mental error.    But, in any case, there is nothing in this region to sug- 
rest that local  slin (to the right; has occurred,  for  this would be nos- 
sible only if    T—<.-    vere positive.. 

A small increase in transverse load beyor."l that required to 
produce Fig. 6 resulted in gross sliding of the whole specimen.    It is 
of interest to inquire what evidence of incipient  sliding'can be dis- 
covered in this figure.    Clearly,  +he laws of statics require the area 
beneath the  curve for     T^y    to he always equal  to the transverse thrust. 
The portion of this curve' t.o  tha right of    x = +3    is virtually the sanw 
as it is in Fig.  5, which is to be expected,  since the curve for  ^   is 
substantially the same  in both figures,  and since the curve for ^y sets 
an uoper limit for the curve for  TY,.,. 

If it  Is assumed that in Fig. 6,  there is no interfacial slip 
at    x = -12,  and that mean  fcensilE stress    a-j^    of 1.0 fringe (72-psi 
strain 12   - lO-?)  is integrated from   x » -12    to    x = +20 (i.6 in. in 
the photoelastic model), there should bo a raaxiaium interfacial slip of 
2 * 10 - in. in the model, or of    2 • 10"5 in, in the weldmsnt represented 
by the model.    With allowance for the ratio between the moduli of aluminum 
and Catalin,  the slip in the weldment would be further reduced by a factor 
of l/l6 to something less than 10-6 in. or of the  order of 100 atomic 
diameters.     Indeed,  this figure represents come thing of an upper limit; 
for harder or thinner specimens, it would be even smaller. 

Interfacial displacements of this magnitude, which would be 
expected in the early phases of the weld cycle,  could scarcely be ex- 
pected to produce melting on an observable scale, and none has been ob- 
served in monometallic welds.    Instead, they suggest that the bonding is 
essentially interfacial in character, that,  except for heat plus rapid 
small displacement effects not essential to the basic mechanism, little 
disruption of crystal   structure need be expected,  and that a spreading 
of the region of interfacial slip could be expected without anoreciabln 
distortion or previously affected regions.    Plasticiaation and subsequent 
clastic flcr« would,  nn this hypothesis,  occur rather late in the weld 

It is of interest to investigi+e the extent to which a surface 
dissipation of energy might be expected to affect that surlace.    It might 
be expected that most of the energy serves to dicsipate or pulverize sur- 
faca fill's and,  thus, to enhance true nascent surface contact on the 
atomic scale:    To give a senqe of the orders of magnitude involved, a 
useful parameter is the energy of raelting per atom.    For aluminum 
(mp = 660oC, specific heat ■ 0.20 cal/g, latent heat = 80 cal/g, atomic 
weight = 27),  this figure is roughly   h • 10~13 ergs/atom.    The mean 
volume available per atoir. of aluminum is   1.7 • 10~23 cm3, so that ?. 
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surface lajei  ur 1 cnsS will contdin about 1.5 • 10^5 atoms.    A surffice 
stress of 200 psi or l.U • 10^ dyne/cm^ times a displacement of 2 • 10"° cm 
would refaoll, in a  surface dissipation of 30 ergs cnr, which,  shared between 
two surfaces, would ne about 10"^ ergs/atom.    Thus, interfacial relative 
displacements of the magriitucle suggested by the photoelastic analysis will 
produce significant disturbances at the atomic level but could scarcely 
produce melting on any observc.ble scale. 

It is further to be noted that energy dissipation produced in 
thin way could be self limiting.   Heating effects would reeult in local 
plasbicization,  and interfacial slip would be replaced by volume shear, 
which would still be large enough to be irreversible.    However, once 
oiasticization is achieved,  it will be maintained .for the duration of 
the weld cycle. 

These assumptions lead to the fourth hypothesis listed.    If 
plasticizalion occurs first at the tip, it should not be possible to de- 
velop interfacial slip elsewhere.    If this interpretation of ths photo- 
elastic  analysis is correct, certain assertions about, weldability can be 
nade, 

Interfacial displacement for a given transverse thrust is in- 
versely proportional to modulus.   Weldability should decrease with JJI- 
creas^ng nodulus so that. maLurials in this category chould require higher 
power. 

Tho geometrical parameters associated with welding are three: 
tip radius, radius of contact aresj and sheet thickness.   Given the first 
and third of these, the force (F) reouired to maintain the second will on 
roughly inversely proportional to (l/Ei  ♦ I/E2) where    En    and   E2   are 
moduli of tip and specimen, respectively.    Thus, high-modulus materials 
might require greater clamping pressures; however, the relationship is 
not one cf linear proportionality. 

On the basis of this di'r-usainn.  a number of coints ■'nvit'? 
further irvestitqtion.    The photoelastic analysis for Fig. 2 and 6 should 
be repeated at greater and smaller normal loads to discover whei/ncr the 
margin of available transverse thrust beneath thu wOding tip does or 
does not depend on clamping force.    In making these analyses, the trans- 
verse thrust should be cyclically applied before the photographs are 
taken -, 

Local slip without sliding should be detectable without photo- 
clastic analysis.   An appropriately designed yoke on the plastic models 
should serve to detect and to measure this, not only on thin models but 
also in triaxially restrained models.   A series of experiments with such 
a device should serve to define magnitude of slip producible without 
sliding as a function of specimen thickness.    Such experiments should 
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serve to establish whether any limitation on weldability exists and 
-./nether it is associated with the strsss system produced by the clamping 
force is thicknecs is iücryaoed. 

Behavior of the photoelastic models falls nicely into the con- 
ceot of stress coefficient of static friction, which turns out to be 
larger than the ordinary coefficient of friction.    Experiments to dis- 
cover whether or not  this concept is applicable to metals are clearly 
indicated,  especially since the data of Fig» 10 are so startingiy con- 
sistent by comparison with the results of typical irKtaüureiaents of metal- 
lic friction. 

Thn ultimate objective of the investigation is quite clear« 
given a material of a  specified thickness and of known properties;  to 
discover the ranges of tip radius and of clamping force within which 
welling is possible  and the optimum values of each.    It is to be noted 
that this optimum is based entirely on criteria ^Jidependeut of power 
requirements and specifies only how the sonctrodas should be designed 
and loaded for maximum efficiency.    This specification immediately im- 
plies a definite acoustic impedance presented by the weldment to the 
scnotrode, which must ba discovered by independent investigation.    Design 
of the acousLic coupling system for an effective impedance match will 
then b°  feasible,  and eütabliöhin? ^ rap^e of power requirements for 
welding wil]  be the last step in the investigation. 
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Ill, ENERGY DELIVERED TO THE WELD ZONE 

The energy required to n s a weld must G«J considered in de-
veloping any theory for vibratory welding- As an introduction to more 
detailed considerations, the .flow of energy through the entire elactro-
acoustic system will be described first. 

Electrical power at 60 cycles and standard-line voltage CllOj 
220, U»0 volts) is delivered into the "ultrasonic generator" or power 
source, where it is converted by mea"s of auxiliary ectri equipment, 
such as rotary alternators or electronic oscillators and power ampli-
fiers, into electrical power at the frequency of operation of the welding 
riachine, wnich is ordinarily in the range of 5000 to 75,000 cps. The 
output transformer of the electronic source is provided with suitable 
taps to permit making ar electrical impedance match to either a magneto-
strictive tr-ar-si/ver or .in electrostrictive ceramic transducer. Tie 
impedance i3 satisfactorily matched w'len the output impedance of the 
power source is approximate?y equa1 to the input impedance associated 
with the loaded transducer. For maenetostrictive transducers of the 
type used in the present program, this value is in the range of 16 to 
32 ohma. For electrostrictive ceramic transducers, the impedance is de-
termined by geometry and material and may be in the range of 50 to sev-
eral hundred ohms. The first three blocks of Fig. 11 depict this portion 
of an ultrasonic welding system. 
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Electrical power at the propar frequency is thus delivered tc 
the transducer where it is converted into elastic vibration either by 
the magnetostrictive effect transducer material (22/ is nickel, nickel-
cobalt, Permendur, Permalloy, or by the electrostrictive or piezoelectric 
effect if the transducer (32) is barium titanate, lead zirconate, quartz, 
tourmaline, etc. Usually the conversion efficiency is of the order of 
28-38/5 for the magnetostrictive transducers and. UC-80;? for the electro-
strictive materials. Ceramic transducers are fragile and difficult t.u 
install in coupling systems on a practical basis, especially for high-
r>oTTô9d opera Lion. The ruf?gedness and durability of magnetostrictive 
transducers seems to r.iake them more practical, at the present time, for 
nelding operations despite their somewhat lower efficiency. 

The vibratory power output of the transducer should be con-
ducted with maximum efficiency to the weld zone. The need for an elec-
trical impedance mat.rh hstween the power source and the transducer has 
Keen discussed and is depicted by Blocks 2 and 3 of Fig. 11. Analogous 
acoustic impedance matching mus;t be obtained between the transducer and 
the weld zone, except that instead of an impedance adjustment for ob-
taining a given complex ratio of voltage to amperage " E/I), in the 
electrical case, the acoustic impedance is (Za " F^Oj that is, th8 COB— 
plsx ratio of transmitted force to displacement velocity at the points 
of coupling must be matched by suitable selection of coupling materials 
and their cross-sectional areas. The acoustical analogy of the elec-
trical transformer exists, for example, in suitable geometricallŷ tapered 
coupling members. To accomplish welding under truly optimum conditions, 
the acoustical properties of the materials being welded should be con-
sidered, just as in resistance welding the conductivity of the -materials 
being welded influences the design of resistance welding machines. 

Block U of Fig. 11 represents a (preferably) resonant (integral 
number of one-half wavelengths) acoustic transmission line normally used 
to connect the transducer to the acoustic transformer-. Block 5 represents 
a tapered (preferably) resonsmt section to increase the vibratory ampli-
tude to the desired level. In practice> U and 5 may be the same member. 
Block 6 represents the weld zone of unknown acoustic impedance, whose 
vaiuu i'or various materials and ̂ ages is of interest ii producing a mere 
efficient welding machine. 

In this section of the repet, consideration is given to the 
factors which strongly influence the delivery of elastic vibratory power 
ir.tc a weld locale with maximum efficiency, that is, the efficient accom-
plishment of welds with minimum power input. 

The problem is by no means a? straightforward as simply doub-
ling or tripling the efficiency of the transducer. Modest improvements 
in coupling design and suitable understanding cf the factors controlling 
power transmission between the transducer and the weld locale can increase 
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welder performance a+. fixed power input several io?.d.    For example, an 
incorrectly designed acoustical transformer nay have a "rLmiting'' ampli- 
fication factor of about li.5, whereas a properly designed acoustical 
transfomer may increase amplitude by as much as 20 or 30 times when re- 
quired.    Such factors are brought into focus here to provide a basis for 
designing ultrasonic welding equipment of improved capabilities and to 
extend the  isefulness of this new metal-Joining proceaa. 

It is also necessary to consider the dissipation of vibratory 
energy after it reaches the weld zone.    Part of this energy is  trans- 
mitted through and beynnd the weld zone and is dissipated elsewhere« 
Some of it is locked into the metals being joined as surface and internal 
stresses.    A portion oi  the energy prodnres el antic and plastic dnfonna- 
tiori in me weld sone, generating heat and resulting in an associated 
temperature rise» 

In the experimental results reported first, the miniüiuiR net 
cccustif energy needed to make a weld is correlated with the ortimma 
power-clamping force for several thicknesses of each material (U )•    The 
minimum energy was determined by arbitrarily selecting a single clamping 
force and a fixed weld-time interval on the basis of previous e^erienr«, 
and producing welds with progressively decreasing power until the bond 
obtained no longer failed in peel by nugget tearout.    The procedure was 
then repealed at a series of selected values of clamping force, but at 
the same fixed weld time, until sufficient data were obtained to plot a 
curve of clamping force against minimum power.    This plot, therefore, 
exhibits the threshold power necessary for welding as defined by the 
nugget-pullout peel t'st Ü'ig. 12). 
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Preliminary data we:e obtained at a weld tisa of 1 sec. The 
same procedure was reproduced for several material thicknesses with a 
time of 0.5 sec. It was noted in the second series thsi the power re-
quired to make a weld was about twice as high as in the first* indi-
cating; that, under the general conditions of the experiment, weld time 
can be reduced within limits if power is proportionstnlv increased. It 
was, therefore, concluded that for the purpose of exploratory work, a 
weld time of 1 oec gives representative results. 

All obtained ir. this manner have a characteristic shape 
for what appears to be maximum welding efficiency. Fhotoelastic inves-
tigations as well as a priori considerations suggest that the minimum-
power or maximum-efficiency condition (MEC) quite probably involves the 
accomplishment of an impedance match between the welding tip and the 
workpiece, but this conclusion requires additional confirmation. 

The optimum power-clamping force condition, which was estab-
lished on the basis of the easily determinable electrical power to the 
transducer, was used to obtain data on the net acoustical energy fle-
Uvered to the weld zone, by the standing-wave-ratio (SWR) technique 
developed under Fnase I of the program. The significance of the threshold 
curve, however, was not completely clear, so carefully designed, compre-
hensive experiments were carried out, to determine the relationship of this 
curve to the various weld characteristics. 

<U Electrical Power to Transducer 

The electrical power delivered fl*om the power source to the 
transducer is routinely measured in welding operations, using a VAW 
meter.* The instrument used for these investigations was periodically 
calibrated and had a good frequency response to about 3™ kc and an 
over-all time constant (including meter lag) of 1 sec, with over-all 
specification accuracy of • 3%• 

During the early sUges of this work, the VAW measurements 
were checked by a technique involving the insertion of an accurate, 
lew-value, non-reactive resistor in series with the transducer. With 
the aid of a dual trace oscilloscope, the voltage wave form at the :.nput 
to the transducer and the current wave form obtained from the small re-
sister were simultaneously recorded. The electrical power values were 
then obtained by integration of the in-phase portions of these current 
and voltage forms. The accuracy of this system, which depends primarily 
upon the accuracy with which the resistance value is known and upon the 
oscillograph calibration, was estimated to be 2% or less in the work 
reported here. The data obtained by this technique were essentially 
the same sc those obtained from VAW Tteasnreme"**. The simpler TAW method 
was considered satisfactory and was, therefore, used for the balance of 
the program. 

* Model No. 102,John Fluke Mfg. Co. 
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B.      Acoustical Power 

As previously noted, only a portion of the electrical power 
delivered to the transducer reaches thf; weld zone as acoustic power, 
because cf losaen in conversion,  transmission, «nd reflection at im- 
peoance discontinuities.    Precise determination of the delivered acous- 
tic power is not straighlforward.    Under Phase I of this program, theo- 
retical and öjcperimer.tai studies Indicated the feasibility of measuring 
the standing-wave ratio (SWR) in the coupler system to obtain data on 
acoustic power delivery. 

The theoretical basis for the SWR technique was presented in 
Anpersfüjc A to the Riase I final report ( U) and is further developed in 
Appendix C of ^his report.   The results of these analyses may be oum- 
raarized briefly as followss 

1.      Tlirt power dalivered by any ultrasonic power-transmitting mem- 
ber is proportional to the partible displacement and inversely pro- 
portional to the elastic standing-wave ratio.    The pertinent rela- 
tionships are given oy the following equation» 

1      Rr        o    v2 

*     S '-'max 

or 
R 

(i-r> 
where 

(t -   ^   i, (6) 

P ■ transmitted acoustical power, 

R^ " characteristic impedance of the transmitting member, 

S ■ elastic standing-wave ratio, 

3 ■ parlicle displacemönt, 

<*> ' 2nf, radians/sec 

f ■ frequency, cps. 

2, Particle displacements or accelerations which are proportional 
to stresses or strains associated with the actual power delivered 
can be detected easily with microphone elements. 

3. The electrical outputs of these elements when applied after 
proper amplification to the deflection plates of an oscilloscope, 
produce an ellipse whose area CA).is proportional to the power 
being transmitted!    Thus, 
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— (M) (7) 

or 

Tnese equations provide The basis for developing instrumenta- 
tion for acoustic power measureinsnt*    A small precijiicn ultrasonic 
wt'lding array was assembled (U ),  and the coupler was suitably eqi'inped 
with two SWR-^cnsing elementss (microphonas).    The response from these 
microphones was fed into an oscilloscope,  and the elliptical oscillo- 
scope  trace was photographed and used for acoustic power determinations» 

The individual microphone elements were caliurd!>öd üg&inst tlio 
::al of elements usüd in the early calorimetric studies of Phase I.    The 
latter elements served as primary calibrated standards.   Relative cali- 
bration was accomplished by comparing the ellipses obtained during welding 
of identical materiala and applying correction factors for signal equira- 
lence at a given power level.    The oscilloscope amplifiers were also cali- 
brated, as was the photographic projection ratio.    The 1-cm-spaced grid 
on the oscilloscope graticule was photographed along with the elliptical 
trace and used an a b.i*e for the projection ratio, which was maintained 
at a Isl correspondence between the projected ijnaga and the graticule. 

The procedure used to determine the net acoustic energy de- 
livered to the weld zone for a given material and material thickness was 
as followst 

1. With the minimum power condition selected from the threshold 
•"lii-ve ss previcusiy iesciibsd,  a wold was iüado, and the microphone 
signals were portrayed on the oscilloscope. 

2. The- o-cilloscope trace was cinematically photographed during 
the entire weld interval. 

3. The area of the projected ellipse in each frame was integrated 
manually with a compensating polar planimeter, and appropriate com- 
putatiens werö rriadc to reduce this information to acoustic power 
delivery at any given instant during the weld interval. 

km     The calculated values were plotted as a function of time and 
integrated bj means of the planimeter to determine the total energy 
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The accuracy of these measursments is not known precisely, as 
it is dependent on microphone calibration,  oscilloscope amplifier cali- 
br"-Mori,  projection enlargement ratio, and planimeter area dafcermina- 
tions,  all of which involve a certain amount of operator skill»    HoweV' .*, 
repetitive measurements with a given material under a given set of con- 
ditions indicate a reproducibility of + 10^ or better. 

It is apparent fron the preceding discussion that the procedure 
used in applying the SWR technioup to find net a^onotic energy is labori- 
ous and time-consuming,  involvring oscilloscope-trace photograohy, mauual 
Integration of ellipse f.reas,  and subsequent integration of the carve of 
areas va time.    A method was, therefore, sought that would instantaneously 
give data in useful form. 

The analysis presented in Appendix C of the present report in- 
dicates the essential components for an instrument that generates voltsg« 
signals proportional to the instantaneous acoustic power level in tha 
coupler, and amplifies them for recording on a strip-chart recorder. 
The necessary equipment was assembled and preliminary measurements made. 
The acoustic power data obtained in this way compare favorably with that 
Pi.iviuualy obtained fiuin the phoLographed and intagratod oscilloscope 
sllipse traces.    This abbreviated technique not only provides a means 
for substantially increasing the rate of data output, but it also con- 
firmed the validity of the SWR measuring technique. 

During the course of st'idies to investigate the net energy de- 
livered to the weld zone, consideration was given to the power that passed 
through and beyond the weld zone.    An effort was made to eliminate this 
loss by using a mirror or dual transducer system.   Two opposed identical 
systems were arranged to make welds between their respective welding tips, 
thus eliminating the anvil.    Mechanical cross-coupling occurred under some 
operating conditions to such an extent that the power supplied to one 
tranbuueer was delivered to the other. 

C.      Significance of Threshold Curves 

Throughout the Phase T program,  as well as the early part of 
this Phase II, reliance was placed on the threshold curve, as determined 
by the nugget-pullout peel test, for defining minimum power conartiens 
for producing a weld in a given material.    The results were highly repro- 
ducible and have been successfully used in establishing comparative welda- 
bility of various materials and correlating welding power requirements 
with material properties (Section IV).    As stated previously,  the sig- 
nificance of the threshold curve was not full understood.    It appears 
that this curve probably expresses the power-force relationship for best 
impedfljico match into the weld zone, but it might also describe variations 
in WM M   nnalit.y iir- sire.     Ac.crrdlnwl y,   a   rnrnnrehen^iv»  set  '-•" experiments 
was designed to investigate its significance further. 
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weld quality nay be described in part by tensile-shear strength, 
cross-tension strength, v*ld area, and thickness deformation. Other pa-
rameters that can be included in a comprehensive study of welding are 
temperature at the weld junction during welding and the microfracture 
in and around the weld zone. To ascertain the significance of the thresh-
old curve, it i3 necessary to consider such par-deters. 

The materials selected for this study cover a wide range of 
physical and mechanical r>roperties» They include 1100 H-lo aluminum 
0.009 in. and 0.020-in. thick; Type 302 stainless steel, cold rolled 
0.00p i n . thick, and annealed 0.010-in. thiclc; and OKdC* sepper •• • ® 
half-hard condition, 0.020 in . thick. 

With a constant sonotrode tip radius of 2 in. and a weld inter-
val of 1 sec, a threshold curve was established for each material and 
gage. Vfeld specimens were then produced at operating conditions in the 
vicinity of the minimum energy locales of thase threshold curves and ^ 
were evaluated in terms of eauii of the selected parameters. Tht thrssii 
old curves for the various materials are presented in Fig. 12-16. In 
each case the outlined block embraces the HEC, power-force relationship 
based on the peel test. 

1. Measurement Details 

a. Tensile-Shear Strength 

Weld specimens were 3 f h in. x U in. with the weld centrally 
located in a 3A"in. overlap. These specimens were sheared with a model 
"D" Young Testing Machine, with the hydraulic line modified by the in-
sertion of a Heise** gage to determine more precisely the resulting shear 
values. 

b. Cross-Tension Strengths 

Individual tabs (5/8 in. x 3 in.) were placed in a jig, which 
assured proper alignment and spot placement. The welded specimens were 
then tested in a special cross-tension testing fixture which was designed 
to fit into the Young .T.cchir.e so that the applied load would be essen-
t",ially tension on void. The ultimate loads at failure were again 
read on the Heise gage. 

» Ovwen-free hizh-conductivity copper. 
** The'pressurt! could be read to ±0.1 psig with the gage having an 

accuracy over the entire working range of +0.2 psig. 
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c. Weld Area 

Weld area measuramenta were obtained by peeling the weld when- 
ever possible; when pneling proved impossible, all metal was trijimed 
fron the torn out nuggot. In either case, an optical image of the area 
was Drojeeted onto a ground glass screen so that a planimeter could be 
used +.o measure the areas, 

d. Deformation 

Deformation data were obtained by measuring (ag indicated in 
Fig, I?)  the thickness of the fabricated specimen by traversing it with 
a ball micrometer in the weld region along central lines first in the 
direction of vibratory motion and again at   right angles to this motion. 

G 
Fig. 171    METHCD FOR MEASURING DEFORMATION DATA 

e,      Temperatare 

TIIR temperature in the wsld zone was obtainud at each of the 
operating conditions in accordance witii techniques developed under 
Phase T.    Temperature data were obtained at only six points for the cop- 
per because of time limitations.    No temperature data were obtained for 
the stainless steel because of the difficulty of getting i:uii8istently 
pood temoexai-uie recordb with the very thin material» 

2.     Description and Discussion of Data 

The data plotted in terms of the significant variables produced 
the surface or contour plci.s of Fig. 18-38.    In each case the MEC, taken 
from the pertinent threshold curve of Füg. 12-16, is solidly outlined to 
permit evaluation of itr ■significance in the over-all pattern. 
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Figures 18-22 are surface plots showing the tensile shear 
strength aysociated with the various levels of power and clamping force» 
It is apparent in all cases bhat t.ha Highest tensile-shear strength oc- 
curs at somewhat higher power and nlamnine force than are indicated by 
the MBC. Figure 19 for the 0.005-in. stainless stael shows a complete 
foldover in the surface plot. Metallographic examination of specimens 
obtained in tha pow?r range of this foldover indicated that excess power 
was used even o.t these reasonably short welding times, resulting in a 
damaged weld due to either cracking or surface damage. Thus, the best 
shear strength was obtained at a power level ordy slightly greater than 
the MEG. Figure 21 for the 0,010-in. stainless steel, shows that the 
tensile-shear strength falls rapidly as the clamyo.-.g force is increased 
somewhat neyond the range of the MEC (about 3^0 lb). The falloff was 
tentatively ascribed to a large increase in area, with corresponding 
reduction in available power per unit weld area (as in the weld area 
surface plot in Fig. ?9). Figures 18, 19, and 22 for aluminum and cop- 
per show a similar reduction in strength at clamping forces outside the 
established threshold curve and compare with the area plots In Fig. ?8 
and 31. 

Figures 23-2? present data for the cross-tension strength of 
the various materials as a function of power and clamping force» Again 
it is apparent that maximum strength is developed at somewhat higher 
powers than whose of the MRO, but not necessarily at higher clamping 
forces. These curves do not show the marked decrease in strength with 
increased clamping force that was characteristic of the tensile-shear 
curves. Figures 28-31 show the effect of power and clamping force on 
weld area» For aluminum, annealed stainless steel, and copper, the weld 
area becomes larger with the increase in power- and clamping force. The 
Hertz relationship (28) shows that the contact area betwenn a spherical 
indentor and a seml-l/iflnite plate (i.e. a plate bounded by only one 
plane) varies as F^/3 power, where F ■ force» Neglecting the influence 
of the 'iard anvil behind the weldment, it could be expected that the re- 
sulting area would b« further enlarged by the action of the vibrating 
sonotrexie» These data indicate that the increasing area partially ac- 
counts for tb» higher values of tensile-shear and cross-tension strengths 
associated with higher power and clamping force» This appears true 
when these powers and clamping forces do not greatly exceed the MBC 
values. 

The deformation data are plotted in Fig. 32-35. Deformation 
generally incrBases with increased clamping force except at the low- 
power levelsj increasing power increases deformation except at the 
highest clasping forces. Deformation is limited In the region of low- 
power and high clamping force. 
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Consideration of the grsphical data indicate that tensile- 
shear strength, cross-tensiun strength, weld area, find thickness defor- 
iMtton «r« related to the MEC in oiüy a general wayj that is, the isaxi- 
mum for each of these occurs at powert and clamping forces somewhat 
greater than thcb-. of the MEC.    Howeyer, metallcgraphic examination of 
specimens produced at conditions surrounding the threshold curve indi- 
cates that the data provided by this curve are generally valid for pro- 
ducing good welds. 

Low-quality ^relds (having surface damage, cracks, poor bonds, 
etc) were obtained in regions far removed from the threshold curve. 
High clamping forces and low power resulted in poor bonds; low clamping 
force usnally resulted in cracks in and around the weld zone.    On the 
basis of the data presented, there appears to be no close correlation 
between the MEC and the weld quality parameters of tensile-shear and 
cross-taneion strength, weld area, and deformation. 

The temperature surface plots of Fig. 36-30 present more sig- 
nificant results.    In each case, maximum temperature at any fixed power 
level occurs at a clamping force which approximates the clamping force 
associated with the MEC.    It ie significant that temperature seems to 
be the only ma.lor variable that can ut aBaooiaued with this condition. 
It was noted at the beginn .ng of this section that the most significant 
part of the energy delivered to the weld zone creates elastic and plas- 
tic deformation and is apparent as a temperature rise.    The temperature 
achieved in the veld zone must, therefore, be related to the energy de- 
livered, since the clajuping force affects the coupling of the transdueer- 
cuupl«f cystem and sonotroda tip to the »reldment and   thusj has a «rab- 
stantial influence on the impedance match between the coupler and the 
materials to be welded.   It is concluded that the threshold rurve, par- 
Licularly the MEC, is related to the efficiency of the energy delivery 
into the weld and is not critically related to the mechanical properties 
of the resolting weld. 
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L.      Weld Zone Impedance 

(>ie of the fundamental factoro to be considered with the 
efficiency of energy delivery into the weld zone is the impedance pre- 
sented by the weldiient members to the welding coupler tip assembly« 
This weld zone impedance must depend not only oii the welding ;onditions 
of power and clomping force hut also on the material and material thick- 
ness being welded.   Preliminary theoretical and experimental studies 
were undertaken to gain an understanding of the phenomenon* 

The equation developed in Appendix D Lo this report provides 
a mesns for calculating the T<3nninal Impedance of a coupler rod as a 
function of the characteristic Impedance of the rod itself i 

r 
2n >       cos Z£ I 

'min 
>t siD 

2n 

mflT 

2it 

'max min 

2n _, 
sin -x- A 

(?) 

where & and 
max 5        are the maximum and minimiB particle displacc- 

Bin 
B?nt amplitudes in the direction of the vibratory motion,   X0   is the 
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distance from the coupler termir.ation to ohe nearest maxiraum particle 
displacement amplitude) and    Z^    and    Zc    are the tenninal impedance 
and  coupler impedance, resoectively.    The required xruormation can be 
obtained with the instrumentation developed for the SWR technique. 

Any variation in the SWR as determined from the oscillograiR 
ellipse  indicates variation in  t-.he acoustic impedance in the weld zone» 
Furthermore, if one of the SWR-sensing elements is located precisely at 
an integral number of quarter wave lengths from the terminal end of the 
coupler      (X    = (N70A), the recalting ellipse will have its major axis 
parallel  lo the corresponding deflection axis of the cathode ray tube. 
Any deviation from thes-e conditions will result in a shift in the node 
and a concomitant rotation of the ellipse axis relative to the cathode 
ray tube face.    These effects then nermit computing impedance, in par- 
ticular,  the reactive component of the terminal impedance. 

Instrumentation was assembled and experiments carried out first 
to obtain an indication of the variation in mechanical reactance at the 
weld zone at different times during weld formation.    A standard 15>-kc 
lateral-drive welding transducer was mounted on the research welder, 
coupled by a f OJ ce-insensitive mounting system, and the coupler instru- 
mented with 21 dynamic strain gages covering a half wavelength, each 
individually attached to a contact on a rotary switch, as illustrated 
in Fig. 39.   With this arrangement, the complete set of sensing elements 
was swept at a pre-established rate, and single-sweep oscillograms were 
obtained when the synchronizing voltage was applied to one set of contacts 
on the rotary switch.    Thus it was possible to observe any shift in SWR 
pattern (shift of the node). 

Fig.  391    THE rRANSPTJCER INSTRUMENTED WITH 21 DYNAMIC 
STRAIN GAGES AND ROTARY SWITCH 
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Tue experirmnts were carried out by Droduc'ng welds in each 
of three materials!8    G.0?Q-in. 1100-H1U aluminum, 0.032-in. 202l|-T3 alu- 
minum alloy, and 0,032- in. OP copper.    The welds in each material were 
made with  a 2-in.  spherical radius welding Lip ar.d » flat anvil, at 2£0- 
and !:'00-lb ciajiiping force, 800- and 1600-watt eilectrical power, and a 
1.5-sec weld inter%'fil.    Three welds were made under each condition} 
Polaroid use .llograr.i& were taken of the first weld, at 0.2 sec, during 
the nuidle of the second weld at 0.75 sec,  and near the end of the third 
wold at 1,3 sec. 

?he oscillograms are oresented in Fig, 1;0-Ji2, and Taole II 
summarizes the apprci'imate standing-rfave ratios for each condition) the 
SWR varies from 1.1+ to 2.5 durinr r. single weld inteirval} for efficisat 
utilization of power, the SWR should be close to unity, and minliiium 
variation should occur during the weld interval.    The data of Table II 
reveal the regions cf TiaxijräjTi coupling (minimum SWR) and indicate that, 
within the sensitivity nf the present measuring technique, only minor 
changes occur in the reactive component of weld impedance during the 
weld interval, as indicated by the change in the location of the nodal 
region, that is, the longltudlual shift of the area designated "X" on 
Fig. U0-U2. 

Direct comparison between these and previously obtained data 
was not possible because different types of transducer-coupling systems 
were utilized.    However, preliminary experiments were carried out with 
a few selected materials using the cinematic technique for recording 
variations in the ellipse during the period of weld formation.    Calcu- 
lations from the individual motion picture frames, in conjunction with 
"Smith Chart",  (3^) provided data on both the reactiTe and resistive 
crmponents oi weia zone Impedance, as well as the ratio of terminal Im- 
pedance  to the coupler impedance    (Z^/Zc),    Such data for 0.020-in. 
1100-K18 aluminum and for n,032-ir.ch copper are presented in Fig, Wi-hS* 
It will be noted that the reactive component for aluminum is essentially 
^i^iikj^oiiu v^ux4-115 WCJ-VA xCiiiiauxoii aiiM «.Hau  i/uo  juiipctjAiice va+xaoion j.a asso— 

ciated primarily wxth the resistive component,    in the case of copper, 
an increase in impedance, and concomitantly in power delivery, is asso- 
ciated '..-itn rftduction in the reactive component and an increase in the 
resistive component during the weld internal. 

From this information it may be inferred that for these par- 
ticular materials the tip displacement associated with toe given welding 
bvaotsm sliuuld be iiicreaseü aumewhat in order to provide a closer acoustic 
impedance match be «ween the coupler and the weld aone,.    Furthcrmnro, the 
shapes of these impedauc« curves show that the observed varlatior? ry»n 
be minimized and controlled by ferne power programming during welding» 
Further experimentation with this technique with other materials and 
f.ages most likely will provide a (juantitative basis for improvements in 
equipment design. 
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bOO Watts Power 

r cree: 

Time: 0.75 sec 
Force: 250 lb 

SWR: 2,02 

Tins; 1.3 sec 
Force: 250 lb 

SWR: 1.92 

1600 w'atts Power 

Time: 0.2 sec 
Force: ?5C lb 
SRKS 2 . 1 1 

Time: 0.75 sec 
"or ce: 250 lb 
p i . m , 1 r \ r * i j rvn. ; i , 7 u 

Time: 1 .3 sec 
5 F".-r.r - l b 

Tuse: 

•51 P . 

0.2 sec 
: 500 lb 
1.95 

•SWR: 1.62 

Time: 0.75 sec 
Force: 500 lb 

SWR: 1.16 

Time: 1.3 sec 
Force: 500 ] b 

SHR: 1.53 

Time: 0.2 sec 

Force: 500 lb 

a?.: 1.63 

Time: 0.75 sec 

Force: 500 lb 

Swft• i.30 

Time: 1.3 sec 

Force: 500 lb 
SVE: 1.52 

Fig. UOs APPROXIMATE STANDING-WAVE RATIO DATA OBTATWD 
FOR 0.050-INCH 1100-Hlii ALUMINUM 
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60C Watts Toner 

Tine: 0,2 sec 
Force: 250 l b 
c - . j p . -j DrT o r r f i . . # o , 

Tirr<?; 0.75 see 
Force: i'pC ifc 
CV*r * 3? 

t ime: 1 .3 sec 
Force: 250 l b 
SWR: 1.92 

1600 Watts Power 

Time: 0.2 set: 
Force: 250 lb 
SVr.: 1.6l< 

Tine: 0.7$ sec 
Force: 2H) l b 

SVttr 1.61t 

Time: 1 .3 sec 
Force: 250 l b 
SWR: 1.59 

TiT,e: 0.2 see 
Force: 500 lb 
SV.R: 2.20 

Time: 0.75 sec 
Force: 500 lb 

SViti: 2.0L 

Time: 1 .3 sec 
Force: 500 l b 

Time: 0.2 sec 
Force: ^00 xb 
SV.R: 1.95 

Time: 0.75 se 
M . c*r\r> 1 1 
«. W A w t . • j y j \ j I U 

SVR: 1.85 

T i »rg • X ® ^ S C." 2 

. f r\f\ ** r o rce : _•. x** 
STP.: 1 ; 7 < 

APPROXIMATE STANDING-WAVE RATIO DATA OBTAINED 
FOR 0.032-INCH 202li-T3 ALCLAD 
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oOQ citts Power 

Time: 0 .? sec 

F'orce: 250 l b 
SWR: 2.11 

TiiiaP: 0 .75 sec 
Force: 250 l b 

S'/.R: 1 .57 

Time: 1 .3 sec 
Force: 250 l b 
Sir/K: 1,66 

1600 watts Power 

l ime: v.c sec-

Force: 250 l b 
SWR: 2.07 

T i -c : 0.75 sec | 
T ? . « . . . r"r\ i t i u x t t r i c. ~J\J IU 

SWR: 2.16 

Time: 1.3 sec 

Force: 250 lb 

SVR: 2.1 

- * W 

Time: 0.2 sec 

Force: 500 lb 

SWR: 2.51 

Time: 0.75 sec 

Force: 500 lb 

of-'ii: i'.O 

Time: 1.3 sec 

Force: 500 lb 

SVR: 2.25 

Time: 0.2 sec 

Force: 500 lb 

Time: 0.75 sec 

Force: 500 lb 

SVR: 2.08 

Time: 1.3 sec 

Force: 500 lb 
ci .ro. o o c" 

F-iff. I.?: APPROXIMATE STANDING-WAVE RATIO 
DATA OHTATNF.D FOR 0.03?-TNCH HOPPER 
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Taolö II 

SUl'lMAPJ  OF STANDING-W.VE-RATIO fSWR) DATA FRCK OSCILLOGRAMS 
(Fig. UO, Ijl, and U2) 

Material 

1100 Hli* 
Aluminum 

Gage, 
in. 

G.G^O 

202li-T3 Alclad 
Aluminum Alloy 

n 0^9 

Copper 0.032 

Power, 
watts 

Clamping 
Force, 

lb 

Time After 
Start, 

sec SWR 

2.22 
2.02 
1.92 

Approximate 
Variation 
in SWR 

800 250 0.20 
0.75 
1.30 

13.5 

500 0.20 
0.75 
1.30 

1.95 
1.U8 
1.53 

?U.l 

1600 250 0.20 
0.75 
1.30 

2.11 
1.90 
1.62 

23.3 

500 0.20 
0.75 
1.30 

1.63 
1.38 
1.52 

15.3 

800 ?5o 0.20 
0.75 
1.30 

1.85 
1.82 
1.92 

5.2 

5oo 5oo 0.20 
0.75 
1.30 

2.20 
2.01* 
2.10 

7.3 

1600 250 0.20 
0.75 
1.30 

1.6U 
1.6U 
1.59 

3.1 

500 0.20 
0.75 
1.30 

1.95 
1.Ö5 
1.73 

11.6 

!         800 250 0.20 
0,75 
1.30 

2.11 
1.57 
1.66 

25.6 

5oo 0.20 
0.75 
1.30 

2.51 
2.00 
2.25 

20.3 

1600 250 0.20 
0.75 
1   V) 

2.07 
2.16 
2.l<0 

13.8 

5oo 0.2U 
0.75 
1.30 

IM 
2.08 
2.25 

3U.2 
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IV. MATERIAL PROPERTIKS ACT WELDAPILTTY 

It is important to be able to predict values for the welling 
variables of clamping force, power« and veld time that will be raquired 
to Join metallic materials in terms of their thicknosaes and their prop- 
erties. Of these factors, power is by far tne most difficult to produce, 
to delivsr, and to measure. 

At Isast within the modest Limits praaen'oiy abowuldtöJ with 
the proce33, it has been shown that vibratory energy Cpower x time) is 
aignificant (k)  so that ve need not be greatly concerned here with time 
iS  it is not ovprloni?. Extended weld intervals, esperially when asso- 
ciated with insufficient delivered power and/or Improper clamping force, 
produ.iR tip sticking, cracking of the weldnient, and other dlfrioulLio». 
It has also been shown that clamping force is actually a means to control 
the efficiency and to effect delivery of vibratory power into the weld 
locale (h). Clamping force is easily provided and is a relatively static 
factor. 

Thus, the energy required to produce a weld and the clamping 
force requisite to the delivery of that power are signiricant, with the 
former being of greatest importance. 

DevftloDment of the SWR techniaue for measuring the vibratory 
nowar tr-'versing a coupling member overcomss the inaccuracies, difficul- 
ties, and eumplexlties of integrated frequency, amplitude, and vibratory 
(shear) force measurements at the welding tips that have been associated 
with unsuccessful attempts to evolve some kind of yardstick for vibra- 
tory power. 

It has been previously shown that the KEC required to produce 
an ultrasonic spot-type weld between sheets of specific material is sig- 
nificant and that it provides a reproducible correlation of machine 
settings. The MBC can be consicered in any of fMrpp.  frsnwa of references 
(a) thj; electrical energy input to the transducers, (b) the acoustical or 
vibratory energy transmitted toward the weld zone by the transducers, and 
(r.)  the latter divided by the area of the weld that is generated. These 
psrspecfives and the limitations of each have been considered in Phase I 
of this program (uj, 

Consideration must be giver, to the factors associated with the 
ftatet-iaib being joinsd. 

7ibrat,ory -.-.•elding involves a complex stressing of the metal In 
Lhö welu ^uno and a.  Lraiiaienü elev<',ed LömueraLure Lhereln of some magni- 
tude, "nusiial deformations of the .netal at the weld Interface occur in 
some relation with the transient elevated temperature. Clearly the prop- 
erties of interest may inrlnde thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity, 
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and malting point,  as well as such elastic constants as density and rate 
of work hardening.    Most of these siaterial properties, apparently related 
to elastc-plastic bohavior and,  by inferenrfij  to uitrasonic woldabiiity, 
are  sirnificantlji affected by temperature;  and it has been show, pre- 
viously that the temperature rise during ultrasonic welding is different 
j.n different materials (u). 

Thus,  diffioulLies are encountered in trying to relate room- 
teraperature material properties to ultrasonic weldability, so that serious 
attention must be riven to considerations of the temperature rise and its 
relation to materlaL properties and weldability.    Therefore,  it might  see« 
curious that more energy is required to weld hard 1100 alloy aluminum than 
-n ft-annealed aluminum.    If greatly elevated temperature1 propert.ip? or 
melting played a predominant role in welding, this would not be expected. 
Preliminary experiments show that the foregoing holds also for 302 stain- 
leac stnel and for nickel as well.    Melting, so far as is known, has not 
been dotected in any monometal weld with read-out devices or with an op- 
tical or electron microscope.    Quick-time properties at quick tempera- 
ture,  concerning which little information could be excavated, seemed to 
provide an interesting avenue for investigation; but the notion that 
room-temDerature property relationships maintain significance in connec- 
tion with the power required to generate an ultrasonic weld at elevated 
temperature has assumed increasing significance in relation to the 
process.    It appears either that (a) the temperature achieved Is not 
particularly signifiuant or (b)   Lhal many, and perhaps most, metals and 
alloys execute » more or less parallel decline in the relevant proper- 
tie«, or both (.i) and (b), so that the room-temperature relationships 
do maintain some proportional relationship to the power required. 

Surface film present on the weld metal becomes dispti'sed in the 
region of the weld interface and could be expected to influence the weDda- 
bi]iLy of a ^.at.firial.    Surface coatings, however, have wide ranges of 
tnicicne.:ses as well as properties and the latter vary with ambient con- 
ditions of temperature and humidity.    Cursory attention has been directed 
to this aspect of ultrasonic weldability in Ih« past (2,8,9,13,29) 
usually toward its effect on the quality of some end item.    It is also 
known that foreign material can be generated during the ultrasonic weld- 
ing process (1), but this presents no difficulty.    This situation is 
briefly reviewed here and limited attention is given to the influence of 
a surface film on weldability. 

Thus, to associate material properties with ultrasonic welda- 
bility the following must be considered:    surface conditions, temperature 
achieved, material properties at temperature, and the energy required to 
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A.      Rxperimfinta"! Equlpmp.nt.  Materials,  and Procedures 

1. Equipment 

The equipment us«d for this invesi/igatlon consiated of the 
amall experinte-ital  28-kc welder previously utilized for preliminary 
studies of net energy delivered to the wolf? z^re at loi* levels«    The 
electrical power delivered to Ha  triuiadueer was maxiauiii al around 
2^0 watts*    A larger, 15-kc machine,  also used during Riase I, was uti- 
lized for obtaining Information on heaTier materials.   The small unit 
incorporated the latsral drive system (Fig. b6), and the larger machine 
incorporated the reed-wedge system (Fig. Ii7).    The coupling system of 
each w&s fully instrumanted for SWR measurements. 

kl i\\e outset it seemed that data obtained with these two 
s/abems would not be directly comparable due to the differing deaignr. 
and probably diiiering efficiencies. 

Such a trend did, in fact, exist but the general level of 
welding energy is in the same range; the data and the results can be 
coordinated for a reasonable breadth of powor, material properties, and 
material thicknesses. 

Weld intervals were 1,0 sec for all gages of all materials, 
and the welding lip radius was maintained at 2 in. on both machines.    The 
measuring instrumenta were calibrated periodically, and their accuracy 
was maintained, within limits,  as described in Section TTT.   Welding was 
carried out at ambient temperature in the range of ft8-80,F. 

2. Material Properties 

Metallographic examination of cross sections of ultrasonic welds 
in a variety of materials has shown that the zone effected by the ultra- 
sonic process varies from a ralatively thin layer immediately adjacent 
to the weld ^terfTe to ° grcfily disturbed zone encompassing much of 
the thicknftas of the sheets being welded.    Moreover, the bond envelope 
area varies for different types of materials of the same thickness» 
Under these conditions, one would expect to find one or two properties 
that exert a controlling influence en weldability. 

Observations made during the investigation suggsstosd several 
properties that might have fir&L-Oiiar Ei-^ficanoe.    An influence of 
material hardness on weldability was noted during early ultrasonic 
welding expsrimentation.    Because of the temperature rise that occurs 
durinr welding and the a-sociatod heat dissipation, thermul diffuslvity 
is a potentially important factor.    In addition, an ultrasonic effect on 
metal plasticity and reduction in yield strength, which seems to have 
been demonstrated in metal, extrusion (6,17,33) suggested 'ihat yield 
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strength might be ar. laportant mechanical property.    In this cornention, 
it has been observed that, during the ultrasonic welding time interval, 
the wold interface becomes so plastic that the weldment may be swiveled 
about the weld aris as long as the ultrasonic energy is applied. 

Before undertaking detailed atuiy of the various factors in- 
fluencing the weldability of a material, brief effort was directed toward 
obtaining perspective on the problem, particularly to det«nirin« that no 
oovious relationship existed that would eliminate the need for extended 
effort.    To identify any propertias which might affect weldability. con- 
sideration was given to such physical properbles as crystal structure, 
meiuing poiiit, denäity, modulus of elasticity, specific heat, thermal 
conductivity, thermal diffusivity; to several room-temperature mechani- 
cal properties including ultimate tsnsila strength, yield strength, and 
shear strength} and to the acoustical properties of sound velocity, 
specific acoustic impedance, and, for a given material and thickness, 
the product of weld area and acoustic impedance.    Individual values for 
various materials used in this investigation, where available, are pre- 
sented in Tables III and IV. 

During the ultrasonic bonding process, the weld metal undcrgoeG 
complex deformation in sane degree involving both yielding and work hard- 
ening.    This deformation is assoolated with the influercn of the transient 
elevated temperature produced by the ultrasonic energy in and near the 
wsld zone-    Plasticity relationships rmst be related to the fundamen- 
tal properties.   However, the available knowledge concerning plastic 
deformation is not sufficiently detailed to permit its application to 
Saun a coifipxcx process.    Xftio is apparent wnen ono realizes that the rate 
of work hardening in such a simple system as single crystal cubic metals 
is not understood in the second stage of the stress-strain behavior (20). 
Thus, there appears to be little hope of immediately relating such funda- 
mental properties to the ultrasonic bonding process. 

There is, however, an almost obvious way in uhich this apparent 
stalemate may be overcome.   The use of a composite test parameter which 
embraces various fundamental properties in a manner approximating the 
ultrasonic elasto-plastic bonding process should be significant and cor- 
relatable. 

Appropriate hardness measurements provide a composite of yield- 
ing behavior, crystal aU-uouure, elastic constants, and work hardening 
rate.    Hardness measurements are determined via a complex deformation 
mode- and appear to offer a reasonable approximation and a measure of 
resistance to plastic deformation not unlike the resistance of plastic 
deformation offered by the material undergoing the ultrasonic bonding. 
Thus,, this apparent analogy of hardness determination to ultrasonic 
welding has been considered at length. 
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Table IV 

ACOUSTIC  PROPERTIES ^F SÜECra MATERIALS 

Thickness, V-,ld Area, 

r. 

Density, Velocity, 

PC, 
Specific 

Impedance, 
lC6g/jm2/sec 

1.1a 

Matf-ria] in. 
0 

cm£ 

2.71 

ICPcm/gee Ape 

Alriruiii 1100- 0.00 ■ 
.001? 
.ÜÜü 

O.OOOPU 
.0031x0 
.OOWilt 

5.2 1,320 
U,790 
6,260 

Alurainum 1100- -HIS 
.001 
.00] 7 
QQ). 

.009 

.00110 

.00139 

.00?0)t 
,01020 
.02190 

2.71 5.? 1.1a 1,550 
1,960 
2,330 

lii,38ü 
31,980 

Beryl?. i'nn-Coppcr .0005 .00312 8.23 3.9 3.20 9,900 

Copp£;."-0FHC . 000? 
.001 
.001!. 
.00? 

.00033 

.0017b 

.0026!; 

.001419 

3-96 3.6 3.21 2,660 
5,590 
8,)i70 

13SU5U 

Nickel  "A" .0003 .00110 8.9 li.9 I4.36 li,800 

Ni.-'.-al-.-CVn    H; ird .nnnt ,'X,221 8.9 U.9 h.36 9,61+0 

302 Stainless 
Anma-.sd 

Steel .0003 
.0015 

.ooc5b 

.00322 
7.8 5.1 3.93 2,150 

12,820 

^02 Scaijiiess 
(Hal;' Hard) 

Steel .0003 .000U6 
.0007? 

7.8 5.1 3.98 1,830 
3,100 

iaTiuaj-Uid .001 .00396 16.6 3.1* 5.6U 22,330 

7j pcor.iics .000I46 
0.001 

.00168 
0.100168 

6.U7 3.1+ 2.20 3,700 
3,700 
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3. Procedures 

The y.ctsls nr.d alloys used for investigations with the 2c0-w;vtt 
and 2-kw ultrasonic welders described, bracket a range of material prop-
erties in thicknesses UD to about 0.032-in. The materials and gages 
welded in the 250-vatt machine sre lifted in Table V. The materials and 
their sages welded with the 2-kw welder are givan in Table VI. 

All samples were subjected to a standard surface preparation 
before welding. Each sample was cleaned on the day it was welded by 
degreasing with a standard commercial detergent solution*. This pro-
cedure obviously did not eliminate the potential effect on weldability 
of surface oxides and other films that may have existed on the materials. 
The effect of oxide coatings on the weldability of high-purity aluminum 
was studied, but, clearly, a truly deiiniti/e study should be more com-
prehensive• 

rV.rn na T,Pir.P"he>r,«; u o r o USed H3.r" i '2 ^ ̂  51 

the total ctcoustic energy delivered to the weld zOuo cii'id th? TVrt acoustic 
energy pe:- unit weld area. These values were determined for each gage 
of each material investigated. 

The procedure followed was tc construct the characteristic 
threshold curve of clamping force versus the electrical energy required 
to produce good welds (as defined by the nugget pull-cut peel test). 
Wi oh the minimum power and clamping force conditions selected from this 
curve, several welds ware made; in each c£.-a, the total acoustic energy 
delivered tc the weld zone wa3 measured by means of the SWF. technique 
described in Section III. The bond envelopes of the individual welds 
were measured, ar.d the average of these values was used to compute the 
iiet acoustic energy per unit weld area. In developing the threshold 
curve, a minimum of six cor̂ ocntive nupp.et nullouts determined ̂ ach poinv 
on the curve. The acoustical value for the MFC was obtained singly in 
cach case; selected materials were later rerun to establish the range Ox 

DA»\»«/V1HA-'v.-;i •? + tr •.«•>«* J*t,c h? vithlr ^ for the sc't iuS~ i a i x Q u x x i u j • W U U U X M X X X - . - J t rt j p j x v i O l i O u MKX 

terials, such as aluminum and copper, and within 102 for the harder ma-
terials, such as stainless steel. 

B. Energy Required to Produce yields 

The data obtained with the two equipment arrays are summarized 
respectively in Tables V and 71. In addition to identification of the 
materials and the thickness, the tables include information as to the 

* Diversey Chemical Co. 
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Tablw V 

MTNTMTTM POWER TRANSMISSION DATA 
FOR WELDING VARIOUS MATERIALS AT 28 KILOCYCLES 

Minimum Acoustic 
Elec- Energy 

Thick- t r i c a l Clamping Acoustic Weld per Unit 
Hardness,* ness , Power, Force, Energy, Area, Area, Hardness,* 

Mater ia l i n . watts l b .joules nm2 joules/mm" TON 

1100-0 Aluminum O.OOx 0.8 1 0.21 0.09U 2.2 20-25 1100-0 Aluminum 
.0017 2 1 0.59 0.31*0 1 . 8 20-25 
.00U 30 8 9 .7 C.Li!* 22 20-25 

1100-KL8 Aluminum .0007 r\ 0 1.3 0.09 0.110 0 .8 — 
.001 0 .6 2-7 o. l l i 0.139 1 .0 — 
.0017 1 . 3 h 0.7 0.201* 3 .3 — 
.OOU 50 5 6 .7 1 .02 6 .5 U5-50 
.009 160 22 65.5 2.19 30 1*6 

Beryllium-Copper .0005 2f* 1 
U 5 0.312 16 250 

Coin S i l v e r .ooor-5 5 3 0.78 0*228 3.1i 138 

Copper .0002 0.9 12 0.32 0.083 •> 0 
y — 

.001 6 12 0.6)4 0.17U 3.7 80 

.OOlU 25 27 7 .6 0.261* 29 98 
.002 30 35 3 .6 0.1*19 8 .5 7U 

Gold-C.t1 Gallium .001 10 12 2.6 0.132 20 103 

Gold-0.6 Antimony .001 50 11 13 0.359 35 6U 

k-7? Mulybdenuia- .00012? 0 .8 0 .5 0.25 0.123 2 .0 — 
Permalloy 

Nickel "A" .0003 6 5 0-7l« 0.110 6 .7 — 

Nickel •0005 0 / 9 3.7 0.221 17 226 

Permalloy .0001*9 10 k 3.U 0.330 10 142 

302 S t a i n l e s s .0003 11 2 .5 1 .8 0.05U 3H 
S t e e l , Annealea .0015 100 10 Ui.S 0.322 138 ?5o 

302 S t a i n l e s s .0003 15 2 .5 2.3 0.0U6 U9 U01 
S t e e l , Ha l f - .001 55 8 16.9 0.078 217 60^ 
H&rd .0015 120 10 33.3 0=l!i5 232 5lix 

Tantalum .001 75 12 10 0.396 27 239 

Zirconium .0001:6 28 u 5.8 0,168 35 1U7 

Zirconium, 0.0C1 US u 13 0.168 76 286 
Full-Hard 

* Measured Vickers Microindentation Hardness No. 
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m.-v* • V T 
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MIKIMUH FCWER TRANSMISSION DATA 
FOE WELDING VARIOUS MATERIALS AT 15 KILOCYCLES 

Minimum Acoustic 
Elec- Energy 

Material 

Thick-
ness, 
in. 

trical 
Power, 
watts 

Clamping 
Force, 
lb 

Acoustic 
Energy, 
joules 

Weld 
Area, 
mm2 

per Unit 
Area, 

joules/iHia2 
Hardness,* 

VHN 

1100-Hlb Aluminum 0.006 
.009 
.016 
.020 

CO 
95 
250 
liOO 

175 
210 
200 
1*00 

8.7 
28 
79 
137 

U.92 
7.92 
16.9 
22.2 

1.8 
3.6 
U.7 
6.2 

37 
U6 
61 
6U 

Copper .020 
.01? 

1300 
1700 

350 
600 

31b 
302 

20.0 
32.2 

16 
9.1i 

58 
85 

Molybdenun .010 1600 350 173 8.9 19 255 

Molybdenum, 
Annealed 

.005 1 orvk 
X b W 300 135 9.3 15 iill* 

Nickel "A" .003 100 75 28 1.36 20 133 

Nickel .020 1650 5oo 291 13.9 21 207 

Tantalum .010 
.005 

lUoo 
1200 

350 
200 

17 U 
132 

11.8 
9.1 

15 
15 

23u 
171 

302 Stainless 
Steel, Annealed 

.025 1800 ),5o )|35 15 .U 28 130 

302 Stainless 
Steel, Full-
Hard 

• ooii 
.010 

O.OdU 

510 
n — 
O O 
IGUU 

150 
325 
y'wV 

105 
173 
-> f 
jOc 

3.66 
7.6 
12.8 

29 
23 
28 

322 
U93 
292 

* Measured Vickers Microindentation Hardness No. 
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associated ci?mplng jorce required to make a meM (as  aetermined irom 
the miniimam point on threshold curves),  the total acoustic energy de- 
livered to the weld zone (as detern^ned by the SWTi technique),  the 
average nK-a^ured weld "irea,  and Lhe acoustic energy per unit weld area 
Measured dickers hardness data arc also included except in the fnw In- 
stances in which the materials were too thin to permit accurate determl- 
natiüiiü  of hardness. 

It should be noted that the acoustic energy vs.lues represent 
the total energy delivered to the weld zone and include any energy ■which 
parses through «nd beyond the wel^ zone and is dissipated elsewhere, 
jitirther expcrimrntal effort is required to determine precisely that frac- 
tion of the vibratoij energy  that may be thus lost and which should, 
therefore, ha deduoted from the data presented and discussed.    However. 
It appears that the energy that is lost is small and that this will be 
true in welding machines designed fco take account of this problem. 

The same relationship between electrical energy and temper is 
shown by the stainless steel data. There appeared to be no significant 
difference in ao<,utLiu energy in the very thin gages. However, in this 
c:sc.. the weld area in the annealed material was greater, so that in 
terms of acoustic energy per unit weld area, the half-hard «rid annealed 
curves fall in the same relationship as the electrical energy required. 

Tantalum required lucre electrical enörgy thin any of the other 
materials investigated, but the efficiency of energy conversion and im- 
pedance matcn into the weld locale was poor, so that in terms of acous- 
tical euere,"  this material  is rou-Aly in the middle of the order of 
weldability  for these materials studied. 

Table VIT  rives  the order of weldability of some of the ma- 
terials investigated. 

C.      Temperature in the Weld Zone 

A localized and  transient temperature rise of some magnitude 
in the weld tonn during the formation of an ultrasonic weld has long 
been recognized.    Because  of the effect of elevated temperature on ma- 
terial properties,  it is pertinent to examine more closely this facet of 
ultrasonic welding. 

In Fnase I, effort was exyand»'' to develop techniques for 
measuring weld-zone temotratures to dotermine the actual temperatures 
achieved in the welding of aluiüinum, copper, and iron.    Two different 
measuring techniques wen; used.   One consisted of a thin wire thermo- 
couple  of a dissimilar metal imbedded in the weld interface as close as 
possible to the region of maximum lemnerature  (not at the center) of the 
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Table Vll 

OtffiER OF WELDABILTTY OF SEVETUL MATERIALS 

Based on Mi rinium 
Electrical Power 

1100-0 Aluminum 

L100-H18 Alumir,!!),' 

Molybdenum Permalloy 

Gold-ü.6?; Gallium 

N'ickel-Annealed 

Copper 

Nickel,  Full-Hard 

Coin Silver 

Permalj.oy 

Be ryllium-Copper 

Zirconium 

acld-0.6'1 Antimony 
302 Stainless Steel,. 

Animaled 

30? Stainless Steel, 
Half-Hard 

Tantalum 

Based on 
Acoustic Energy 

A.    28-kc Data 

1100-mfi Aluminum 

1100-0 Alirciinüiri 

Molybdenum Permalloy 

Copper 

r,o1d-0.6!? Gallium 

Coin Silver 

Permalloy 

Nickel,  Full-Hard 

Scryllium-CoDper 

Tantalum 

Zirconium 

üold-0.65? Antimony 

302 Stainlöss Stoel, 
Half-Hard 

302 Stairless Steel, 
Annealed 

3.    iS-kc Uaba 

Based on 
Acoustic Energy 

per Unit Vfold Area 

U00-H18 Aluminum 

11Ö0-0 Aluminum 

Cupper 

Coin Silver 

Molybdenum Permalloy 

Gold-0.6^ Gallium 

Permalloy 

Tantalum 

Bfiryllium-Copper 

Gold-0.6^ Antimony 

Nickel, Full-Hard 

Zirconium 

30? Stainless Steeli 
Annealed 

3U2 Stainless Steel, 
Half-Hard 

1100-rflO Aiumin-jm 11C0-H18 Aluminum Aluminum 

Nickel,  Half-Hard Nickel, Half-Hard Copper 

Copper Copper Nickel,  Full-Hard 

502 Stainless Steel, 
Full-Hard 

Nickel, Full-Hard 302 Stainlesö Steel, 
Fall-Hard 

Nickel,  Full-Hard 302 Stainless Steel, 
Full-Hard 

Tantalum 

Tant&xUi'i Tantalum Molybdenum 

Mo] ybderum Molybdenum Nickel, Half-Hard 

•7.1 



we la locale. The fcherraal-emf values recorded by this means were repre 
ser.tative of interface temperatures in the vicinity of the wire end. 
The second technique consisted of the insertion in the weld zone o 
met Lable inserts of materials with melting points in the range indicated, 
by the thermal-emf values so that actual interfacial temperatures were 
bracketed by metallograp'nic examination of melting or nonmelting of 
inserts. The results obtained with r,hesc three metals indicated Ghat the 
maximum weld-f.one temperature varies as a function of applied power and 
cldmpirtr force. Revie.w of all thermal-emf and meltable-insert data lor 
cach of'tne three materials indicated a variation of approximately 
from the average of all power levels investigated at constant clamping 
force. 

It was found that increased power increases the maximum tempera-
ture achieved at the interface, and that increased clamping forcc increase? 
the initial rate of temperature rise but suppresses the paximum tempera-
ture achieved. F^thermore, the temperature appears to be related to the 
thermal conductivity of the material, as the highest temperature was ob-
tained with the material of the lowest conductivity. From the temperature 
surface plots in Section In of this report, it is concluded that at any 
f-„.J -:n +V10 T-ocrinr <-if t.Vio WI1 t.'ne mpvimum temperature occurs 
j. I A U U — — • — — " • * - * — o ~ " ' - -

at the clamping fo.t-c-3 ipproxiiiiating that associated with the MEC, which is 
as expected. 

It is emphasized that none cf the measurements made to date in 
a monometallic weidment has indicated a temperature approaching the 
melting point of the metal. Thermal-emf measurements which were recorded 
on a fast response oscilloscope showed no clearly defined spikes indica-
tive of extraordinarily high temperatures, although such spikes could 
have occurred locally. However, in no instance of either electron or 
optical metallographic examination of a monometallic ultrasonic weld is 
there any evidence of melting at the weld interface. 

Recent studies in nigh temperature metals f2M havs eval-
uated elevated-temperature material properties in terns of the homologous 
temperature, that is, the ratio of thn absolute test temperature to the 
absolute melting temperature. This relationship appears to have sig-
nificance in associating material properties to welding. In TableVIII 
the maximum and minimum temperatures recorded in the weld zone during 
ultrasonic weidir:1? of representative metals ?.re listed along with tem-
peratures records at the MEC and with the percentage of the absolute 
melting temperature. Tt was not possible to obtain interface tempera-
tures for some of the very thin gr.sas of materials where thinness made 
the studies impraetically meticulous and produced excessive scatter in 
the data. 

When it had been determined from the .foregoing that the maxi-
mum and minimum temperatures ranged between 22 and 6?.% of the absolute 
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Table 7111 

WELD-ZONE TKMTERATURES ACHIEVED IN REPRESENTATIVE METAT.S 

Recorded 
Temperntare 

Melting Point 
Weld-Zone 

Temperature 

"C         "K 

39        312 

% of Abs 
Melting Material 0/t 

660 

•K 

933 

Fouit. 

Alnmijiuin Minimum ho 
Maximum 316 589 63 

At MEC 177 Mo U3 

Copper Miiiiinuni 1083 1356 121 39U 29 

Maximum 293 566 U2 

At MEC 227 500 37 

Iron Minimum 1539 1012 121 39lt 22 

Maximuiii 610 913 50 

At MEC 538 811 U5 

Table U 

SCOimSG INVESTTG/iTION OF WELD-ZONE TSMPfRATURES 

ACHIEVED IN METALS OF SPECIAL INTEREST 

Material 

No. of 
Temperatures 

Averaged 

Melting 

1W3 

Point 

1726 

Weid-Zone 
Temoerature 

0C          "K 

351       627 

% of Absolute 
Melting Point 

Nickel (n=2) 36.3 

Zircaloy-2 (n-2) 1830 2103 733 1006 U7.8 

Molybd9num-0,5* Titanium (n^) 2610 288;: 777 1050 36,3 

Tantalum fn=2) 2996 3265 1075 isue hl.2 
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meltinp Doint .ind  Ih^t.   ^hf>  t.Rtnpfirat.ures measured at the WC fell bpt.wpen 
?5-50* thereof,  ccnsiöei-ation vas  fziven tn maas'jreneiits during welding 
of more materials,    ädiiit.-,onal   scouting tests produced the information 
sUiTonarized ir. Table  ix« 

It does aopear,  therefore, that the temperatures achieved 
during ultrasonic welding of  sheets of like metal, under proper con- 
ntirr? of power and clamping force, nsai" the VEC, do in fact  fal.1  be- 
tween 3i and ^0% ci  the absolute melting uemperature. 

Additional experimentation is necessary to confirm this con- 
cept, but its re"1 lability is clearly indicated« 

D.      Effect of Surface Condition on Weldability 

The interaction between two metal surfaces and the intimacy cf 
Lheir contact depend to a great extent on their surface condition.    The 
characteristics of metal surfaces are alte.-sd by the presence of adsorbed 
gas or oxide films and especially by contaminating films of grease or 
oil. both of which can affect the weldability of such material. 

The metal surfaces normally encountered can be categorized as 
those nxisten'^ in the as-fabricated condition; those prepared by liquid 
chemical treatment,  temperature,  snd atmosphere exposure;  and those gen- 
erated by Möchanical  treatment.    Surfaces may have a mill finish as a re- 
snlt cf rolling! sn oxide film as a result of air oxidation; or a scaly, 
extremely tenacious oxide  sm-face as a result of heat treatment.    Liquid 
chemical treatment may consist of etching with a chemical that yields a 
mat-typr finish, polishing with a chemical polish that produces a micro • 
scopically smooth surface,  or replacing a particular jurfaca with a 
surfaci: ur coating more passive to a given reaction,   such J.S oxidation 
or resistance to electric potentials.   Mechanical treatment of the sur- 
face involves abr 

Successful ultrasonic welding has been achieved with all of 
thase surface conditions.    Past investigations have shown that nonscaly 
mill-finish surfaces and air-oxidized surfaced respond to ultrasonic 
welding after the surfaces are degreased.   Metals containing a heavy heat- 
treatment scale have caused the most difficulty, and substantially higher 
powers are usually required to weld them.. 

it has been found,  in general, that welding of difficult end 
of thick metal surfaces can often be facilitated by the  insertion of a 
thin foil interleaf of the same or cf a dissimilar metal between the 
.■ambers to be Joined. 
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Early comparative studies (?) on the welding of 1100 aluminum 
surfaces cleaned with an alkaline decrease, as weli as surfaces etched 

+ -r-—-i-w -u--.-; n t s such as so lu t ions of sodium hyorcxid^j w i t h v d r i u u o u . S m x o a i a ^ r r u s , ^ U U J a a f . 
h rdrofltxor Lc acid, and nitrogen triacetic acid, shewed reproducibly 
higher st-engihs than the strengths of specimens that vera degreased 
oly ExperLents with 5052-H32 aluminum alloy specimens_(10) revealed 
no significant differences in weld strength when precleaning consisted 
of decreasing, immersion in caustic etching solution. or Bnght-D p 
treatment. Similar results were obtained with $Ooo-n3U aluminum (»;. 

In the weldcladding of X-8001-H1U aluminum alloy plate with a 
thin sheet of the same material (3), by ultrasonic seam-welding tech-
niques, best results were obtained vit.h materials that had been given a 
nonetching alkaline wash. The weld seams were widerj the outside sur-
ra ces, cleaner at.d smoother* the bends, stronger} and the oxide Ratings 
at the interface, more effectively dispersed. 

Some of the bare structural aluminum alloys contain a more re-
fractory oxide coating, which must be removed to effect welds of 
iRum strength with minimum power. For example (11), specimens o f - - 0 ** T-
bare aluminum alloy deoxidized with a caustic etchant developed h:.gner 
weld strengths at the same powei level than did sir.iu, ir spc:c_s;e"c • = • 
were merely degreased. However, shelf life of the materials after clean-
ing aDpears not to affect weld quality. Weldments in -..is alloy, JJ2U-T3> 
showed no decrease in weld strength even when 6 months were allowed to 
elapse between cleaning and welding. In contrast to its effect on .'e-
sistarce welding, reoxidation after cleaning apparently is not uatrimen-
tal to ultrasonic weld quality. 

With certain materials, scraping has been used to remove the 
oxidi coating. W?ld specimens of 201U-T6 bare aluminum alloy (2) showed 
hi'her strenethr. and less strength variability when the surfaces had 
u,,® „„„„* sr. t.hn.w obtained with surfaces treated 
M C C U a ^ u MWJ. v* v "v*. ••'*o * 

with a caustic etchant or with a mild alkaline wash» 

Other metals have been treated according to the nature and 
thickr.°™E of surface films. Tantalum, for example, is effectively 
welded after alkaline degreasing. Molybdenum surfaces retire n light 
etching treatment for most effective welding. Materials such as the 
J-1500 nickel alloy arc ordinarily welded after slight abrasion of uhe 
surface. In very early comparative studies with Inconel-X containing 
heavy oxide scales resulting Iroju auxdoiun 
were Droduced both with and without prior deoxidation in an etching 
solution, '.veld strengths were approximately the same, although there was 
less scatter of strength dat.a for the specimens which had been deoxidized. 
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Quality welds have also been made through artificially intro-
duced protective or replacement coatings on metals# several year3 aBc'>* 
anodizcd 1100-H18 aluminum was welded through film coatings up to 2!JU0 A 
thick. No strength tests were made on these specimens, but metallo-
graphic examination indicated that the extent of oxide film disruption at 
the interface decreased with increase in anodic coating thickness* 

Low-carbon steel with both organic and inorganic coatings has 
beeii uo..doJ (12). With organic coatings, the vibration introduced through 
the welding tip initially expels or breaks up the film at th« weld inter-
face, leaving bare surfaces in the weld area where metallurgical bonding 
can occur. Steel soecimens coated with zinc or aluminum exhibited «cn̂ r.& 
in the clad layer. 

An independent study (29) cn the attachment of leads to ribbon 
coil transformers demonstrated the ultrasonic voidability of aluminum to 
aluninum and aluminum to copper through insulation coatings, including 
anodised and polyvinyl plastic coatings. It was concluded that̂  ultra-
sonic welding provides sound electrical connections involving tiieae ma-
terials, producing joints at least equivalent to those produced by elec-
trical discharge welding and markedly suo&rior to soldered joints. 

y/ith this background concerning the effect of surface condition 
on weldability, consideration was given to further experiments ranging 
frran simple industrial decreasing to complete stripping of the surfaces 
to be joined, with subsequent storage and use under very exacting vacuum 
or inert atmosphere conditions. The extensive amount of work that would 
be required for even a cursory examination of the effects of surface con-
dition on a broad basis probably is not justified and that the magnitude 
of the effect is probably not of the first order. It was recognised 
that stripping materials and rigid atmosphere control, although of aca-
demic and undamental interest, are not representative of conditions 
under which practical ultrasonic welds are made. 

A modest study to confirm the effect of oxide coating thick-
ness on the weldability of a sriven material was considered to be of gen-
eral interest, High-purity aluminum, G.03u~in- thick, containing oxide 
coatings ranging from 500 to 3000 X thick, was studied. 

A Latin square experiment. (1+5) involving parameters of oxide 
thickness, clamping force, and power level was carried out. Subsequent 
statistical analysis, summarized in Table X, showed no significant effect 
of surface oxide thickness on welu strength at the 99^ probability IcVw-̂  
(Table XI). Tne standard deviation of tensile-shear strengths for the 
entire experiment i3 10.75 lb, which indicates the consistency of ultra-
sonic welds produced within the limitations of the experiment. 



Table X 

TENSILE-SHEAR STRENGTH DATA 
FrtCM LATIN SQUARE DESIGK EXPERIMECT 
ON ALUMINUM OXIDE FILfc    IMPREONATED 

ü.OSB^-INCH HTGF-PURITY ALTJMINIM 

Msan * 90^ Confidi;nca Interval 
Times    l-i/2 sec,  constant 

not Ldc Thi.' -kness Level, 
• 
A 

?00 1000 3000 

Power, 
watts 

np * 
lb 

600 

T-S,«» 
1 h/'spot 

U20 ♦ 30 

lb 

IjOO 

T-S,»* 
lb/spot 

UO + 20 

CF,*        T-S,*» 
lb       It,'spot 

1000 500     UiO + 30 

1300 ioo hS$ ± 20 600 h50 + 20 )|00      ljl40 * 10 

low uoo 150 + 20 500 ii55 ± 10 600     U80 ♦ 10 

♦   ClfiTaping Force. 
** Tensile-Shear Strength. 

Table XI 

ANALYSIS OF VAÄIANHE F(P.  TH"; EXPERIMENTAl DATA 
PRESENTED IN TABLE I 

Source of Variation 

2 

Sum of 
Souares 

65a5.032 

Mean 
Squarna F 

26.32 

Level of 
Significance 

Power, watts 327li.0l6 P 99.9* 

Oxide Coating, A 2 1003.328 501.661» 14.31» F 95% 

Clamping Force, lb ? 1706.U53 853.226 7.38 P 91% 

Replicates 2 228.588 llh.Wh 0.99 

Experiraeiitai Error 10 2078.=93 Il5.ii996 

Total 26 ii,565.39U 

% 



This work was lat̂ r extended in a cursor/ examination Ox oxide 
thioknacsos of 0.001 and 0.003 in. anodically applied to 0,,020-in. 1100-
HlS alumlsuai. With the 0.001-in. coating, welding occurred over only 
nart of t.hfi normal weld area, while the material with the 0.003-in. 
ccatine could not be welded at all, even at the maximum power avanable. 
Inaction of the weld interface in both eases revealed that, although 
the surface film was broken up and fragmented, the oxide fragments re-
mained within the wsxd area, apparently preventing contact and welding 
of the base metal* 

Thus, moderately thick oxidu surfaces (up to about 3000 i thick) 
apparently do not influence the welding of aluminum. However, as the sur-
face oxide is increased oeyond about 0.001 in., welding could not be ac-
complished under the experimental conditions used. Tn this regard, it 
is believed that the absolute value of the oxide thickness, rather than 
the fractional value of the total weld material thickness, is significant 
if the coating is thick. Further experiments with a wider range of ma-
terial thicknesses wcul- be of intsrest. 

S. Welding Energy as A Function of Hardness and Thickness 

Sufficient information va3 developed to permit a more detailed 
review of material properties and their significance in the ultrasonic 
welding process and, in particular, the order of this significance. Evi-
dence of a correlation between room-temperature hardness and voidability 
was noted throughout this work, although a rationale for it was not at 
first clear. 

For further confirmation samples from sheets of nickel and 
Type 302 stainless steel were welded in Lhe as-received condition, and 
samples from the same sheets after annealing v«r« also welded. The power 
required to weld the samples is plotted (Fig. U8) as a function of thick-
ness with hardness as a parameter. Data on aluminum of Hl8 and 0 temper 
are similarly plotted in Fig. !|9. 

The lowest power value for the O.OOu-in. aluminum in Fig. U9 
is actually two points which were obtained by welding specimens of both 
1100-HlS and MOO-O after complete annealing to a dead-3oft condition. 
As expected, the hardnesses so achieved were equally weldable. Subse-
quently all data were reviewed in the light ci' this information. 

The data obtained with the small machine (Table V) were plotted 
as a function of the sheet thickness for each material and, although in 
a number of instances only one gage of a givsn material was available for 
experimentation, those materials on which multiple thicknesses were avail' 
able provided sufficient data for plotting. 
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The data at 15 kc generally confinned the 28-kc data,  although 
ncr.c ancrulieg are srident,    Thesa probably can be explained on the basis 
of impedance matching betwoen the transducer coupling syste™ ?nd the weld 
zone, but it does seem desirable tn Mention the possible role of frequency 
in ihp vibratory wel-lix^ process.    It appears that within the range normal- 
ly consideryd  "o:' vibratory weldingj  frequency,  pei   ue, has no sisnifi- 
cancb  Li) weld foimation. 

iiowever,   IT. also appears that the limitations imposed by avail- 
able engineering materials and practical  dimensions on transducer-coupling 
systems, result in an apparent frequency effect that is quite indopandent 
of  the  prinolules which make the vibratory or U-'.trasonic welding p^ocsfla 
operative (Appendix E). 

Figure $0 sli^ws the minimum acoustic enerfij required to weld 
zhp. various materials with the small welding machinei, as a functicn uf 
thickness, while Fig. 5l shows the same data after they were norm6ij.2ed 
to account for the area (energy per unit weld area).    Joining the "arious 
thicknesses of each material clearly indicates the order of weldaVility 
shown in Table VIT.    Specific materials in this group were selected for 
closer examination and indication of trends.    Figure U9 shows the curves 
of electrical  power versus sheet thickness for 1100 aluminum In the Hl8 
and mill-ai.ncaled conditions«    AN previously noted, more energy w.1- •■!■ 
quired to weld  the harder material.    Additioual specimens wer' 
frei the ü.00U-in.-thick sheets of both materials from whicV   ' 
nal öata had been obtained;  these were fully annealed to the -   . 
condition to eliminate any hardness effHct.    Threshold curve f 
tamed after annealing of both KL8 and 0 condition aluminum show 're- 
cisely the same minimum energy requirements as indicated by the low 
poiiiL on i-'ig. It9.   The mj-ll-annealtd material was not in dead-soft ^jn- 
ditlon when received. 

The hardness effect on weldability was confirmed by data ob- 
tained with 302 stainless steel and nickel (Fig. U3), xhieh ivoie firct 
evaluated in  Lhe  "aa-received" coriditicn (half-hard stainless steel and 
full-hard nickel) and then evaluated after full annealing. 

1,      Hardness 

The haroness of a material is its resistance to plastic defor- 
mation of various types, including cutting,  scratching, abrasion, and 
indentation,     "Hardness, orobably the first olidracterlstic used to dis- 
tinguish different kinds of nidtter, is recognized as one of the funda- 
mental properties of matter" (l8)£    Unfortunately,  it is closely asso- 
ciated K"ith other material properties and is not based on rigorous 
theory. 
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Tbe methods used to determ:i.ne this property fall, into two 
disti'ict categoriRS (18) as follows! 

a.       Indentation tests in wnicn thos  auriace of the material, under 
test is permanently distorted by the normal pressure uf a hard steel 
ball,  cone or knife eriae 

'-■»      a'orasion or scr'ateh test in which the particles ol" the material 
under test are torn away from its surface by sliding contact with 
some other substance with a surface resistarns high enough to remain 
unimpaired. 

The microindentation t<?8t u^ed to determine hardness appears 
closely akin to th^ internal deformation associated with vibratory weld- 
ing.    The Vr.ckers microindentation tet.t nerhaps best embraces a wide 
range of material properties!    It. is hased upon microindentation moasurs- 
ment.s and errptriocl correlation of Vicker3 numbers with several material 
propertiess    The Vickers microindentation hardness nombers were obtained 
for each of  the materials in the spectrum of its vibratory weldability. 

As indicated, initial efforts on the JUwia of the data obtained 
with the email 25C-watt experimental weloe»" produced the curves of Fig. 1?2 
to Slj oonnecting the effect? of hardness and ?he«t thicküesa ir^enpective 
of material.    Figure $2 is a plot of the minimum total acoustic energy 
required to make a weld in the thin gages of matorinl as a functicr. of a 
Viclccrc hardness number with parameters of sheet thickness.   Figure ?!3 
shows the same data with acoustic energy plotted against sheet thickness 
with parameters of hardness.    Both of these plots indicate that more eu- 
ergy is required to make a weld as both thickness and hardness increase. 
However, the influence of hardness appears to diminish and possibly to 
reach a limiting value.    In Fig. 5U in which aeniustic energy per unit 
weld area is plotted as a function of the hardness with parameters of 
material thickness tne iimilii's offect cf hardnccc is not ormamnt. 

Siibsoquently, these uaoa woi« coüibinsu with data obtained with 
the 2-kw welding array, shicb involved thicker materials.   All these re- 
sults wtsi-H plotted in terms of the acoustic energy as a function of ma- 
terial hardr.ess,  and »wooth curves providing a best, fit with the data 
wore drawn lor each of several arbitrarily selected sheet thickness 
ranees.    The bnst correlation was found in terms of total acoustic en™ 
«""gy, although in some of the thicker gages tho effect is somewhat ob- 
scured by the scale used in making  the plot.    The correlaliün obtained 
with acoustic energy per unit weld area was not quite as satisfactory 
over the entire range of thickness covered, although some correlation 
appeared to hold over limited regions.    Additional work will be required 
with considerably greater1 precision in weld area measurement to determine 
whether the nor"iolized acoustic energy likewise relates primarily to 
hardness and thickness. 
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The curves provided by these data suggested that a mathematinal 
representation of these paramctsrs V^" th" f~r»-.r 

E    =    Kf(H)f(t), (11) 

-^^.^«..üO 011& rDürcpriate minimum acoustic enerpy required to 
make the weld in watt-seconds or joules,    K   represents a linear fitting 
constant, and .f(H)    and   f(t)    represent unknown functions of hardness 
and thickness, respectively.    Computations were made for the acoustic 
energy, and a good fit with the empirical curves was obtained when both 
the hardness arid tha thiokiiesa varied as the 3/2 power.    Thus,  the 
eq-Jütion has the formi 

KH^t3/2, (12) 

Although K is considered a constant, it is probably a com- 
plex function incorporating several material properties, none oi «hich 
appear to contribute in the first order. Furthermore, the equation 
representing these data should be badically the same for both the elec- 
trical and acoustical cases, and the constant should include a factor 
representative of the transduction efficiency of the transducer. The 
^aiue of th« constant K is it applies to the acoustic energy delivered 
was found to be 63. Therefore, within the limits of a 2-kw welding 
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mochihe, and up to about 0.032-in. matarial thickness, the ar-ouatlc 
equaiJon is! 

63 H3/2 t3/2 . (13) V 
p. 

where    E     is the ACoeälic energy in jouiec    (watt-seconds),    H   is the 
Vickerc microindentation hardness number, and   t    is the material thick- 
ness in inches. 

Equation (13) is reasonably fundamental because it relates tho 
acoustic energy «ctually utilized to :aake a weld to the Vickers micro- 
indentation hardnoss number and thickness. 

A family of curves based on this equation is shown in Fig. 55, 
and the experimental points, i,aken from the data of Tables TTI and IV, 
are included.    It will be noted that several of the points fall outside 
the area bracketed by a given sheet thickness range according to the 
theoretical equation.    As noted, it is probable that the assumed constant 
K   includes the effect of other material properties as second-order van- 
abj-esj in particular, this constant would be expected to aoeonnt for the 
thermal diffusivity of the materials being welded«    Further investiga- 
tion, however, will oe required to determine the composition of this 
factor. 

These equations provide a first approximate criterion for de- 
termining the weldability of a given material and material thickness in 
terms of vibratoj-y power. Perhaps it is best to confine its use to the 
materials and thickness ranges investigated here, since the equation is 
not founded upon rigorous theoretical parameters but rather on a curve- 
fi tting process. Closer consideration of the equation, however, indi- 
cat«s that thnrp may ««11 be substaiitlal theoretical grounds for its 
use. 

As already mentioned, hardness is a composite parameter de- 
termined by crysta]. structure, yield strength, and rate of work-hardening 
of the material for which the hardness Is determined.    Those same ma- 
terial properties affect the ease of complex deformation involved in 
producing an ultrasonic weld.   It is not an unreasonable assumption that 
hardness can be used as a first approximation to gaga the way the metal 
should behave during vibratory welding. 

One is hesitant, however, to use the rocra'tempeisturs hardnens 
determination as Indicative of the hlgher-translent-temperature, complex 
deformation behavior Involved in ultrasonic welding.    In the foregoing 
acoustic equation there is apparently no basis to support relations be- 
tween room-temperature hardness and the elevated-temperature elasto- 
plastic conditions of ultrasonic welding. 
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However, previously under approximated MEC conditions it was 
noted that each of the several materials Investigated was transiently 
heated to between 35 and $0jl> of its absolute melting temperature.    It 
ij veil krown that during high-temperature deformation the processes of 
yielding, work ha.-dening,  and recovery are related to  the fraction of 
ehe absolute melting temperature at which they occur. 

Thus, one fan -lormaiize high-temperature de-Tcrnabian between 
various matarials by comoaring  their properties at similar fractions of 
their absolute melting poiiiö. 

For example, when one ccmoares tie rates of recovery of copper 
and aluminum as evidenced by steady-state creep behavior at temperatures 
approximately one-half nf their absolute melting temperatures (Iü.fk2,h3) 
their steady state creep rates are due to the absorption of vacar-cies 
by dislocation clir-.b at iislocation lines. 

xn the ultrasonic welding process where the deformation accom- 
panying the ultrasonic weldment apparently occurs in all materials in- 
vestigated at similar fractions of their absolute melting temperatures, 
the deformation in sach material should be closely akin. 

Implicit in the acoustic energy equation is the assumption that 
a room-temperature measurement of tl.e Vickers microindentation hsreiuesä 
la iiiüxcaLive oi the material's resistance to high-temperature deformation. 

This hardness parameter should be comparable, since the ultra- 
sonic deformation occurs at similar "raclions of the absolute melting 
temperature, and the usefulness of the equation is that it shows that 
ouou a i'uum-Lumperabure measurement is a good indication of the behavior 
of material at the welding temperature which is 30 to S0% of the absolute 
meltiug temperature. 

Tims, Eq fl3) might, on theoretical grounds, be trraltiplied by 
the actual transient tempujfature achieved during wslding divideü by Uie 
absolute melting temperature of the material. 

Since this ratio of transient temperature to melting tempera- 
ture is approximately a constant for all the materials investigated, it:, 
too, is probably incorporated in the constant   K   in Eq (13).    The use of 
the hf.rdness parameters,  therefore, appears to be justified on a retaona- 
bly fundamental basis. 

2.     Thickness 

The significance of the parameter "t" In Eq (13) should be con- 
sidered.    As noted previon^ly, ss the weld material thleViisss luvreHses, 
so does tbo wo"M bonct area inerca,-'?.   The relation between material 
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thlckneas and weld-bond area is approximately linear, especially in the 
heavy materials.    Thus, weld-bond area nnuld be just as correctly used 
as material thickness for the variable in this energy equation.    If area 
is considered, therefore,  it is obvious that as the energy over the weld 
area is distributed across increasicigly large weld areas, the total en- 
ergy must, therefore,   increase as some function of the bond area.    He?.*e, 
again, the parameter used in the equation is reasonable. 

If great fractions of the energy were absorbed in the bulk 
metal "ather than at the  interface,   the application of ultrasonic welding 
to thicker materials could become increasingly impractical due to the 
large amount of altrasonic energy required.   An interesting conclusion 
that may h« reached from such an irvtarpretatici of material thickricS", 
however, is wiat, for ■one he<ivier gages, as the wsldnent sheet thickness 
is increased, a major portion of ths ultrasonic energy delivnred to the 
work pier-es is absorted *i Lhe weld interface and not in the bulk ma- 
terial being welded.    This conclusion becomes important in the applica- 
tion of ultrasonic welding to considerably thicker sheet materials. 

If the weld bond area myy be reduced or even restrained as ma" 
terial thickness increases, it will be possible to weld very thick sheet 
mate rial ultrasonically. The absorption of ultrasonic energy discretely 
at the inlci-facs ii apparently dictated by the transient increase in 
temperature produced at Ihe weld interlace with the resulting relaxation 
of the elastic constants of the material at the interface and the de- 
creasing resistance to plastic deformation at the interface. 

For l'urtüöi' confirnatlon of ehe validity of the equation and 
the sheet thickness rangs over which it might be expected to apply, the 
predicted maximum thicknass for any material of a given hardness as de- 
tftrmirieil from the acoustieHl  pnMflr wqijation, was satisfactorily contpared 
with the thicknesa that has been consistently welded at a given power 
1evel. 

In VIHW of these theoretical  'r.d experimental studies, hardness 
and thickness may be used as reasonable narHineters to consider the welda- 
bility of materials.    As a first approximation, the level of their in- 
fluence varies as a 3/2 power in determining the approximate energy re- 
quired to produce an ultrasonic wsldment.    Since other material proper- 
ties not included in these two parameters almost certainly have an in- 
fluence on weldability,  they are probably ?3cond-nrder effects.    A 
foil ow-up program to investigate other materials in a wider range of 
thickness on a higher powered but equivalent welding system should serve 
to extend these conclusions.    It should be possible to discovar how the 
value of the proportionality constant   K   varies, if it does, with other 
parameters of the material.    However, the present results constitute a 
significant step toward increasing the usefulness and practicability of 
ultrasonic welding. 
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3.     Ccaclusions 

The empirical relationship shown in the praceding section,  is 
jiistifi«.. on a fäasonably fundamental basis.    It provides the first use- 
ful  gvAde to tue relation between  una r.uargy required to produce an 
ultrasonic weld and an easily detarminod set of material pronerties and 
thicküejs.    The us« of mwh  art equation now provides a good starting 
pDint for tne design of ultrasonic welding equipiant. as well as for the 
selection of machine settings to produce welds in materials without 
previous knowledge or" ultrasonic weldability of these materials.    At the 
present time,  ohe use of such a parameter mast be tempered by some rea- 
sonable factors to cover possio.Ly unidentified inaccuracies (probably 
1^-3!?^ of the indicated energy) until further investigation provides 
morn precise information for its use. 
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V.      METALL'JRO': AND INTE3FACIAL DISTUftBANCE 

Microatruct-.ural obssrvati'T'ns of ultrasonic welds have been use- 
ful  for   'Siiir. üclennlnaLioiit!   of bond quality and interJaclal liitogrity»    A 
more general purpose of those observations is ruiatsu to  the understanding 
of Lha bonding meuhanisr..    Examination of welds in various materials and 
matprial ocn^inabionn helps tc distinguish the interaction of avant.g yhich 
result in the apecit'ic rniorootnicture developed in the weld zone.    It is 
now evident that ultrasonic ho-ndJr.g is associated with mutual irreversible 
displacements across the faying plane of the weld components.    The ma- 
terial is usually deformed olastically in local regions of seizure which 
increase in size and number during the  cyclic stresses acccmpanying ultra- 
sonic '.raiding.    The formation and growth of these local seizures  ("knots") 
probably is accompaniei by work hardening during the early stages of 
seizure} however, energy dissipation during each stress reversal leads 
to a tei'Derature rise,  annealing,  or softening of the knots, lowering 
the  stress required i'or further plastic deformation. 

Since only a small part of the total enerey input rwaults in 
motional energy at th" faying surfaces, energy lost as heat nay became 
aporeciaWe.   In situations where heat energy generation into the weld 
zone  is rapid .ir;d conduction sway from the faying surfaces is^ perhaps, 
sluggish, the interfacial temperature incroaso can lead to rapid softening 
of the material in tht? weld region.    In this «.vase, the local point con- 
tact must yield to produce essentially total interface contact across the 
bond iitja.    This softening,  combined with the stresses imposed by the vi- 
brctory action, not uncommonly produces some expulsion of metal at the 
edges of the weld interface.    This metal expulsion may form a narrow 
sheet or sliver extending in the direction of the vibratory excursions. 

This extrusion of the weld metal may be associated with ultra- 
sonically induced plasticity.    This phenomenon has been demonstrated in 
connection with classified research (6) concerning ultrasonic extrusion 
of iTielals and witn various nhsfirvatinns associated with ultrasonic welding. 
uieoo -uidvjaLiuns have recently been confirmed, at least partially,  by 
independent foreign research (17,  25,  ?6,  37»  anH ?(')i    There is little 
doubt that this phenomenon occurs durin;; ultrasonic welding and, when 
associated with it. may be a significant, factor in bond formation. 

The behavior of surface fiLüs during the bonding process is 
compTRX and. as yet,  incompletely understood.    Ail metals and alluya 
'with the exception of gold) are unstable at room temperature and tend 
to fciVi jurfacs films,  commonly oxidos.    Rupture .and dispersion of sur- 
face films must occur during the bonding process to establish at least 
local metal-to-metal contact in the junction.    Although the surface 
topography of the metals to be joined is uncertain, the effects of sur- 
face films fni topography should be of importance in initiating the bond. 
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Tn Section III It has been shown that the irinlmum energy re- 
quirements for welding may be correlated '«nth some ot -he mechanirÄl 
properties of the ir.etals tc be ultrasonically welded.   This indicates 
that  the welding conditions at this MEC are determined by a combir.ation 
or factors>    the metals to be bonded,  their surface topof;raohy, the type 
and dir.ractsr of simface films which may be presenc, the heat generated 
at the weldment interface,  and the rate of heat dissipation away from 
that interface.    Study uf the energeticJ of the response of the faying 
surfaces to the weld conditions,  however, yields little insight into the 
manner in which the bonding is achieved. 

The characteristic micrestructure developed during ultrasonic 
welding depends upun the response uf Lhu iiic«töi"ial piupsrties of both the 
metals tc bs bonded and  i.'nelr surface films to the combinar.ion of ntrsss 
and temperature imposed by the welding conditions.   A study of these 
microstructures, therefore, may  indicate the role of the weTdinK con- 
ditions in the production of ultrasonic welds. 

A,     Optical Studif!? 

1,      Bond Formation 

Evidence has been presented which indicates that the zona of 
maximuiB interfacial disturbance in an ultrasonic weld consists of an 
annulus within irfiich there is a leas completely bonded central island. 
Tt is also indicated that this annular bond zone corresponds to the 
ring-like area shewn by photoelastic analysis to be the zone ol maximum 
interfacial sheari wherein local slip is postulated to produce bonding« 

Further consideration has betsn given to the shape and time-rate 
of growth of this annular bond zone.   Two materials — 201Ii-T6 aluminum 
and 302 stainless steel — were studied; a series of facing coupons were 
placed in a standard welding array under the c]flinpvng force norniAlly 
associated with the material and gage. 

In Oi'doi  t« note the marking under c very few vibratory cycles 
well below the lower limit of the welding machine timer, a few specimens 
were prepared with the aluminum alley by tapping the scnotroda lightly 
with a hjunmer.    Figure 56 illust^-stea the effects obtained with the alu- 
minum wherein Fig. E$A is the pattern obtained with two hammer taps and 
Fig. 56B with five hammer taps.    It is apparent from fie specimens in 
Fig. 56C-G, including the ulox-aaonic spöciaien made at 0,03 sec (Fig. 56c.), 
during initiation and formation up to l.C sec (the point of reasonable 
weld strength), that a weld doss not grow vary much in size, but rather 
the quality of thfc bond is increased within the approximate area of the 
initial bond envelope.   The bond envelope area in aluminum does not grow 
extensively until excessive deformation occurs, and that this is associated 
with excessive welding time, or excessive power, or both. 
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F ig . 56s SAJfPLE WELDS BETWEEN STRIPS OF 201U-T6 AytilWM ALLOY 
A-B: Welds r e s u l t i n g from ainiple hand-ar>plir>d force (hammer t aps ) 
C-G: Welds r e s u l t i n g f ron app l i ca t ion of u l t r a s o n i c energy 
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The sequence of illustrations of Fig. 5o, starting with a few 
taps of a hammer to obtain an initial mark and proceeding upwards in 
ultrasonic excitation to a time of 1.0 sec when the weld strength ap-
proaches 5C0 lb, demonstrates graphically that the actual bond area does 
nor, increase greatly, and that, therefore, the veld must proceed by im~ 
proving the bond quality. 

7n ̂*"der to further confirm the observation oi annular forma-
r.ion, "everal coupons of a harder material, 'Type 302 stainless steel, 
:v.- -i.r.ilarly ssposed. In Fig. 57, a less sharply defined, but claarly 
evident annular zone of fretting, and a 183s well-bonded central island 
are evident. It, therefore, appsars that, in two different materialŝ  
which exemplify a broad range of weldability, the weld zone is initiated 
as an annulus that corresponds to the zones of maximum interfaeial shear 
observed by photoelastic analysis. 

A: 0.03-sec Weld Ti»e 

B: 0.05-sec Vfeld Time 

Fig. 57s SAMPLE WELDS BETWEEN STRIPS OF THE 302 STAINLESS STEEL 

2c '-reld Micr"struct~:res in Materials of High Thermal Conductivity 

During the ultrasonic welding of materials with high-thermal 
conductivity, the heat generated at the faying surfaces is rapidly con-
ducted away from this interface. Thi3 type of material, of which copper 
and aluminum have been investigated most thoroughly, is characterized by 
a bond interface which displays local regions of surface filr. dispersion 
ar.d metal contact. When the interfaeial temperature during welding is 
high, extensive deformation and recrystallization occur. Surface films 
may become dispersed within the metal or remain in fragments along the 
interface. degree of Interfaeial deformation and seizing is varia-
ble and depends upon welding machine settings, tip geometry, and material 
properties. 
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Spot-type bonds generally disülay greatest defontiatl'in around 
the periphery of the spot; in some cas;-.3 the center of the contact zone 
may remain unbonded.    These microstructural configurations are illustrate r1 

in the  series of r'notonücrofU'c.p'-'iö of w«lds In n,n9n_-ir,> T100-H16 rxluminuai 
shown nn Fig. 58.    Th« specimens were made at welding conditions along 
Lha threshold welding rvanre for this material and temper fSection III). 
The specimen (in Fig. 58A) exhibits a bond line with intermittent dis- 
persion of  the  interface oxide filn accompanied by negligible deformation 
or internenetration ol   the oxide on each side of the interface.    More ex- 
tonoivr regions of oxide dispersion accompanied by interpereiraoiun of 
the faying sun aces are shown by the specimen in Fng. 58B.   The specimen 
illustrated in Fi6. 53C,  snows hu« ööfcr.iütion "nas pexroittöd large areas 
of structural continuity to bö established between the weld members. 

3.      Welds in Materials of Low Thermal QonduevforLty 

When rapid heat conduction away fro/-; the interface cannot occur, 
the weld-zrirw   i.emiDe.raturö and the volume of heat-affected metal increases. 
In various instances the complete volume of material between the welding 
sonntrcdes may achieve a uniformly high temperature, with no indication 
thet local r.cltir.g has occurred.    This resultant temperature may initiate 
reaction? such as recrystallizaticn, phase transformation, precipitation, 
and diffusion, all of which are readily identified by microscopic exami- 
nation.    Figure ^y is the microstrweture of an ultrasonic weld in 0.020- 
in.  "A" nickel.    Here extensive recrystallizaticn and grain growth have 
occurred at the weld interface.    The surface films previously present 
along the interface have been effectivelv dispersed. 

Figure 60 shows the miorcstructure of the weld interface of 
another typical low-conductivity metal, 0.008-in. PH l?-? Mo stainless 
steel.    The tenperatum generatad in the weld zone during ultrasonic 
welding was sufficient to begin transformaticn to ths high-temperature, 
austsnitic phase.    In addition,  seme of the metal han bisn extnidoH 'Vr.m 
the neriphery of tho contact zone.    The boundary between the metal, which 
Jius been transfonnad in the center of tha weld vegion, and the suxfcmuliug 
untransformed metal, delineated by the compositional response to the 
etching solution, indicates the thermal gradient produced during ultra- 
sonic welding. 

u.      Weld Between Dissimilar Materials 

The mTnrostructure of ultrasonic weldmpnts produced between dis- 
similar metals not only are affected by the temoerature generated at the 
well Interface and the high degree of plastic dfiformatlon but also nay 
exnioit mic/ostructurai  changes resultinf from  int.pririt.ion between the 
dissinilar metals.   A typical example is shown in Fig. 6l, a photomicro- 
graph of thn >ir-ea near Lhe ulUaäonic weld zone between Tyya UJO stain- 
less steel and A-110-AT titanium alloy.    Th« temperature generated at the 
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t i g . 58: ULTRASONIC VJFTDS IN 0.020-INCH 1100-Hlb ALUMINIM 
ALOW. THK THRESHOLD CURVE 

Etchant : 0 ,5^ HF 
Magnif ica t ion! 500X 
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Fig.  59:    ULTRASOWC WELD IN 0,020-INCH "A" NICKEL 
Machine Settings«    1750 w/li00 lb/l.0 see 
Etchants    TON + NHjjS20fl 
Magnification«   100X 

Fid. 60:    ULTRASONIC WELD IN 0,008-INCH FH 15-7 
MOLYBDENIM STAINLESS STEEL 

Machine Settings«    1000 wA50 lb/0.15 sec 
Etehant«    Oxalic acid (electrolytic) 
Magnification«    l$ux 
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Fie. 61;     FHOTCfMICROGRAPH OF TNTKRPF.NRTRATTON OH' MATING SÜRW^" 
OF 0.02u-rNCH kW STAINLESS STEEt AND 0.023-INCH 4-100- 
AT TITANIUM ALLOY—SHa^KG STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN THE 
TTTANTTM ALLOY RESULTING FROM ffiAT GENERATED DURING 
ULTRASONIC WELDING 

Etchant:    HF ♦ HJKh 
Magnification!    l^JX 

I.SCT    ov»     niTwusfiMrr i.niTT> T»T r».r.f\-i_Twu ornU^mfi,  «TTTMTHTTIM 

VJITH Ü.001-TNCH 1100 ALUMINUM FOIL  INSERT 

Etchantt    Keller 
Magnifications    8.5X 
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weld interface exceeded the transformation tempnrature of the titanium 
alloy producing the acircular structure in tho titanium of the wold 
zone.    The temDerature gradient away frum uhe weld interface in the 
titanii™. alloy is again clearly delineated by the boundary bctwepn one 
transformed and ijntransformed regions in the titanium sheet»    There is 
curvature of the tranaformed ;:ori2 as it approaches the edge of the spot. 
In addition, a filmlilre structure is present at the weld interface; this 
structure may be an intermetallic compound formed between iron and 
titanium. 

figure 62 shows the microstrueturp of an ultrasiTic weld be- 
tween 0.080-in,  201h-T6 aluminum sheet with a 0.01-in, 1100 aluminum foil 
insert.    Here,  the 1100 aluminum foil insert affected the rate of heat 
genera Lion at the weld interface during ultrasonic welding,  so that there 
was only a small temperature rise at the weld interface.    In contrast, 
however, the maximum temperature increase was at the tip contact surface 
so that the w-ld interface possibly was heated by conduction through the 
weldment.    Thus the süiirce of heat generation through the weld zone may 
not be r^Gtrictcd to ths ivitorface, but rather heat generation at the 
outer surface can sometimes arise by local displacements between the 
work and ths  sonotrodes. 

During the ultrasonic welding of dissimilar metals, vihen one 
or more components of the pieces to be welded is soluble in the other, 
diffusion "f these components across the weld interface may occur»   Dif- 
fusion cf thic typu daring ultrasonic welding has been obse^ed between 
coppsr and zine 'i+}«    A photomicrograph of an ultrasonio wild between 
0.030-in.    Type 0-2 tool steel* and 0.u30-in. Armco iron is shown ii; 
Fig. 63.    Carbon is soluble in both of the alloys, bu'i is present in 
higher concentration in the tool  steel than  In tho Arncn l-rnn.    The 
welding conditions were U200 watts/600 Ib/lo sec.    Bscause of the large 
power input coupled with the relatively low thermal-conductivity of each 
of these materials, a high temperature rise might be ejroected at the 
weld interface.    71"; concentraVon gradient of carbon between these two 
-uloyj in conjunction with the high temperT ».■;-<> r^psrcRtly resulted in 
the diffusion of c.:rbv.n across the interface, as shown in Fig. 63.   The 
question of diffusion r««fitions rWin* thu ultrasonic weld cycle is 
difficult to resolTB.    Since static diffusion coefficients are small, 
diffasion ;iidy "oc Jirfiuult to obsörve microscopically in view of the 
Suvil ..„^..^i.& iiiuti.cilo uaed.   However, the influence of ultrasonics on 
diffusion phenomena must be considered (lU).    Although the liLerature is 
relatively barren on this subject a possibly accelerating effect cannot 
be ignored. 

* Simmonds oil-hardening die steel. 
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Armco Iron 

* —-Vt 

Interface 

Tool Stael 

Flg. 63»    PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF ULTRASONIC WKLD BETWEEN 0.030-INCH 
AISI-TYPE 0.2 TOOL STEEL (0.90« CARBON) AND 0.030-INCH 
ARHCO Ilit.'N—ILLUSTRATING THE DIFF'TSTON OF CARSON INTO 
THE IRON 

Etchant!    flcrai 
Magnificationi    lOOOX 
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Jltrasonically Devslop^d Texture 

kiv.wi the metallog-flphi c changes attrlb«tftd to ultrasonic 
weiHine i* * rim.ae struntnre dfivel oned by the vibratory stress acting 
or ths heated "^tal during ultrasonic weldirg,    Ths grain morpholog;^ of 
the inateriaj.   is such as to present a bloclc-llKe aüpearance» 

SoctAon? of welds in a Ti-8 Hn alloy and Type 302 sUdnless 
steel were examined to determine whether the block structure is doprandent 
upon orientation, that is, whether the struotur« is dependent upon the 
/ibratory moti'.on of the wslding tip and/or the rolling direction of the 
sheet.    Figures 6U and &< show this orientation effect.    It appears that 
the rolling direction of the sheet has no effect on the dftvalopmsRt of 
the i-exture; however, the pattern is different in sections longitudinal 
and transverse to the direction of vibratory motion»    In the longitadi- 
nol BecUoiia,  the grain uoundarieä tend to be aligned in directions 
oarallel and normal to the interface.   The orientation of the boundaries 
in   sections normal to the vibratory direction arc more random. 

This block structure has been observed in the face-centered- 
cubic alloys:    K-Monel, Type 302 stainless steel, 202U alumimm, Inconel X, 
L-605, Inco 702, and the body-centered-cubic phase of Ti-3 Mr. alloy. 
Polonis and Par f3c0 hsvc ^b^cr^^d 9 MonV-t^mo ^gt+.a^n *y\ retained Beta 
phase of Ti-Ni alloys.    They compare the structure to a aiiiiü<ir one ob- 
1 -iuid by Barrett Cli^) in copper-silicon alloys which was interpreted as 
clusters of faults separated by relatively perfect crystal layers.    In- 
larnal strain from quenching was proposed as an explanation of the origin 
of the structure. 

B.     Examination of Weldments by Autoradiographic Techniques 

In ultrasonic welding surface-barrier filma and scales are 
significant.    Since bonding is initiated at the faying surfaces, inter- 
ference by foreign materials may have an observable effect on the for- 
mation and characteristics of the bond. 

Previous experience has demouabrated that surface films can 
play a role in the bonding process.   Seme iraterials develop greater bend 
strengths when welded with the mill-finish coating intact.    Chemical 
cleaning procedures, which afftctivsly remove the film, may decrease the 
bond strength (/), but this effect is obscure since, in addition, this 
chemical cleaning also HTfects surface rouRhness,    Thn microstructural 
features of the weld interfaces of the mill-finish and cheriically cleaned 
materials are characteristically different.   Extensive deformation, film 
fragmentation and dispersion, and interpenetration of the faying surfaces 
occur when the mill-finish materials are ultrasonically welded.    Chtimioally 
prepared surfaces, on the other hand, result in a bond with negligible 
interpenetration.    The bond line is intermittently luterrupted by breaks 
.-ilrmg its lonpth. but the surface layer undergoes little dispersion. 
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hh■.'v^-.*>>*.-''>'">' , ALTERNATING APPLIED FORCE 

LONGITUDINAL SECTION 

6^!    R-T0TOWTCRO3RAHS OF 0.020-INÜH THICKNESS OF 
TITANIUM-S MANGANESK ALLOY SR'TTTONS TAKEN 
TOANS'/ERSELY AND LONQITDDISAUiY TO THE VIBRA- 
TORY MOTION OCCURRING DURING ULTRASONIC 
WELDING—SHOWING BLOCK-LIKE ORIENTATION 
EFFECT 

Etchant:   HF ♦ HNO3 
Magnification«    1001 
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Fig, 6?: 

LONGITUDINAL SECTTPN 

niOTOMICROORAPRS OF 0.025-INCH THICKNESSES OF 
302 STAINLESS BXJiLib TAKEN TRANSVERSELY AJJD 
LONGITUDINALLY TO THE VIBRATORY MOTION OCCUR- 
RING DURING ULTRASONIC WELDING—SHCWTNG BLOCK- 
LIKE ORIENTATION EFFECT 

Etchant«    Oxalic; Acid 
Magnification«   100X 
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The heat treat3d alianinum alloys with oxide films formed at 
elevated temperatures are generally more difficult to bond without prior 
TRTnovni of th» Tdherent Rraj.e»    In this case, somernat more effective 
surface pre-'Hration is  achieved by mechanical methods than bv chemical 
treatments.    The reasons for difficulty in bonding through this heat- 
treatment scale are not fully understood, but probably both the thickness 
and the composition of the oxide are contributing factors» 

Figure 66 illustrates that bonding can be achieved through heat- 
Lreatment Reales.   These photomicrographs vere made of welds in equivalent 
gages of Inconel X,   (a) with the oxide intact ind (b) with th* oxido re- 
moved by chemical de-oxidation prior to ultrasonic »Bldir.g.    'Tie dif- 
ferences in the microstructural characteristics are evident.    In this 
instance, unlike aluminum, the surface scale is loosely adherent and 
suuported by a hard substrate.    It is HVnly that removal of the scale 
before welding induces leaa energy generation at the interface, whereas 
the presence of the scale localizes energy generation and degradation 
about the interface. 

In on effort to consider the effect on weldabillty and the 
eventual distribution of surface films after completion of the weld cycle, 
an experiment was designed in which anüdized coatings w?re used as the 
surface coating.    This material was chosen for several reasons!    (a) alu- 
minum and aluminum alloys have been äxtensively investigated in previous 
Aeroprojects work; (b) anodized coatings are readily a7ailable in several 
thicknesses;  (c) anodized coatings on aluminum can be produced which are 
porous and, therefore, amenable to radioactive tracer impregnation; and 
(d) welding parameters for aluminum alloys are within the capacity of the 
instrumented 2-kw research welder. 

The alloy investigated was an aluminum alloy sheet of commercial 
purity containing 0.11 w/o iron and 0.06 w-V »-tucon.    The specimens were 
first cnemicaJ.ly polished in R5 Bright Dij^and then anodically coated 
with a iSt sulphuric acid electrolyte at 70*F at an imposed potential of 
9-10 volts dc.   After anodizing, the coatings wre left unsealed and Here, 
therefore, porous. 

The preparation of the anodized sheet was carried out at the 
Finishes Division of the Alcoa Research Laboratories.    Panels 12 ir, z 
1? in. x 0»025 in. with oxide coating thicknesses of 500, 1000, «nd 3000 X 
were supplied for Investigation.    The panels were cut into test coupons 
3/h in. x 3/U in. for the tracer study and into 3A in. x 3 in. strips for 
weld strength determination. 

> Alcoa proprietary chemical finish. 
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A*   Bonded without Removing Heat-Treatment Scale 

B.    Chämlually Deoxl(L:.zed 

Fig. 66:    ULTRASONIC WELDS IN 0,012-INCH INCC'NEL X 
IN THE SOLUTION-HEAT-TREATED CONDTTION 

Etchantt    Oxalic Acid (Electrolytic) 
Maßnification«    l^OX 
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lii orcter t.c dcterr.ir.s the effect of oxide thicknets 011 the 
we]d strength of ulT.rasomcaiiy wexdea axuminum sheet,   the test slrips 
described wer«» nltrasonically welded wit!; various combinations of ultra- 
sonic power ?nd clamping force.    The  tensile-shear strength of eac'n of 
these welds was then dstsmiineu.    The riöults obtained sr" «bowr, in 
Table X.    Statistical   evaluation of these results 'Tables X and XT, 
p. 76), indicate that both the oxide coating thickness and the welding 
rondit^r,r"? ^"■"■o a a'i ^Tif^csr.t effe'!"'''- on VKOH qt.rpnpt.h.    Tt, ifl of Interest 
i.'ripi.   Tihe  HT.roriKeaL weld  W;IH  produced in  the  alUililnURl sheet with the 
thickest oxide film eos+ing»    The standard deviation of the tensile- 
shear strength measurements for the entire series of experiments is 
10.75 lb/snot,  a mpasuire of the uniformity of the ultrasonic welding. 

The j/li-ln. 3C 3/li-in. test coupons, descriced nreviously vere 
iBipi-egiiäteU with a radioactive tracer by treatment in a nickel acetate 
solution containing a small auantity cf Ni°3.    Good absorption of the 
tracer was obtained within 1/2 hr at 200oF, and the test coupon,? were 
then ultrasonicaiiy weldedt    The  surface treatment appeared to have an 
adverse influence on the weldability of the test pieces.    Several speci- 
mens failed to bond unaar the welding conditions uosd, while control 
specimens, which were treated only in builine distilled water to seal 
the film, bonded without difficulty. 

Subsequent metallograchic examination of the weld region of 
the radioactive  samples showed that bonding was achieved in the periph- 
eral  rnrion of the weld spot as is not uncommon»    The central portion 
cf the weld area contained unbonded sections.    The bonding in the periph- 
eral region was quite adequate to carry out the autoradlographic Inves- 
tigation of the interface. 

All specimens were then sectioned normal to the w-ld interface 
for metallograohic e-xüm; not-An_    The Kodak permeable-base autoradio- 
granhic stripping film was used in the preparation of the SDeclmens, an 
experimental technique described oreviously fU).    Exposures were carried 
out for 120 hr for each oxide thickner;s f^OO, 1000, and 3000 l units), 
and si]  stecimens were then processed simultaneously to reduce processing 
variables.   This technique permitted optical examination of the auto- 
radiosraphic replicas in situ on the sneoinen surface. 

The cut or .idio graphic study revealed sereral features charac- 
teristic of the weld interface..    The autoradiographic Image delineated 
•ehe oxide film dispersion along the weld interface and distinguished 
discrete oxide particles, 01  agglomerates, from small voids which are 
produced 1P the regions of high plastic deformation.    These voids are 
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difficiuLt tc distinguish under bright-field optical illumination but 
usiisTly can be identified by polarized-light methods.   Voids seemingly 
occurred in those regions where the fragmented oxide particles "bridge" 
rr  restrain  i,he material from making contact across the interface. 

nicse Bxamination of the autoradiographs revealed that some 
material identified as oxide in the microstructure could not be observed 
on the autoradiogra^liic replica.    Since the aluminum oxide generated 
daring the bonding procecs wciüd net be radioactive, it can account for 
these nonradicactive cartlrles.    Thp nhntomicrop^'mho.  °hovin in Fig» 67| 
are  i Liuütrative of the ohs-srvations described!    A, the structure along 
the interface in a region near the bond oeriphery with accompanying arti- 
fact  ahddows resulting from focusing through the photographic film and, 
B, the autoradiograph.    The micror.truftturc in   A   and the radiographic 
jjnage in   S   arc not completely in registers the '•/ffset was caused by 
photographic film slippage during development.    In Fig, 67A, the large 
oxide patch on Lhe It! L appears as a continuous dark aret in the micro- 
structure, but in the autoradiograph in Fig, 67B, detail within this area 
is resolved,    Po^arized-light examination show'   what the light areas 
within these patches are the nicrovoids, previously described.    The dark 
oxide agglomerate on the right of Fig. fr/A.  has no connterpart in Fig. 67B. 
Since the autoradiograph cannot distinguiEh between noaradi«active oxide 
and a void area, a region such as this was not positively identified. 
However,  failure  to identify this area as e void, either with bright 
fluid or polarized illumination, suggests that the area is aluminum 
oxida  PMrflcf-ted during bonding. 

This technique is, of course, limited by the inherent renolu- 
tloi'j provided by the film emulsion and the presence of background scatter 
radittioii.   Therefore, very high resolution cannot be provided.    The re- 
sults of the experiment indicate that elthnuph  the rwthod does produce 
valuable results, its application to the study c>r ultrasonic welding is 
restricted oy this inherent lack of high resolution. 

C.      Characterization of Weldments by Electron Microscopy 

Optical microscopy has been eirectively utilized to charac- 
terize ultrasonic weldments«    Metallurgical phenomena, such as recrystal- 
lization diffusion and cold-work effects, have been readily observed and 
catalogued.   Although such effects are discernible with the optical micro- 
scope, their differentiation is difficult and sometimes inpossible in 
monometallic weld systems. 

The use of electron microscopy is necessary to augment the 
study of the interfaciai mecnames and metallurgy of ultrasonic weldments. 
With +hfl increased magnification and resolving power Inherent in electron 
microscopy, more we]d interface detail can be interpreted and correlated 
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A. Photomicrograph of Struetu?« 

•• 

B* AutorAdlograph 

Fig. 6? i    INTEKrACIAL AflEA OF ULTRASONTO TrfELD 
IN ANODIZED C30CO A) AICMTN» 
Etch&ntt    v.Si HF 
Hagniflontion»    500X 
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with  ihe previously accumulated knowledrre of ultrasonic welding.    Such a 
study Drovide!1: an insight into the mechanism of ultrasonic welding. 

] -       ^xpeT'liTisntP-l Tschri'"11.!? 

TiirPK. mota.ls — Ai-mcn iron, 1100 Hll* alumjjium, ami tianmercially 
pure  copper — were utilized ia the electron microscopic studies.    Sheets 
of thesn Triecals 0.032 in. thick were w«äldeu ultrasonically under con- 
ditions determined from the established welding threshold enrves.    The 
machinp settlnps used are ri'-'en ir TnMe TTI, 

Table XII 

MACHINE SETTINGS USED f'CR WELDING SAMPLES 
EXAMINED BY ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 

Gage, Sui'Tcme 
Material in. Preparation 

1100-Hlli Aluminum 0.032 Degreased 

Armco ]rnn "1.039 Ab-rsrM 

CP Copper 0.032 None 

Machine Settings 
watts     lb       sec 

1300 1;00 1.5 

?00n ??0 1.5 

1700    600    1 

Two samples of each material were prepared in this marmer. 
One of these samples was sectioned normal to the weldment and then 
polished and etched by standard met.allngraphic techniquco.   The other 
samnl p of each .material, after welding, was notched across the weid tab 
through the weld zone, cooled to -UO'F,  and then fractured-    Posit.1v« 
film replicas of both the polished and etched era of the fracture sur- 
face for each material were then prepared.   A scheir.Ptic representation 
of the positive replica technique used in this ülsctrcn microacope study 
js shewn in Fig. 68.    First, a thick plastic surface replica was formed 
en the specimen surface.    This plastic replica was subsequently removed 
from the sample by gentle tapping;    A positive rep" ica was then prepared 
by vapor deposition of a thin film of silica normal to the plastic sur- 
face.    After separation from the plastic, the positive silica replica 
was shadowed with chromiun.    These replicas were then examined using the 
electron microscope. 

D.      Results 

Armco Iron 

Optical photomi'jrcgraphs of the weld 7:one between two ultra- 
sorically welded sheets of 0.032-in. Armco iron are shown in Flg. 69A 
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and P.    The wc-ld interface is shown in the photomicrcgraph of Fig. 69A 
as an unbroksn line.    Boading apparently did not occur in thin area» 
The cubgrain sbruciiiT-« Rsen in the area about the weld interface indi- 
cates that, although seizure did not occur, plastic deformation accom- 
panied by heat generation did.    This type of structure is not typical 
ui"  the eni-ire weld interface.    The phütomicrograph shown in Fig. O'/B 
deoicts  the veld interface near the periphery of the bond spot.    Here 
öeizure occurrea vrnii accompsnying interfaciAl   HRforw^tion and surface 
film dispersion.    Kxtensive rer.rysballizat'.on is also evidont.    In aidl- 
tinn. grain growth had proceeded in several areas establishing struc- 
tural continuity between the weld members.    Some subgrain düvelopment 
can be observed adjacent to the inttrfacial region. 

Electron micrographs of areas equivalent to those shown opti- 
cally in Fig. 69A and B were mc.de.    These electron micrographs are shown 
in Fig. 70, 71, 72, and 73.    In Fig. 70 bhe h^id interface runs obliquely 
across Uie micrograph.    The miorostructure rev.iaj.ect is quite aifferent 
for the metal on one siJe of the interface thai the microstructure for 
the other side.    The s'ibstnicture on the left side, is rather random in 
nature with little evlilence of grain boundary shearing.    The substruc- 
tare on the right side of the weld interface, on the other hand, consists 
of elongatod subgrains, evidently the result of considerable äubgrain 
boundary shear.   Void formation is apparent along some of these sub- 
boundaries, p?rtic"larly at triple point intersections of thrne subRrains« 
Voids are also present in the interface between the two weld members« 
Fine particles of the surface film previously present on the weld members 
arc ^isperöed in the weld zone structure near the interface. 

Figure 71 is an electron micrograph taken at the weld zone 
showin? the structure across the weld interface.    In addition to the 
microstructural features which were revealed in Fig. 70, considerable 
etohant pitting is also evident,    llert the subgrain structure is not 
well develoned.      Evidently little plastic deformation and heat genera- 
tinn occ-ü-r*.* «+ tM* portion -' th- v-lJ. Lzt-.?,^»    3«uo HaiulclMB ox 
the original surface film on the weld member remain at the weld in ..«rface. 
Others are coarsely dispersed in the region about the veld irtorface» 

In Fig. 72 the interpenetration of one weld rr.embnr into the 
other, with apparently little degradation of the interface film, is shown. 
Rather coarsely dispersed interface film particlsn are ssen in the region 
about the weld interface.   In Fig. 73 the highly deformed region near ths 
weld interface is illustrated.   Here extensive subgrain structure has 
been developed with some evidence of grain boundary shearing.    Incipient 
void formation is found at some of the subgrain bounHnriea, but it is 
not well developed,    in addition, the surface film originally present on 
the weld members has been finely dispersed throughout the weld zone 
structure. 
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Fig . 69s 
i 

OPTICAL PHOTOMICROGRAPHS OF INTEF'FACIAL AREAS 
IK ULTRASONIC WELD BETWEEN TWO SHEETS OF 
O.C32 I5SE INGOT IRON 

Etchant i 2% Ni ta l 
Magnifications 500 X 
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Fig, 70:    ELECTRCN MICROGRAffl OF POLISHED AND ETCHED IR« 
SHOWINQ CONSIDERABLE SÜBQHAIN BOUNDARY SHEAR 

Magnificationf    20,0001 
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Fig,  71,    RT,KCTRON MTOWflRAPH OF POLISHED AND F,TCTKD IRON 
SHOWING PITTIKG FROM ETCHANT 

üagnificatioiu    20,000X 
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SHOWING CONTI'nJITY OF INTERFACE FILM 

Magnification»    ?0,000X 
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Fig. 73»    ELECTRON MICROGRAPH OF POLISHED AMD ETCHED IROH 
SHOWING SUBGRAIK BOUNDAHTES NEAR THE mC Z0!!E 

Magnification!    20,000X 
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2.      "opper of Commercial Purity 

Figur; 7^ is an optical photomiirograph of the weld zone be- 
Lween  two sheets of 0.032-iTi. copper of commercial purity which have been 
bonded by ulirasonit. weldir.g»   The weld s.ons ruiis horizontally across the 
photomicrograph.    Extensive recrystallization ■■•rith accompanying grain re- 
finement haa occurred throughout the veg:.on in and about the weid inter- 
lace:    Thf cnr.nfir ojcicie  Gurlace filir. orijrinally preseriL on  Lhe weld mein- 
bers has been finely dispersed in thp wa^d -/.one ad.iacsnt to the interface. 
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Fig. 7U:    OPTICAL MICROGRAPH OF WELD IM 
0.032-INCH CCfMERCLILLY PURE COPPER 

Etchant«    NHl^CH + H9O2 
Msgnificatlont    500X 

^'iguros 75^, 7-. ^nd 77 "c electron raiirorrachs taken of the 
welu interface,  similar to that shown in Fig. 7h*    In Fig. 7? the weld 
interface runs horizontally across the electron micrograph.    It is 
evident from this electron micrograph that pieces of the surface film 
originally pi'esent on the wsld combers have been finely dispersed In the 
region adjacent to the interface.    The interface, itself» still contains 
a considerable amount of the original surface film and shows some void 
formation. 

In Fig. 76, the weld interface again is clnarly delineated 
showing somewiiF.t more degradation of the original surface film viti 
aLtandant dispersion of this film into the aveas adjacent to the inter- 
face than is shown in Fig. 7'?.   The election micrograph shown in Fig. 77 
indicates that, in this region of the weld interface, meet of the original 
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Fig, 75: ELECTRON HlCKGORAPH OF POLISHED AND ETCKED COPPER 
SHOWING FINELT DISPERSED SURFACE FTIM ADJACENT TO 
WELD INTERFACE 

Magnificatlont    20,000X 
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Fig, 76: KLECTRON MICROGRAPH 0?  POLISHED AND ETCHED COPPER 
SHOWING DEGRADATION OF ORIGINAL WELD INTERFACE FILM 

Magnification: 2O,0OOX 
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Fx*. 77 s EI EUTHl-ri MICROGRAPH OF POLISHED AND ETCHED COPPER 
SHOWING EFFECTIVE DISPERSION OF WELD INTERFACE FIIM 

Magnification: SOjOOo'X 
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surface  film r- asent on the orit;in£il v.-nld i-smoers has been effactively 
dispersed into the region ;'"i-ro'.ir!dinp the interface«    This produced a 
finer.i'  dlsr.i i sed second phase withj^ the coppp" matrix.    The dark parli- 
oltrs  ;;; ^ce:il in   üie ;riicrograr'n  are probably copper uAldc  päi'tiiolöa ii-vm 
the  sample retiinpd on  thp  q-irfM*»»   -pn'Mrn, 

ü'igure 78 is an electron mi^ro?raph of the surface of one of 
thß weld m-mbert. after the we id had beer broken by peelinc one weld mem- 
oer away from the c.r.ncr.    The electron micrograph showo the peolcd area 
through  Lhe irigina?   weld «one.    The direction of peeling was narallel 
to the vertical axis of the electron Micrograph.    The  surface  shown is 
tynica'l   of that observed for materials which hive failed by ductile  frac- 
ture;« 

Figures 79,  30, 81, and 82 are electron micrographs takan of 
the fracture surface produced by breaking the weldmaut normal to the 
weld interface.    In fig. 79,   the  fracture surface of the weld interface 
is shovm.   For the most part,  this fracture occurred ductilcly. but some 
cleavage facets are evident in  tho electro" micrograph.    Figure 80 shows 
an electron microprahh  of the   fracture snrfsne nosr tho weld interfanp. 
Here extensive plastic deformation occurred prior to fracture, as evi- 
den^ed bv both the ^1^° "l^.r +>,'>'*o^ on^ +V10 mi«n ^T*^ -r^-iri ■TMrtTr-.o+nAT* ^+.- 
tendant to these.    In Fig. 81 an  ele'.'tr^n micrograph showing the fracture 
surface through the weld zone, near the periphery of the weld, indicates 
that in this region extensive plastic deformatiuu has occurred during 
failure.    In contrast to this.  Fig. 82 is an electron micrograph of the 
fracture surface at tho weld interface ne.ir the center of the welc! zone« 
This aemonstrates the inherently lever ductility in this area during 
fracture as compared with the previous electron micrograph« 

3«      Aluminum of Commercial Purity 

Figure 83A and E are optical photomicrographs of the ultra- 
sonic we]d iiltori'ac« b«l«»et»ii   two  alie«!.»  of 0«C32'-iii«    HOO—HIU aliuulxium« 
The interface runs horizontally across each photomicrograph.   Degradation 
of tha original cxide surface film is apparent with attendant dispersion 
of the oxide within the aluminum near the weld interface.    In addition, 
extensive plastic deformation has occurred; this produced in+erpenetra- 
tion of Lhe wold metal on one side of the interface into the metal on 
Lhe other side.    Subgrain formation near the weld 7.one is also shown. 

Figures 8)4 and 85 are electron micrographs of the ultra- 
eonically welded aluminum samples at the weld 7,one.    In Fig.  8)4 some 
void formation is apparent at the weld interface.    In addition, degr-a- 
datlcn of the original aluminum oxide surface film on the wald members 
na.i (.( curred, resulting in a finely dispersed aBCond phase of aluminum 
oxiae present In the aluminum near the weld interface.    In Fig. 85 it 
is anparent that extensive plsstie deformation has occurred at the weld 
jnterface, producing the oxide  film d^grnHM.Ion, 
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Fig . 79? ELECTRON MICROGRAM OF COPPER PEELED SURFACE 
Magnif ica t ion: 20,000X 
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Fig. 79: ELECTRON MICROGRAPH OF COPPER SHOWING CLEAVAGE FACETS 
OF THE FRACTURE SURFACE OF THE WELD INTERFACE 

Magnifieation; 20,uOOX 
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y i g . 80s ELECTRON MICROGRAPH OF COPPER SHOWING 
PL-ASTTO DEfOMATIOiJ ASSOCIATED WITH 
FF-ACTDRE 

Magnif icat ioni 20,000X 
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Fig. 81: ELECTRON MICROGRAPH OF COPPER SHOWING 
PLASTIC DEFORMATION WHICH OCCURRED 
DURING FAILURE 

Magnificationj 20,00QX 
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tig. 82: SLECTKON hiurtOGRAFH OF COPrtat SHOWING 
LOWER DUCTILITY NRAB CENTER OK WELD ZONE 

MagnificationJ 20.000X 
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Fig,  83:    OPTICAL PHOTCKICROORAFHS OF ULTRASONIC WELDS 
TN O.'W-IICT HOO-HIU  AT,T!?^niT1M 
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ELECTRON "ItROGRAFH OF POLISHED AND ETCHED ALUMINOM 
SHOWING VOIDS AND DISPERSED MATERIAL AT WELD INTERFACE 

Magnif icat ions 20,0G0X 
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Fig. 85s ELECTRON MICROGRAPH OF POLISHED AND ETCHED ALIMDUM 
SHOWING DEGRADATION OF OXIDE FILM AT INTERFACE 

Magnification; 20,GOGA 
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Figures 86, 87j and B8 are electron micrographs of one sur- 
face of the araninum weldment after the wel." has been fractured by 
peeling o.it weld msraber away frora the other»    Wies« electrw» ndcrographs 
illustrate the extensive plastic deformation attendant to the peeling 
yperatiou.    It is apparent that aoss u£ the specimen cracks have initiated 

l at second phase particles present in the aluminum natrix..    Figures 89 and 
i 90 are e..ecwuii micrographs of the fracture surface across the weld zone 
! of  this ultrasonically welded aluminum sheet.    Figure 89 nVirrwa i-y»» frao- 
: fni.o QiiT-farp ->■*  the ■fsli interfacej while Fig. 90 shows the fracture sur- 
i faoe in the weld zono near the interface.   In both cases, failure wag 

associated with extensive plastic deformation with crack propagation as- 
sociated with the impurity partiüles and grain boundaries. 
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Fig . 86: ELECTRON MICROGRAPH <~>F THE FEELiiD '-."XD SURFACE 
CF ALUMINUM 

Magnif ica t ion: 20,000X 
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F i g . 8?s ELECTRON MICROGRAPH OF THE rani^D '-."ELD SURFACE 
OF AI.IMINUK 

Magnification: 2D,OOOX 
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Pig. 80J ELECTRON MICROGRAPH OF THE PEELED WELD SURFACE 
OF ALUMINUM 

Magnification: 20,000A 
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Pig. 89;    ELECraON MICROGRAPH OF FRACTURE SURFACE 
ACROSS WRT.T) INTERFACE OF ALUMINUM 

Magnification:    20,000X 
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Fig. 90s ELECTRON MICROGRAPH OF FRACTURE SURFACE 
NEAR THE WELD INTERFACE OF ALUMINUM 

Magnn.i"iCci*uj.onj 20,0QGX 
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UI.    CONCLUSIONS 

A •      rtiuti oglaatig 

Studies of models loaded at discrete conditions productive of 
ultrasonic welds between two sheets of metal show that: 

1. Islaijrfs of local  s"Hn within =>rea5 of alastlc Btrain aid definitely 
net gioss sliding, induce wielding on the side of the sonotrode toward 
which the oscillating force acts. 

Or t'-V" "i^o iv~ '"re" '^'.■'"h i,■"   ■•"c'',,ü''      2 ^.^l" 
the interracial shear stress productive of welding coi- 
lannfis.    Thus, welling is initiatod first on one side 
and then on the other ziia of the pewsred sonotrode, and 
these small i'l ^n^ p^naumably rui.\ together.    Hence, it 
is possible to produce welds overlapping each other. 

2. Local  slip clearly leads to a local temperature rise causing local 
softening of the material. 

3. Welding is initiated as a result of the o»elllating ir.tcrf^rirl 
chea:.' Tcrcoc noacntarily äuü locally augmenting the radial interfaeial 
shear stress that results from the normal clamping force. 

The very high forces productive of the radial extrusion 
of mst.al and large deforwiationa away from the tool locale, 
which are characteristic of pressure welding, are not ob- 
served in vibratory welding. 

u.      The stress gradients precisely at the tip-work interface could not 
be resolved with the techniquas used, although the stress situation in 
this locale could be and was estimated. 

It is remarkable that vibratory wslds can be ge^ratsd 
between two sheets vllh relatively little tip-sticking 
difficulty.    Precise resolution and analysis of the 
stress gradients at th'i tip-work interface should throw 
light on this seeming anomaly.    The difference between 
the strsss distributions that produce c weld between 
two sheets and the diitrihutiens that do not produce a 
weld seems to be fairly small suggesting that weldability 
should depend critically on clairoing force, tip radius, 
and power, but in actual', practice this is not the case, 
probably due to thermal snd/or Inertia effects not op- 
erable in the photoelajtic models« 
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5. The concept. r>r alternating and spaced areas of local interfacial 
slip explains ~he characteristic physical and me t si log r ar>hi c asymmetry 
which is usually present in vibratory welds. 

6. Interfacial relative displacements of the magnitude suggested by 
the phoL.oalasT.ic analysis apparently can not produce melting. 

7. The bcUavior of the photoelastic mouelc falls nicely into a concept 
cf a "stress coefficient of friction" which is smaller than the classical 

of* -

Investigations should be carried out to delarmine if 
this "oncfpt i3 applicable tc isctals. 

B. flner.qy Beliveri-d to the Weld Zone 

1. The threshold curve for welding as defined by the power-clamping 
force relationship with its characteristic minimum energy condition (MEC) 
at a specific clamping forcc, defines a condition of best impedance match 
between the welding scnotrode and the materials being welded. 

The MSC was established on the basis that temperature in 
the weld zone, for a given power value, approximates a 
maximum under the conditions of power and clanping force 
associated with the minimum value of the threshold curvej 
there is no apparent close correlation between the MEC 
and the weld quality properties cf tensile-shear and 
cross-tension strength, weld area, thickness deformation, 
etc. Low-quality welds (those having surface damage, 
cracks, poor bonds, etc) can be expected in regions of 
the curve far removed from the MEC. 

2. Messni-piiiijnti show that the standing-wave ratio varies from about 
1.5 to 2.5, during a single weld interval. 

For an efficient utilization of power, the standing-
wave ratio should re close to unity; certainly, a 
minimum variation should occur during any weld 
interval. 

3. Information required tc permit calculation of the desirable terminal 
impedance of a couplinr member for welding con K" determinei "fith the in-
formation obtainable by the standing-wave-ratio technique. 

Variations in the standing-wave ratio determined from 
the oscillogram ellips* indicate variations in the 

-J A i mno/^n»<nA A P +1^** 
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C. Material Properties and Weldability 

1. The ordinary rnom-temcerature hardness of a metallic material 
(Vickers microhardimss indentation number) can be used J.S a measure of 
the energy required to produce a weld between two sheet, 

It is well known that a temDerature rise of sons mag-
nitude is associated with ultrasonic welding. It was 
shown that the weld zone temperatures measured during 
welding of seven representative metals, with melting 
points ranging between 9?3 and 3273"K !660 and 3000 C) 
were between 35 and $0% of the absolute melting point 
in all cases. Appropriate hardness measurements provide 
a composite of yielding behavior, crystal structure, 
elastic constants, and work-hardening rate, indicating 
material properties in a manner approximating the ultra-
sonic elasto-plastic bonding process. Recent studies 
of hish-temperature metals have evaluated material prop-
erties at elevated-temperature in terms of ar homologous 
temperature (the ratio of absolute test temperature to 
the absolute inn!ting temperature) on the basis that with-
in limits tr.s critical material properties decline froi~. 
the values at room-temperature along more or less par-
allel lines. 

2- On the b a s i s of a curve f i t t i n g p rcccss , i t appears t h a t the energy 
required t c generate a ve ld between two shee ts inc reases rough!y as the 
3/2 pcvrfSi of the th ickness of the ma te r i a l t o be welded. 

3 . Ten ta t i ve ly , and sub jec t t o f u r t h e r i n v e s t i g a t i o n , the energy, i n 
j o u l e s , r eqv i red t o prcnote a. wsTd may fcs expressed a s 

E = (h3/2), 

wheri t and h are the thickness and Vickers microkirdness indentation 
number of the material, respectively. 

Although K is considered a constant, It. is J»l*noEffc 
certainly a complex l'aioticn involving several ma-
terial properties. When the energy considered is 
acoustic energyK appears to h?y? a value of 
about 63. 

!». Surface condition was further investigated tc the end that more 
more power is associated with welding materials tiaving heavy-coating 
thicknesses. 
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M»-b«'ij T«r«r*" a-r»̂  Tnv-v f ACT al Disturbance 

1 m For at lesisu two materials the disturbance at the interlace oetween 
two sheet*. knuw.-k to be prouuctiva of ultrasonic welding confirms the con-
clusions iv.Hcheu in the photoela:vtic investigations. 

2. Metallurgical reactions such as recrystallization, phase transfor-
mation, precipitation, and diffusion are readily observed and identified 
in ultrasonic wo?.ds by microscopic examination, but no one of these 
rv'ienor-raa has as yet eser established as a common denominator in the 
process. 

3. Surface films originally prssert slow; the interface i~; obsf.-rrec! 
to oe effectively dispersea in auraronic welds* 

U. There is a possioility that vjiaer s"H3 circumstances surface liuns 
are dispersed in ultrasoriic vrslds to p̂ rcducc dispc—snon-hards'ii-Lug 
puciiGuieiia lii uiitf weld zone. 

5. There is no evidence that melting occurs ir. any ultrasonic mono-
rue tallic weld. 

6. In most cases, extensive deformation has occurred at the weld zone 
interface. This deformation usually results in breakdown oi the original 
weld member surface films, producing metal—to—metal contact from one ms3i— 
ber to the other. Sometimes, a finely dispersed second phase of the sur-
face film is concurrently produced within the parent metal near the weld 
interface. This dispersion nay produce (by dispersion strengthening a 
weld bord which is stronger than the parent metal. 

7. Ultrasonic welding generates heat at the weld interface. This may 
result in extensive subgrain formation in the region adjacent to the 
interface. 

8. Bond formation in an ultrasonic spot weld initiates at the periphery 
f +.h<» ynld stw>+.» As the pmoess proceeds during the »ViTd time interval. 
the bond does*not increase very much in size; rather, it grows by in-
creasing the quality of the bond within the initial bond envelope. 

9. Grain boundary shearing was observed in some of the sauulcs. 

1U. A study of the fracture surface of these samples showed thet failure 
is usually in a ductile manner. 

11. The autoradiographic studies show that additional oxide can be gen-
crated at the weld i-terfscs during vibratory voiding. 
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APPENBHf *. 

rhotoelastic methods -.re widely used in engineering prcblems 

for deteciticr. o.f stress concentrations, but the application of the tech- 

nique to eompletp stross analysis is neither widely practiced nor well 

■indorstood.    Although there is no dearth of literature (21, 27) on the 

subject, there are so many approaches to the problem that it se«rns worth- 

vhile  to describe in scsr" detail the actual process we have used.    It 

will be corivp^isnt to divide this di^cusnion into three parts:    a brief 

outline of the theory, description of the experimental technique, and a 

sketch of the data analysis. 

In the first place, as la quite generally known, in cases of 

plane stress, photoelasticity permits, at ever> pi.inl of V<a mods'!., de- 

termination of the direction of the principal axas o.f t.hn stre&s törisor, 

ana of the magnitude of the differonc« between the principal «»tressea. 

This information does not, however, suffice to datermine directly the 

individual principal stresses, and, hence, it is not possible to discover 

by caaacil jjiöpection of photoelastic patterns the actual stress at « »ar- 

ticular point.    The method that we have selected (27) dependa en numeri- 

cal   nr graphical integration of certain forms cf the stress nquations of 

equilibrium, using ae data the information obtained photographically. 

Let us aasume that at ^vmrj point of the aodel we are given 

the difference of the principal stresses, <r',  -  tr*.,, and the angle   0 

measurrad counterclockwise from the x-axis to the direction of the ^.-axis. 

We shall  i'-r-ther adopt the usual convention that a plus (♦) sign indicates 

tension and a minus (-) sign, compression.   In the cases ander considera- 

tion, tlw direction of the  (K-axis varies ccntinaously from point to 

point, and   0   varies aeoorcdngly, but only In the ranpe   -?O,<0<* 90% 

& circumstance that greatly sluplLTleä the c»h«rtfiBe U-^ublescms sign 

conventions. 
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Given a small elementary area ai, r igh t angles t o the x - a x i s , 
-7- i s the normal component of the s t r e s s ac t ing across i t and Y i s x xy 
the i»ang«i:iiial eonip/rier.t; s i m i l a r l y f o r ir- and T . These ouonti t i e s y yx 
ai-o an positive in Fis. A-1, and of course f " T > so that crdi-xy yx 
r a r i l y only T v v need be mentioned. xy 

•H 

Fig. A-ls SIGN CONVENTIONS KCR PROTCELAoTIC DATA 

Dnder the stated sign conventions, and with the stated limita-
tion on the nagnitude of 0, it may easily be shown that 

T x y - Ty* = 1 / 2 - <r-2) Sin 2 0 (A-1) 

and that 

'r"x " <̂ y = ^ 1 " cos 2 * ^A"2) 

These equations are not given the prominence that they deserve 

in some texts on photoelasticity. To prove them, consider Fig. A-2a, 

in which the vertical line represents a unit area at right angles to the 

x-axis. The principal stresses <r-^ and act at right angles to 

areas of magnitude cos 0 and sin 0, respectively, ana they represent 
the total force exerted cr. these areas. 

ll;0 
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Tig, A-?;    RSGCLUTICN A?® TIUNSPORMATTOK OF THE STRESS TFSSCR 

Summirig horizontal coraponer.tc gives 

2 2 
4rx =  c^ cos   ?< + ^ sin   0 , 

ano. summing vertical components gives 

T     ■ &<  sin 0 cos 0 - «rl sin 0 cos 0 • 

Ir. Fig* A-2b, the horizontal line represents a unit area at right angles 

to the y-axis, vhile a*, and pi now act at right angles to areas of 

magnitudes sin 0 and cos 0,  respectively, "c thnn inl'sr that 

2 2 
^ - <r^ sin 0 ♦ ^ cos 0 

'p     ■    cr'i sin 0 cos 0 -    ^ ain ^ cos 0« 

Algebraie manipulation yields Eq CA-1) «fld vA-2) immediately.. 
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Equations fA-l) and (A-2) are p.u-tlaolcrly important in photo- 

elasticity bscs'jse ths right sismbsrs ocit-ain only the quantities that 

may be determiiwl Inunedlatftly from the photoelaatic pattems.    It will 

hü noted -bhat the comp ,nont of shear across euiy plane at any point in 

the rr.odol may be directly determined from Sq ?A-l).    Squatlcn 'k-2), oil 

the nfMn.r- hanci,  is convenient fo? discovering    ^     whan   ^    has been 

computed cr v^ce versa.    But neither the equations nor any combination 

of  enem suffices to determine     &* ,   &',,  ^, or f*   eeparately. 

Completion of tha analysis depends on the use of either or both 

of the followiiig equations (27) 

^♦ilß.o. 
9x 3y 

(A-3) 

^Vy . 9r 

Vy 
Z * £.12 - o. 

0x 
(A-ii) 

it will be noted Viuxl In each of these equations, the second term, 

though not directly observed in phctoelasticity, can neverthelees be 

easily inferred by simple graphical methode, that is, by plotting    *r 

as a function of   x    sr   y   as the case may be, and finding the slope* 

Let us asaume that    21 "T    /^w   has f.hiiw >■<•«»" **in*A "♦ «-"-^ -^1:;-  jf 

the model.    >fe now select velues of this derivative at points along any 

line parsdlel to the x-axis that we may choose, say   y " c.   Along this 

line, let    9T^9y " f(x).   Then along this same line, from Eq (A-3)» 

9x 
-f(x) . (A-5) 
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Since the right member is, along the selected line at any i-ate, a fanc- 

ticn cf   x    alone, this equation may be directly integrated in the form 

'--A - ("-.). 
?y 

fA-6) 

wnere    a    and    t    are  the values of   x    between which the integral is 

cvalu--H.nrn    (Fig. A-3). 

0Tx2 

Fig. A-3J    PLOT OF SHEARING STRESS SLOPE 

2Txy/£y   AS A FUNCTION OF X 

The   .sh«d«nd  arwn   is  ofrnol   +"   (o* )     -   (g*0 ).    , x a xo 

(Note the oXTecL of Lhe minus sign (-)  in Eq fA-5).    If    C^* L " 0, 

this r_rfn represents   &* , Itself, ät the point   x ■ a, y ■ c.) 

Refer now to Fig. A-li>  ^1   is known at all points along the 

line    y - c. 
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Fig. A-U»    ÖKETCH SHOWING THE PATH OF INTEGRATI™! 

FOR TTCTERMINING  (T     AMD   «r"    AT THE 

ARBITRARY POINT   x - a, y - 0. 

By the use of Eq (A-2) we may now compute ^ at all points along 

y ^ c. Assume that we next wish vo find ^- and .f at the point 

x ■ a, y = 0.    i'or tnis purpose v? need to integrate Eq fA-'j) »Inug '..ho 

xine   x a: 

•«y'e y;o >0    
v   ^x    '   ^ (A-7) 

Sint-e    (<^"v)r    has already been found, {ff^ )     may bo calculated, and a 

further application of Eq (A-2) will yield both principal stresses at the 

arbitrary point   x B a, y = o.    However, for the purposes of the present 

work, the krowledge of ^    and O*    will suffice. 
7 
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It is clear that great pains must be taken to systematize 

handling all the photoelastic data, ia order to avoid errors in signs. 

However, usTcre describing this, it 555215 advisable to tuiol&in the ex-

perimental technique by which «r*̂  - and 0 are determined. 

"i.r- jur particular problem, a model was constructed of Catalan*, 
Leii times as large as the actual specimens whose veld̂ bility is being 

otudieds These specimens are of O.OSO-in. thick weLai sheet, which can 

be easily welded *-"ith sonotrodes of a wide range of tip rami's- The 

ratio of tip radius, r, to thickness, t, for this particular experiment 
U Q o ^/+ — A n /* 4>*w< »<• ' • — • -

-/ - — - - •- r — ' — I * W . g j • J 

and 0.25 in. thick; the lower piece rested on a flat surface, an<1 the 

upper was loaded by a tip of iu-in. spherical radius* 

A "snRriinpri of the material was calibrated by the compression 

methoc. ( 21} , in ordsr to be able to convert the observed stress patterns 
into pounds per square inch. This Drocedure is particularly valuable 

when it becomes necessary to check numerically the results of the some-

what arduous analysis. The fringe value obtained was 38.6-psi shear 

stress per inch of thickness, vhich corresponds closely to the values 

published for this material. The usual precautions were taken to avoid 

"time edge effects", and in general standard experimental procedures 
wore followed (21). 

The difference in the principal stresses, c i s re-

vealed at all points in the model by a single photograph in circularly 

polarized monochromatic light (21). For this purpose it is convenient 

to load the model to almost the elastic limit. Each "fringe" in the re-

sulting photograph shows the locus of points at which the difference in 

* natalin #1-893 Fhotoelastic Resin, Catalin Corp. of America, Fords, N.J. 
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the principal stresses hag a fixed value, that i3, the magnitude of the 

tota.   Fhearing stress is constant along theso CIIITSSJ though the direction 

01 maximum shear vanes markedly*   As long as the laws of linear «las- 

uicity ai-e obeyed,  this pattern is in one sense indenendent of load, foi" 

If  the locii wsre doubled,  the result wüuid bf Lo interpose a new fringe 

between every pair of e^ciotins friiices.   Thus, the greater the load, the 

mure ietai..ed are the available  ia'Da. 

The direction of the principal stresses,    0, is determined by 

a s^ripq of photosraphs in plane-polarized white light (21),    Each indi- 

vidual photograph shows the locus of points at which the principal 

stresses make angle? of precisely US* with the plane of polarization. 

•j .*rioa r,r A photesmphsj zt 15* iiiyrsaents, will usually yield an ade- 

quate set of these isoclinic lines, though it may be convenient to chooae 

the set in some oth^r way.    Figure A-5 reproduces the photographic data. 

The quantitative analysis of these photographs In the light of 

the theory outlined above requires several steps.    In this work, it is 

convenient to use the fringe ordey, itself, as the unit of stress; this 

is  jp'iaT]y a small number (O-iü), known at ber.t to ITTO sigriificant 

^icrm-efl. uhi^h nsm be easj-ly converted into psi as required.    It is 

first necessary to superpose all the photoelastic data on a single 

experimental photographs be magnified to the same scale, that the origins 

and axis orientation coincide, and, unless the pattern is «ywietrir*; +>in+. 

the negatives all be kept, "ri^ht side up."    Best results have been ob- 

tained by tracing the fringes by hand as they appear when projected 

optically onto the drawing»    Figure A-6 shows a typical result of this 

procedural 
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iSOCHROMAi IC 

FRiNüF.  PATTtRN 

pLANt;  Of  POI ARI7ATION 

rjH 

20° 

f^ ! 

^ U\) 

Fig. A-5»    TSOCHROMATIC FRINGE FArfERN AND ISOCLINIC T.TNRS 

Taken at the indicated «mgiea for a normal load of 
300 lb and a trancvsrse load cf ?!? It (maehdne load 
of 76) 
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A cartesian coordinate system i s next introducsd. Even though 
only a few regions i re to be investigated, experience indicates that * 
compete gric should bo i n i t i a l l y assigned, preferably with ens of thw 
axtss coinciding with the surface under study — in our cass with Uie void 
in ter face . Fx'ois the drawing, thus prepared, data fo r conmutat-ion of T .. 
as specified by Eq (A-l), can now be readily obtained. A fsv data of 
liiia sort are shown in Table A-I. 

Table A-I 

oAMPLE ur jiUnEiilCAL DATA 

T " w 

hoint £JL ^2 0 Sin 20 ^ 1 
a-L(-7,c1) 0.9 -16 -0.530 -0.236 fr inge 

?-7»c) -0.063 

b C-7,C2) 0.9 -21 -0.669 -0.301 fr inge 

-12.5 -0.1*23 -0.520 fr inge 

C-5,c) 
•u.uyo 

b j ( " 1 6 -0.530 —0.U2ii fringe 

(*psh i let - 2 cm, 
v ^ A - c 
then CAT ) - ( T ) - ( T ) T T C K ' xy'yc2 ^ x y ' y c , , 

<*«»» \ / w» \ 
' ' xy'y-Cg ' ' 

( — 3 ^ J " ——i where the uni ts are •c 2 
/*2k) 
\ ^ 7 J yc 

•".fringes per centimeter". 
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Values of   ?T    !9-" -"»re approxireatad for use in the graphical 
xy 

integration as &V ^1 Hyt    In determining these tncrem«?nt.<». it is con- xy 
■ r^nT_onf    fj r*5-*"    0^   ail     tO   DlOt»    OH    t.hP    qnmo    cr»«ortV»      H* oo   a    f iir>/-« I S r^r»    0** 

-" '       ' xy 
x, first as evaluated along the line    y =* a., and next along the line 

y = c.-,-   These Tinas straddle the line   y ■ c, and are separated by a 

distance   ^y  ■ c« - o, •    Such plots appear in Fig. A-8, and ^ portion 

of the relevant data appears in Table A-I.   At this point, one may check 

nuiT.6r:.oa:l;'  Lo discover waöbher er not the plotted values of öucai'ing 

stress are compa'oitie with the; known transverse load   L_, for, of course, 

wo expect that 

'xy 

1 

■ -• — i 

on- 

tie 

a 

i.on 

:heck 

"■r, 
surse. 

j   Y..,,.,    ■!:< 

for every horizontal line drawn across the model. 

Table A-I also contains computed values of    A^JAJt which 

in«y oe piotnea as a iimction of   x    as reprosentinj    äT J2V along 
Xjr 

the line   y » c.    It will be noted that the quantity   ^ T „    l" repre- 

s?n+«d bv the dlfforcr.ee is crdinats betassn the curves in FiK. A-3, 

and, ae.;ordingly, the arsa uetw^en these two curves is nroportinnal to 

tlis Litegral of Sq (A-6).    It has occasionally oeen convenient to eval- 

uate this integral by measurement of this area instead of by plotting 

STL-./S'.v    «üparaiely, but this depends upon ttw suitability cf ths 

scale aiid upca i/üu particuiar situation» 

lich 

»g 

5re- 

rai- 

12 

Completion of the problem merely requires imetration dONn the 

various vertisal lines to the interface. In order to "turn the aorner"» 

that is, to shift to integration involving ^-  inetead of ^ , we 

must compute &'     at as many poirts along the line y " c «a may be 

required. 

-» the 

ler1'. 
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f-H^fL 3—_J 

When Vriiü has boea accoinplidhed, a oecond numerical  check is 

possiblei fox- the vertical load must be equtl to the integral of 

cr     taken along any horiaünLal line through the model« 

This check on    L      and that previously noted for    LT.    are likewise 

applied to the ofereso^a evaiuar.Bn ar. rn» veld irtarface as a final ch=:!-: 

on Ih« Accuracy.   In Kenerai ihese integrals may bo verified to Jai ac- 

curacy of about 10/b» 



Wven t^is has loen acoompiidhed, a aecond numerical check is 

possible, for the vertical load   L     must be (,'quj.l to the integral of 

fr-      taken alonß any horizontal line through Hie modelJ 

-'' 
CTy ^ 

This check or.    i^    and that, previously noted for   LT    are likewise 

applind to tho otie.s,-,«;} evaiuaT.Hn at, rne weld interface as a final ch»ck 

on Lhti accuracy.    In general i,n<?se integrals may bo verified to Jai ac- 

curacy c^, äüout a.u'«« 
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A " r SIX 6 

INVESTIGATION OF CONTACT S'JRFACB SHEARING STRESS 

The ratio of shear.' rig stress Y „> to normal stress <r"Tr, pro-

d"ctive oi" slip, is drer.ed important. In particular, the original hypo-

thetical curves of norma? stress and observed shearing stress postulated 

that local slip and, therefore, welding should occur in the locale where 

the observed shearing stress before slip equalled the maximum supportable 
shearing stress. Furthermore, the maximum supportable transverse llirust 

at the tip-work interface must somehow be greater than the corresponding 

maximum at the "weld" interface, or slip will occur at the former instead, 

of the latter sc that r.o weld will result. 

Thus, it has been clear that interpretation of the phetoelastic 

analysis detends to a considerable extent on the magnitude of the shearing 

stresses that can exist at the weld interface, and at the sonotrode tip, 

without slip. Nc glib comment based on the "coefficient of friction" can 

yield an intelligible explanation because the ratio of shearing stress 

T.._ normal stress a* varies over a large range and even reverses y 
sign dL olio weld iiitbi-fac«» Hovpvfr. srme estimate must be made of the 
maximum allowable value of Y _/<?-.,> preferably in a specimen where both 

are constant. 

The experimental arrangement chosen for this determination is 

shown schematically in Fig. B-i. Two tubes of Catalin, the same materiel 

used for earlier work with phocoaiastic models, were pressed together by 

an axial load. The annular contact area was carefully polished and, in 

fact, repoLished after each initiation of slip, to eliminate uncertainties 
due to surface liamapa wh«n Rlir* nwur«. 91-5" o.is Viy <:£ a 
carefully measured torque, and ball bearings wens nsnri in the force system 

tu minimize friction except at the surface under study. The shearing 

stress does vary somewri.vt across the annular contact area, for the she v 

in a tube under torsion is proportional to t.h« radi'i®. Thus, initial 

15U 
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slip is to be expectcd at the outside of the annulus, but. when grows 
/SAAMWI* -*.u« ^ - -4.—^-- p.y-1 p r ^ c ^ i c s i i j r ccns^srvt, iiids— 

pendent cf r a d i u s , s ince i t i s presumably l i m i t e d by a constant normal 

s t r e s s Under such cond i t ions , the shear ing s t r e s s , ^ x y ' m a ^ ^ 
computed froin the formula* 

I = in ( r 2 d r , 
•' I 

where L is the torque required to produce sliding, and a and b are 

the inner and outer annular radii. 

Figure 10 implies an almost classic example of constant "co-

efficient of friction", particularly at the higher stresses even though 

these greatly exceed those encountered in the uresent photoelastic inves-

tigation. Eelow a stress of six fringes, which is the range of critical 

in:«rest, there is a variation of perhaps 15%> which, while interesting, 
probably will not affect the interpretation of the photoslastic analysis, 

Ir. connection with this tyce of measurement, it will be ob-

served t.hai the. ratio of transverse load to normal load that corresponds 

•i-'-ip-icr.t clip ("zz2 11, Tsble 1} is 5-/300 =• 0.1?. This figure is 
approximately one-third the value corresponding to the classical "co-

efficient of friction" deduced from the torsional tests and indicates 

clearly wry she FTOSE concept of "coefficient of friction" ii; tcr̂ is ai* 

total implied load components is valueless in an investigation of this 

kind. 
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AFFE«DIX r 

MEASUREMENT Of TRANSMUTED UU'KASt.'ftlC Puwgt 

Airily a is (i)) has shown that it is possible to measure the acous-

tic power passing along a uniform cylindrical rod by sensing the standing 

wave ratio (SV>K) therein. A suosequent physics experiment e.-itabiionea 

that the technique could be utilized to determine the vibratory power 
necessary t.o calibrate equipment, by calorJwLri« methods. The SWR tech-

nique has been routinely used in the course cf these investigations to 

ascertain relationships between the net energy required to accanplish 

s weld and specific materials and thicknesses. 

Korfevti, the ebtainment of specific data involves motion pic-

ture photography of an oscilloscope trace, enlargement thereof, manual 

integration of included areas, additional plotting, etc, all of which 
are laborious and Lime conauaiiig. This Appendix is concerned with the 

instrumentation necessary to eliminate the work of photographing the 

oscilloscope trace and converting the informatics so obtained into use-

ful numbers. 

The following analysis assumes an instrument for measuring 

average 3leci.rical power at 2C kilocycles per second over the necessary 
time interval. Such an inst-njment is manufactured by the John Fluke 

Manufacturing Company and is designated as VAW meter, Model 102. This 

iristrur.sr.t is designed, tc indie"t; T « si - each in its appropriate phase. 

Therefore, the following analysis can be Kadsi 

e • E ccc at ^ 
i (c-D 

i « I cos(c*t • f)j 

F " c i • EI eos eat | cos « t cos<T - sin cat sin J J (C—2) 



k eidt   =   Kl cos  d/2 

The pickup outputs .-ire  (U)5 

^ cos    ^(-^ - y)  *   5„ CO« 2n(i + |) 

(C-2») 

(C-3) 

=2    -    5+ cos    2n(i - J - J) ♦   §_ co« 2»4 * ^ * ?   f^) 

»+ sin 2TU£ - * ) -   ^_ sin 2n(i ♦ 5) 

By suitable circuitry, one can advance the phase of    S,  or 

retard thp phase of     =,   by 90".    Considering the latter,  it becomeoi 

-.1     5- 54 cos 2TT^ - ^ -    5_ cos 2nr| ♦ ^) (C-$) 

Now replac-ing in Eq (C-2) i by =.; 9»>d e by -j 5_ as 

inputs to the ~AW meter, it will indicate the mean value of the product 

(el)i tue mean value of 

(C-6) 

5+ cos 2n(- - ^) -    5. cos 2,,(w ♦ |f) j dt 

T       -' jr2   COO2 2n{| - ^) -    g2 cos2 2n(J * f) dt 
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Tiie clesii.31 of necessary irstr-.uner.tafcion is thus r.loarly de- 

li^d ass 

d.      A 7AW meter of nn fcn ?0 kilocycles nßr second tVequeney re- 

sponse, which is available.    From correepT.dence with the manufac- 

turer it appsars  thot  ui.o .»ctor indicating circuit contains the 

greatest time dVlay, :'nc.-easing the over-all jnstr»t!Rcnt response 

to approximately one second.    Taking an output signal from the VAW 

aftead of the meter circuit and applying, this to a strip chart re- 

corder of 100 cps response will permit determination of tVu? instan- 

taneous power transmitted over any average period of 0,01 ssc 

b-      rinthode follower circuits to dticouple the crystal  pickups from 

t-h.e phase-shifting network. 

c. Adjustable pha.te-shiftlng network to shift tne signal of one 

pickup by 90* prior Lo its application to the VAW meter. 

d. Adjustable detection circuit which will yield a d-c signal pro- 

portional to th« signal feeding the meter circuit of the VAW meter. 

e. A d-c amplifier and strip chart recorder f'or recording tnocs 

signals. 

In the block form, the following results: 

I   Pickup 
|   Nc.    1 

 ^^ Dcftfvtpltnp. 
Cathodb 

r 

1        uaur 
1 

Meter L 
1 

Ilekup 
No.    2 

TteeomV! Inar Phase 
Shifter 

?0* 

d-c       j 
Cathode A-wllfisr f- Strip    I 

Chart    | t        i  ^'J.-i.UWOi.'                  J 
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rt is thus indicated that the ■vibratory poivr tratfersing an 

acouatinal cnuplf;1-,  averagea over U,J1 :3ecj  can be rccurriftd or; a strip 

chart arusn or Sand.horn-type oscillograph. 

Up to snd including the j;!low-response VAW indicating meter, 

this instrumentation was assembled.   Vibratcry power data obtained there- 

from, at one second plur; time intervals,  ccr.p.arvd favorably with pre- 

v- orisly obtained vibratory power data from Lhs photographed and inte- 

grated oscilloscope ellipse tracer. 

1 
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DST;RMINATIO.'i OF TOS raAnsgogg T'R:CTAL IKFEDAJJCE 

A in.äthod   t''r detfinnining ih-1 traiisd'innr 'Inqii   Impedanc? Ut-iliäes 

a Icnowieuge o.f the characteristic i-jjodance of the transmitting  rod and 

tha Ln^trumfintation thus far dovelopad for the standing wave ratio tech- 

nique of pov~r ss^curcaont.    Giver, the standing wave ratio and the dis- 

tanco fron, tho end of the couplör to thu nearest maximum in thr atandine 

wave oat+.ern.   thr. terminal  Lnpedan,"» far) be defiried through the equation: 

t    B    ^min >    o     " '■'max ^_ o 

"e        5        cos |£ x   - J  ]» .   sin Ir X 
fD-1) 

where  ;,'rin notation for this ai;d th« following equation iss 

Z,     =    i.he acvustic i;p.ped:nce which ter-inatss the tsar 

Z      ■   acoustic impcdar.ee which characterizes the transmitting 

re coupling bar 

/*    a   WÄVftlftnct.b of t.h<a sonnd ^-v^s in th~ bar 

JC,    -   dijitance from ths termination tc the nearest partite 

displacement maximum 

3    "-    instantaneous longitudinal displacement of a particle, 

. a funcclor. of both timo and position along the bar 

' max    =   maximum rarticle displacement 

-'min    -   minl-i'iim particle displacement 
y 
fj      =   -Hrapliti'd» of a wiivs trayeling toward the load 

^_    =    amplitude of a T-Rfleeted wave traveling csck toward the 

transducer 
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A - area of tha cross-section of t*n« bar 
0 .-if-nsit" of th j bar 
c - velocity of longitudinal waves along the bar 

1 - trsqucr.cy cl oscillation 
= angular frequency 

k - wave number 
+ — wine 

X - position sio'ig the rod 
a = Young's modulus 

F' = force associated with a wsve. 

Acoustic power is transmitted practically by longitudinal, 

radial, torsional, transverse, or other well known oscillatory type vi-
nrations. The following theorv 

---•—o ue — 

velar-nd s?ec-> f'ically for longitudinal vibrations; however, it is Siif-

fini.ently general to permit application to any vibrational node provided 
the measurements are related to the appropriate particle motions. 

The follow™ vquptier.s held for a longitudinal wave on a uni-
form slender rod of less than one-quarter wavelength diameter 

2 - 2 
1 J) . 2 * 5 

2X - ~ W fD-2) 

. - /T 
'• y o (E-3) 

p = _a«r. 35 
?X * 'v-k' 

It is ass;sr.cd that se»rce of acoustic newer is 

energy in the form of wave motion, tfaless the load exactly i.wtc:'tu-:s the 

characteristic impedance of the co-ipling system (Ape), waves are reflected 

from the load to the transducer, and a pattern of standing waves Is 
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established on the rod. If an c rig in for X is chosen at <a position 

of the maximum particl1: displacement, and the positive direction is 

iroT. thr transducer toward th>_- load, the pattern of standing waves is 

i, - e5(cot*i;) + 5 ej( t+k^ (D-5) 

•ihere the actual displaces tut j is equal to the real portion of the 
equation. 

The particle velocity id found by differentiating Eq (D-?) to be 

O = 3" [ l e ^ " 1 ^ • £_ (D-6) 

The strain iii the rod ^ X is on the othsi* hand riven by 

g j . JI. I t ..iCwt-icZ) K 3(®t+k30| . ~ "jr* ° * 5_e {• (0-7) 

The force F, Eq (D-h), is found in terns of this strain to ba 

F - JkAB [ X - 5 . (D-6) 

The impedance across a section or the vod specified by the co-

ordinate X is the rati? of force to velocity. Thus, if Z represents c 
the impedance of a rod extending indefinitely to the right, so that in-

flected waves are never observed,. ,§_ zero and it is easily seen 
that-

** Kfi* Zc " — " ~*r " Apc* CD-9) 

For th is analysis t.he coordinate X - 0 vas chosen to corre-
spond tc a position of maxiflMm cart iclo displacement, £ in the 

IQcLX 
standing wave. With this hitherto arbitrary origin chosen to cor.-espend 
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to the ;naximin nearesi the terjninal imrodariCe, the dist&r.Ca i'rom   X = 0 

to t.hfi tfirmii'al b-'j-iacfc will be destimatftd   X .    fhi*r\ at this coot'dtnata 

i s foimd 

ban. _ _  "  

C3+ e" ' -    5_ e-1- 

(D-10) 

2      .   HIS '' ^ "  -5 J CDS kx
c - -1 f^+ 

+   ^_)  ^ ^o. (D-ll) Jt £*;'   —z ' ;  
(AT ♦   '$_) c- kXjj - j CS+ -  Ä_) sin ifXo 

Kxanination ci' squation ^' reveals that, the maximum and minimum 

oarticle äispiaremsnts     ^    arp rftsnert.ivnlv 

^*     ^ 

t 
^min 

fc 
Ö* 

(D-12) 

TTien combining En i'n-l\)  ^nd D-15) Rives 

"ST -'min '""'' ,tJVo ^    ömax OJ" "^o 

L 
fe        ens kX    ■•  J    X  .    z:n kX CD-13) 

AccoraingJy for the ratio    Z+/^      from "q (0-1) it is found from Eq 9 end 

"c 
CO 

A   .     ?.OB kX    - .i    Ö       sin kX ^mxn o       max         o 

«•max o     u    »Biin o 

5   •    uo3 -=- x   - j   5       sin ■x-   X 

V- 

5 'mp* "'IMTI 7> 0 

Cü-ili) 
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APPENDIX E 

THE PTWER -PRBC'UENCt INTERACI'ICN 

'Ihe power delivered by a transducer-coupler s ystem varies as 
tho souai-f. nf both the i'raouency and the amplitude. Thus, ultrasonic 

welding vhich is deoendent upon vibratory energy is rv'j.aiea. r.o frequency 
sr.d amplitude. 

A priori consideration show that a vibratory amolitude of, 

i.av, l/lO in. which night be possible at 100 cp.3 would be impractical 

for joining 1 oil of 0.001-in. th.i cknpss, and a vibratory amplitude of, 

0.0001 ir.. woUid elastzcall*/ deformi onljr the surface of a l-in = 

pli'te and be uftoroductivc of ar interracial disturbance between +vc 1-in. 
elates. 

The relation between frequency and amplitude ia Imposed by the 
transducer and its coupler system because of the limits inherent, in the 
properties of the wateris of which tbsrr =re marta_ 

I.arger amplitude levels but at lower force levels can be 

achieved through the use of velocity transformers fll), but, in any 

case* a limiting amplitude (dependent upon the strain and shape factor) 

ex:L?ts for uuj 1Bouiidni coupler element. Tne allowable elastic strain 
in an element of a resonant coupler system is determined by tne fatis"* 
strength of the material of which the coupler system element is made. 

The interrelationship which noes exist and the "level" of 

mechanical vibration csn be expressed in the following manner (22). 

• he paroicle displacement at any section of a l/?-v:avelength 
resonant ultrasonic element can be exDressed ass 

g. 5̂  tM) 
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where £ is the particle displacement at any time (?) «i* position 

fx); i:3 the aa-cimuni value} « is the radial frequeucv, Znf, in 
radiana/sec: k is ':r.a wave number, ~ °Vc; and > is the wave-

length of soiwd traveling at- velocity c in the materia"* -

l jnV:iv.iii of ' this equat ion rfith 
c - w/fc (E- la ) 

r e l a t e s the p a r t i c l e ve loc i ty (.^>) the s t r a i n - $r t o 
the 'i". - liatcmenfc whicfi i o r magnitudes only y i e l d s 

^ — o> 
w " 

V ;> 
if % . (E-2) 

Combining with Eq (E-la) yields the amplitude dependence upon the straint 

5-1 K. fE-3> 
The stress ( O and frequor.cy (f) interaction is obtained 

ry appropriate substitutions for the strain (from Kookes' Laws) and wavt-

i ength from wMich the amplitude varies as 

£ - ^ , (E-li) 
Si, ~TT 7rtE» * 

and f o r c " i/g/p 

' 2n f/sr ' (E"5) 

Thus, the maximum amplitude of any resonant elsnient (even mul-

tiples of l/U wavelength) in a transducer-coupler system varies linearly 

with the maximum allcvable stress, shlch is a najKisnical prop«r;.y sf the 

material; ir-versely with the modulus and density, which are physical 

properties of the material; and inversely with the frequency. 
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Transposing t h i s equation reveals f u r t h e r t ha t 

>-) 1" ™ —— - a constant (E-6) ° m .AST 
r •; y £-i' 

and depends upon the mechanical ax;d. physical properties of the material. 

It wao shown in trie final Hepcrt of ilsace I of this project (it) 

thrfe the acous t i c a l pnvcr dcl ivcrc . i by any u l t r a sc r . i c system can se de-
f ined by the equa t ion : 

T, - Rc « 2 

5 lE-r; 2£ 

01 ' 
n - i £ Acc «3- „ (K-8) 

111 

where Rc = A<~c i s th<? oharaiiLex-lafcic impedance of the. couple r , A i s 
the c ross s e c t i o n a l area of the coupler , and S i s the e l a s t i c s tanding-
:--aw Tnt.-io (S * 1 f o r ? } . m 

CCttuuiniiig VtQ (E-5) ar>d (F.-fi) 1«-ids t-o the po«er sana t ions 

I <r 
?

m
 = kk • (B-9) 

VEp 

thusj the maximum.power that can be delivered by a transducer 

coupler system for welair* appears to be in'tependent of frequency and 

tc depend upon the mechanical ̂ >id physical propsrties of the material of 

which the system is made. 
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